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Abstract 
The rotation and translation of non-spherical particles in homogeneous isotropic turbulence 
by 
Margaret Byron 
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley 
Professor Evan A. Variano, chair 
 
The motion of particles suspended in environmental turbulence is relevant to many scientific fields, 
from sediment transport to biological interactions to underwater robotics. At very small scales and 
simple shapes, we are able to completely mathematically describe the motion of inertial particles; 
however, the motion of large aspherical particles is significantly more complex, and current 
computational models are inadequate for large or highly-resolved domains.  Therefore, we seek to 
experimentally investigate the coupling between freely suspended particles and ambient turbulence.  
A better understanding of this coupling will inform not only engineering and physics, but the 
interactions between small aquatic organisms and their environments. In the following pages, we 
explore the roles of shape and buoyancy on the motion of passive particles in turbulence, and allow 
these particles to serve as models for meso-scale aquatic organisms. 
We fabricate cylindrical and spheroidal particles and suspend them in homogeneous, isotropic 
turbulence that is generated via randomly-actuated jet arrays.  The particles are fabricated with 
agarose hydrogel, which is refractive-index-matched to the surrounding fluid (water). Both the fluid 
and the particle are seeded with passive tracers, allowing us to perform Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV) simultaneously on the particle and fluid phase.  To investigate the effects of shape, particles 
are fabricated at varying aspect ratios; to investigate the effects of buoyancy, particles are fabricated 
at varying specific gravities.  Each particle type is freely suspended at a volume fraction of Φ=0.1%, 
for which four-way coupling interactions are negligible.  The suspended particles are imaged 
together with the surrounding fluid and analyzed using stereoscopic PIV, which yields three velocity 
components in a two-dimensional measurement plane.  Using image thresholding, the results are 
separated into simultaneous fluid-phase and solid-phase velocity fields. 
Using these simultaneous measurements, we examine particles’ turbulent slip velocity and compare it 
to particles’ quiescent settling velocity, which we measure directly.  We observe that the slip velocity 
is strongly reduced relative to the quiescent case, and explore various mechanisms of particle 
loitering in turbulence.  We further explore the relationship between the instantaneous particle 
velocity and the instantaneous fluid velocity, and develop a linear parametrization.  By comparing 
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our experimental data to a simple one-dimensional flow in the context of this parametrization, we 
elucidate aspects of slip velocity that are unique to turbulence. 
We obtain the particles’ angular velocity by applying the solid-body rotation equation to velocity 
measurements at points inside the particle.  We find that the expected value of angular velocity 
magnitude does not vary significantly with particle aspect ratio, as long as particles are nearly 
neutrally buoyant.  Stronger effects on rotation are found for more negatively-buoyant particles. We 
also investigate particles’ inheritance of vorticity from turbulent velocity fields, and find that particle 
rotation can be predicted by applying a spatial filter to fluid-phase vorticity.   
The results of this study will allow us to more accurately predict the motion of aspherical particles, 
giving new insights into oceanic carbon cycling, industrial processes, and other important topics. 
This analysis will also shed light onto biological questions of navigation, reproduction, and predator-
prey interaction by quantifying the turbulence-driven behavior of meso-scale aquatic organisms, 
allowing researchers to sift out passive vs. active effects in a behaving organism. Lastly, processes 
that are directly dependent on particle dynamics (e.g., sediment transport, industrial processes) will 
be informed by our results. 
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I. Introduction 
Interaction between suspended matter and fluid flow is ubiquitous in the natural and built 
environment.  Sediment, aquatic organisms, and underwater vehicles are all subject to the whims of 
the complex flows in which they reside. Whether these suspended objects are as small as bacteria or 
as large as submarines, detailed knowledge of their motion in flow can improve our understanding 
of biology, physics, and engineering design.   
Turbulence—with its wide range of length, time, and velocity scales—interacts in curious ways with 
suspended matter.  Simultaneously chaotic and ordered, turbulence buffets, rotates, and aligns 
objects within its collection of tangled vortex tubes.  For objects that are smaller than the largest 
turbulent scales, this buffeting can have a significant effect on the object’s dynamics (and, in the case 
of living organisms, it can affect important biological processes like reproduction or feeding).  
In this chapter, we will discuss the motivation for and consequences of an increased understanding 
of particle dynamics in turbulence.  We begin by evaluating the importance of this topic in 
engineering, physics, biology, and robotics, and proceed to a survey of the current literature on these 
topics.  Lastly, we outline our experiments and their general application to turbulent particle-laden 
flows. 
1.1 Motivation 
The study of suspended objects in flow is alternately called “particle-laden flow” or “multiphase 
flow”, with the two terms serving as roughly interchangeable. Over the past several decades, this 
topic has evolved into a distinct subfield of fluid mechanics.  Early studies focused on very small, 
spherical particles; these studies benefit from certain mathematical simplifications, such as the ability 
to neglect particle inertia and finite-size effects. The study of “large” particles (i.e., particles larger 
than the Kolmogorov scale of the surrounding turbulence) has blossomed in recent years, as has the 
study of nonspherical particles.  This is very encouraging, since few naturally-occurring particles are 
perfectly spherical.  A better understanding of the dynamics of nonspherical particles will inform 
countless models for particle transport and settling. 
Of particular interest to us are particles whose sizes are comparable to the Taylor microscale. These 
particles are situated within the “inertial subrange” that is characteristic of turbulence, in which 
energy cascades losslessly from larger to smaller flow structures.  At this size scale, particles are 
suspended in an extremely nonuniform field of vortices which are both larger and smaller than the 
particles.  This heterogeneity in the surrounding flow should lead to strong size-dependence in 
particles’ motion.  Additionally, this is an interesting parameter space for both aquatic organisms and 
autonomous underwater vehicles. The large size range of the ambient flow structures means that 
both animals and robots at this scale will be subject to buffeting and fluctuating forces of a markedly 
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different character than the forces experienced by very small or very large animals.  This may have 
implications for navigation, locomotion, and control. 
In this work, we examine statistical ensembles of Taylor-scale, non-spherical, near-neutrally-buoyant 
particles which are suspended in homogeneous isotropic turbulence.  Particles of this size and 
density can serve as models for large flocs, small underwater vehicles, or the larger plankton. 
1.1.1 Engineering and Physics 
Though they are often treated as such, very few physically-relevant fluid flows are purely single-
phase.  From silt-laden estuaries to smoggy city skies, particles alter environmental and industrial 
flows.  When researchers account for the presence of particles, it is usually an approximate solution 
only: an extra term in a numerical model, or a slight change of empirical constants.  However, in 
many cases, scientists and engineers are interested in the dynamics of individual particles, and not 
just the bulk flow properties.  A large body of work addresses the dispersion and diffusion of 
particles (B. Geurts, Clercx, and Uijttewaal 2007; Gill 1982; Elimelech, Gregory, and Jia 2013), and 
our understanding of this topic has led to great success in civil infrastructure development.  The 
study of reactive and combusting flows—typically gaseous flows laden with droplets—has provided 
insight into the development of new technology in the automotive and energy industry (Kuo and 
Acharya 2012).  These studies of particle dynamics feed back into larger-scale models, improving the 
accuracy with which we make predictions about particle-laden flows. 
Applications in environmental engineering (e.g. sediment transport, waste management), mechanical 
engineering (e.g. combustion, particulate transport and deposition), or physics (e.g. turbulence 
modulation, particle clustering) require a mathematical understanding of particles in flow—or, at the 
very least, an accurate model of their dynamics.  Often, particles are modeled as spheres despite the 
paucity of regular shapes in such processes.  This is in part due to the complex and difficult nature 
of accounting for shape effects—even our most detailed equations of motion for nonspherical 
particles must make various assumptions about the particles’ size, buoyancy, and/or their 
relationship to the surrounding flow. 
Many industrial processes also involve non-spherical particles suspended in a fluid medium, as in 
papermaking or concrete mixing.  In these industries, individual particle behavior is of interest, since 
particle or fiber alignment is a key determinant of the quality and strength of the manufactured 
material (Lundell, Söderberg, and Alfredsson 2011).  In both industrial and environmental 
applications, particles are often suspended in complex flows (e.g. turbulence). It is therefore 
important to quantify the rotation and translation of particles in turbulence, and to measure how 
these vary with shape, size, and density. 
1.1.2 Biology 
The physics of individual particles suspended in turbulence are equally applicable to small aquatic 
organisms, many of which are near neutral buoyancy.  Through our studies of particle-laden flows, 
we gain a better understanding of the passive buffeting experienced by organisms in complex flows. 
This contributes to our overall understanding of locomotion, navigation, reproduction, and 
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predator-prey interactions.  Of particular interest are the passive dynamics of meso-scale organisms, 
whose lengths are within the inertial subrange of ambient turbulence (in the ocean, the inertial 
subrange is from millimeters to centimeters (Thorpe 2005)).  These organisms occupy a curious 
space in our “map” of turbulence: they are smaller than the largest turbulent eddies, but larger than 
the smallest eddies.  Larger organisms, being larger than all turbulent scales, may safely ignore the 
subtleties of the surrounding flow.  Smaller (sub-Kolmogorov) organisms, experiencing only linear 
shear, have little experience of the complexity that occurs at larger scales.  In the classical view, large 
organisms are often called “nekton” (Greek: “swimmer”) and small are called “plankton” (Greek: 
“drifter”), respectively (Aleev 1977).  This classification implies that large organisms have complete 
control over their locomotion, whereas small organisms are at the mercy of the ambient flow.  This 
is of course a gross oversimplification, as plankton have been shown to be capable of precise, 
controlled behaviors such as prey-capture maneuvers, escape responses, and directed swimming 
(Yamazaki and Squires 1996; Fields and Yen 1997; Kiørboe and Visser 1999).  However, there is 
some utility in this view: the size scales of the ambient flow in relation to an organism’s body size are 
certainly a large factor in the way it experiences its environment. 
Organisms which exist at intermediate scales may be classified as nektoplankton (plankton tending 
towards nekton) or planktonekton (nekton tending towards plankton).  In this view, meso-scale 
animals have only intermittent control over their locomotion because they are navigating through 
fields of turbulent flow structures which are both larger and smaller than themselves.  Many studies 
(reviewed by (Liao 2007)) have shown that organisms which are slightly larger than the upper bound 
of the inertial subrange (e.g., many teleost fishes) can sense and exploit ordered, periodic vortex 
structures, which are usually about an order of magnitude smaller than themselves.  However, 
smaller (meso-scale) organisms experience turbulent velocity fluctuations without the periodicity of 
these large structures.  Exploration of the passive dynamics of these organisms, as modeled by large 
particles, may help to determine whether these smaller organisms have specialized methods of 
navigating in turbulence or managing aperiodic velocity fluctuations.  This investigation will also 
help us to address the biological aspects of locomotion and control by sifting and separating passive 
behavior from active swimming. 
1.1.3 Robotics 
The above discussion of meso-scale aquatic organism navigation is equally applicable to small 
underwater robots.  Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are used for scientific applications 
such as topographic surveying, biological sampling, and deep-sea explorations, as well as military 
applications including reconnaissance and weapons deployment (Griffiths 2002).  AUVs are also 
useful for environmental applications, such as monitoring the spread of contaminants from 
underwater oil operations (Bingham et al. 2002).  Of the many AUVs in common use, the smallest 
have lengths which are on the order of meters (Table 1.2).  This is much larger than the largest size 
scales in oceanic turbulence, and thus these vehicles are relatively unaffected by turbulent velocity 
and vorticity structures (though they are still subjected to large-scale currents and eddies).  Smaller, 
meso-scale vehicles, however, would encounter the same turbulent eddy field as a meso-scale 
organism of the same size. 
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Micro-autonomous underwater vehicles (μAUVs) have risen to prominence in recent years as a 
potential solution for many problems in the private and public sectors.  Large underwater vehicles 
are limited in their maneuverability, and their conspicuous size may be a hindrance in military 
missions.  μAUVs, with their potentially smaller turning radii and shorter stopping distances, are 
capable of navigating within complex terrain, such as wetland canopies and coral reefs.  Smaller 
vehicles could potentially be built in larger numbers, opening up possibilities of sensor networks 
covering a large area for either scientific sampling or surveillance.  However, such vehicles come 
with their own set of difficulties.  In smaller vehicles, there is less space available for power supply, 
payload, and sensors.  These severe space constraints set up propulsive efficiency as paramount. 
Knowledge of particle dynamics provides a priori knowledge of the types of buffeting and rotation 
that meso-scale vehicles will experience in turbulence.  This will help designers to maximize 
propulsive efficiency, and may also help with tasks such as station-holding or maintaining a 
preferred orientation in the midst of turbulence.  Increased efficiency of propulsion, including an 
enhanced ability to deal with turbulent fluctuations, could either extend AUV range or free up 
payload so that the vehicle could include more or more powerful sensors. 
1.2 Current Work 
Having briefly outlined the importance of particle rotation and translation as applied to physics, 
biology, and engineering, along with the motivation for studying this topic, we will discuss the 
current state of the field as it is relevant to the research herein. 
A note on vocabulary 
The following terms are used frequently when discussing particle-laden flow; they are defined here 
for ease of reading. 
Stokes flow/drag In the Stokes flow regime, when particle Reynolds number is very low, the Navier-Stokes 
equation may be reduced to the viscous terms only.  This condition is also referred to as 
“creeping flow”.  In the Stokesian regime, the drag on a particle is proportional to its 
velocity relative to the surrounding fluid. 
Stokes number The Stokes number is a nondimensional ratio: the numerator is the response time of a 
particle to turbulent fluctuations, and the denominator is a flow timescale (usually the 
Kolmogorov scale).  So, if a particle is quick to respond to changes in flow, it will have a 
low Stokes number, and its behavior will be much like a fluid parcel. If the particle is slow 
to respond, it will have a high Stokes number. 
Newtonian drag When particle Reynolds number is very high, it is in the Newtonian drag regime; drag is 
proportional to the velocity squared. 
One-way coupling If a particle is very small and/or only weakly inertial, and are only sparsely suspended in the 
flow, it may be assumed that the particle has a negligible effect on the surrounding fluid.  
This is known as “one-way coupling.” 
Two-way coupling The presence of particles in a flow may also alter the characteristics of the surrounding 
turbulence.  This occurs if the particles are large or inertial enough to affect the 
surrounding flow.   
Four-way coupling If particles are inertial and densely suspended, there is four-way coupling: particles affect 
the fluid motion, fluid affects the particle motion, and particles collide with one another 
(and any solid boundaries which are present in the flow). 
Table 1.1: Definitions of key terms in particle-turbulence interaction. 
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1.2.1 Particle-laden turbulence 
The first attempt to derive the analytic equation for a finite-sized particle in a non-uniform flow was 
completed by (Tchen 1947), building on the work of previous authors who had derived the equation 
of motion for an inertial particle in a fluid at rest (Basset 1888; Boussinesq 1903; Oseen 1927). 
Tchen’s attempt, however, was soon criticized by (Corrsin and Lumley 1956) for failing to properly 
incorporate forces and torques due to the static pressure gradient and the spatial velocity gradient.  
Further augmentations to the equation were introduced to incorporate viscous shear, the stresses 
present in the undisturbed fluid, memory effects, and other subtleties (Buevich 1966; Riley 1971; 
Soo 1975; Gitterman and Steinberg 1980), moving the equation towards a true approximation of a 
finite-sized sphere in turbulence. 
(Maxey and Riley 1983) incorporated the efforts of these authors, as well as the Faxén corrections 
for finite-size effects (Faxén 1922).  It is their equation of motion which has entered the canon, and 
is often referenced as the Maxey-Riley equation: 
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(1.1) 
 
where 𝑅 equals the sphere’s radius, 𝑚𝑝 is the particle’s mass, 𝑚𝑓 is the mass of an equivalent 
volume of fluid,  𝒖𝑝 equals the particle velocity and 𝒖𝑓 = 𝒖𝑓(𝑡) is the fluid velocity, which in the 
equation above is always evaluated at the position of the particle center.  This equation is discussed 
in detail in Chapter 3. 
The Maxey-Riley equation accounts for the forces of buoyancy, pressure gradients, acceleration 
reaction, and drag, including both steady drag (using Stokes’ drag law) and unsteady drag, which 
encompasses the effects of the particle’s history.  This last term is also called the “Basset history 
term,” and it incorporates the particles’ past interactions with the surrounding flow.  However, the 
motion of particles outside the creeping flow regime is not well-described, even for spheres.  For 
nonspherical particles at larger scales, there is as yet no theoretical or analytical approach (Mandø 
and Rosendahl 2010)—though we note that some empirical work has attempted to reconcile both 
Stokesian and Newtonian analytical drag models for nonspherical particles at transitional Re 
(discussed in detail in Appendix A).  In the following sections, we survey those analytical approaches 
that have proven useful for non-spherical small particles, along with computational and experimental 
methods that provide some insight on the motion of non-spherical large particles. 
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Approaches: Analytic, numerical, and experimental 
Our understanding of both spherical and nonspherical particles in turbulence has grown vastly in 
recent years (Toschi and Bodenschatz 2009; Balachandar and Eaton 2010).  However, due to the 
mathematical considerations discussed above, research has largely focused on dynamics of very small 
particles.  These small particles have sizes which are below the Kolmogorov scale  
𝜂, and usually have Reynolds numbers Re which are much less than unity.  In these types of 
problems, the fluid forcing can be well described by the linear, viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes 
equation.  Analytical solutions for the motion of simple shapes are well-known in this low-Re regime 
(Stokes 1851; Jeffery 1922; Happel and Brenner 1983).  A common approach is to perform a 
numerical simulation in which particles are treated as points, whose center-of-mass is advected with 
the flow and whose rotation is dictated by a variant of Jeffery’s equations (Gustavsson, Einarsson, 
and Mehlig 2014; Zhao, Marchioli, and Andersson 2014; Ni et al. 2015).   
For particles at intermediate Reynolds number, analytic solutions fail and researchers must turn to 
techniques in Computational Fluid Mechanics (CFD).  These methods resolve the fluid-particle 
interaction at many locations along the particle surface, rather than computing the resultant force 
and torque on a particle from an analytical expression.  In many cases, these methods also include 
the forcing which the particle applies to the surrounding fluid; these forces are not typically included 
in models which rely on Equation (1.1) or on Jeffery’s equations (Jeffery 1922).  For freely-
suspended large particles (i.e., particles which are many times larger than the Kolmogorov scale, and 
subsequently several times larger than the simulation grid scale) in turbulence, the interfacial 
dynamics become very complex.  Lagrangian CFD methods such as smoothed-particle 
hydrodynamics (SPH) and Lattice-Boltzmann methods (LBM) are often more efficient in this case; 
since they model the fluid as discrete elements rather than a continuum evaluated at points, the 
incorporation of local fluid-particle interactions is somewhat more elegant (Monaghan 2012; Aidun 
and Clausen 2010).  However, Eulerian-Lagrangian techniques, in which turbulence is computed on 
an Eulerian grid and a particle is superimposed upon it, are the most widely-used.  This approach 
has led to major insights on particle motion (Loth 2000; Subramaniam 2013). 
Numerical simulations have given us a great deal of insight on shape-dependent variation in rotation, 
settling, and particle clustering (Andersson and Soldati 2013; Eaton and Fessler 1994; Gustavsson, 
Einarsson, and Mehlig 2014). The latest computational work is able to accurately simulate large, 
freely suspended particles in turbulence (Marchioli and Soldati 2013), some including two-way 
coupling effects (Lucci, Ferrante, and Elghobashi 2010; Zhao and Wachem 2013).  However, the 
limits on available computing power restrict these experiments to computational domains that are 
still too small to simulate many interesting problems. 
In addition to the analytical and numerical work referenced above, many researchers have pursued a 
greater understanding of particle motion through experiment.  The most obvious limitation of the 
available analytical expressions is the failure to treat with large particles.  Therefore, many 
researchers have kept their particles spherical, but increased the particles’ size and/or inertia beyond 
the bounds of the Maxey-Riley equation. (Xu and Bodenschatz 2008) examined the acceleration 
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statistics of particles larger than the Kolmogorov scale.  They found that neutrally-buoyant large 
particles display different behavior than small heavy particles, even at the same Stokes number, and 
do not cluster in the same regions of turbulence.  This work was continued by (Klein et al. 2013), 
who simultaneously measured the rotation and translation of large, near-neutrally-buoyant particles. 
(Zimmermann et al. 2011) also studied neutrally-buoyant large particles, exploring the effects of 
turbulent intermittency and showing the effects of lift forces on the particles.  Several studies also 
examine the effects of finite size on the turbulent transport of particles, including the acceleration 
statistics of dispersed particles (Qureshi et al. 2008) and the relationship between particle size and 
turbulent intermittency (Qureshi et al. 2007). 
Large nonspherical particles have also been studied in some detail.  For example, a number of 
studies on flexible and rigid fibers in channel flow have explored flocculation/aggregation (Lundell, 
Söderberg, and Alfredsson 2011); rotation, as compared to spherical particles (Marchioli and Soldati 
2013); and slip velocity (Zhao, Marchioli, and Andersson 2014).  Other studies have focused on the 
orientation of nonspherical particles in turbulence, including studies of glass fibers in high-Reynolds 
number channel flow (Bernstein and Shapiro 1994) and rods in grid-generated turbulence (Parsa et 
al. 2012).  Still more studies have examined at the modulation of turbulence due to the presence of 
nonspherical particles (Bellani et al. 2012). 
There are many topics that are of interest when it comes to the motion of nonspherical particles in 
turbulence.  We have briefly touched upon some specific studies to provide an impression of the 
very broad scope of this field.  The subtopics that are most relevant to our work are particle settling 
and particle rotation; below, we give an in-depth overview of the analytical, numerical, and 
experimental work on these subtopics. 
Particle settling 
One of the most prominent justifications for the study of particles in turbulence is its applicability to 
particle settling.  This topic has great application in environmental engineering, as it is crucial in the 
study of sediment transport.  Another instance of particle settling in turbulence is the case of falling 
marine snow (i.e., aggregates of dead phytoplankton and other organic matter).  Marine snow 
provides a significant source of carbon sequestration, since a nontrivial percentage of these particles 
settles all the way to the ocean floor.  The settling velocity of marine snow is a key parameter in 
many models of the “biological pump”, but it is only known approximately (De La Rocha and 
Passow 2007).  Further applications of particle settling arise in industry, where settling particles play 
major roles in mining (Turian et al. 1992) and food production, such as winemaking (Robinson 
2006), along with many other processes. 
It is known that turbulence alters the settling velocity of particles (Murray 1970); however, the 
mechanisms by which this is accomplished are not well-defined, and the topic remains an area of 
much research.  Most research to date has focused on varying the size and/or density of particles 
and measuring the subsequent changes in settling velocity.  Few studies have explored the effects of 
particle shape on its settling velocity in turbulence, though some have attempted to quantify shape 
effects on quiescent settling (Christiansen and Barker 1965; Dietrich 1982). This is surprising, 
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because the particles whose settling behavior is of applied importance are rarely spherical; naturally-
occurring and biological particles are highly non-spherical, with the most common shapes being 
porous aggregates and long fibers (Mandø and Rosendahl 2010). 
In Murray’s experiments in 1970, particles at a Reynolds number (with 𝑅𝑒𝑝 ranging from 
approximately 20 – 80) showed a settling velocity in turbulence that was reduced by up to 30% 
relative to the same particles settling in still water (Murray 1970).  He attributed this decrease, as did 
his predecessors who studied simple oscillating flow, to nonlinearity in the drag force (Field 1968; 
Brush, Ho, and Singamsetti 1962).  (Tooby, Wick, and Isaacs 1977) elucidated another mechanism 
via elegant experiments involving stroboscopic images of heavy spheres in rotating flow, 
demonstrating that such particles tended to form long-lived circular orbits in regions of the flow 
which opposed their motion (“vortex-trapping”). Parallel investigations in the physics and applied 
mathematics community (as opposed to the environmental engineering and physical oceanography 
community) were also addressing this question, as applied to aerosol particles in the atmosphere 
(Yudine 1959; Csanady 1963; Meek and Jones 1973).  (Maxey 1987) performed computational 
simulations which determined that for inertial particles in a Gaussian random flow, settling velocity 
was actually enhanced relative to the quiescent settling velocity.  This was in contrast to the reduced-
settling observed by Murray and others.  Maxey’s results were due to a trajectory-biasing effect that 
is known as “fast-tracking” (Maxey and Corrsin 1986; Maxey 1990). “Fast-tracking” was also 
observed in the biological community, when (Ruiz, Macías, and Peters 2004) observed the enhanced 
settling velocities of phytoplankton cells. 
The discrepancy was reconciled in part by (Wang and Maxey 1993), who noted that for larger 
particles, nonlinear drag effects tempered the settling velocity enhancement. In other words, the 
settling velocity was still enhanced via fast-tracking, even in large particles, but the effect lessened 
when the simulation included nonlinear drag.  An overall reduction in settling velocity was observed 
only at the uppermost bound of their parameter space.  Wang and Maxey’s parameter space was 
defined by 𝑊/𝑣𝑘, the ratio of the Stokes settling velocity 𝑊 to the Kolmogorov velocity scale 𝑣𝑘 .  
They then measured the particle settling velocity 〈∆𝑉1〉, and normalized it with the turbulent rms 
velocity 𝑢′.  Overall settling-velocity reduction occurred in computational particles with a Stokes 
number of 2.74, for which 𝑊 𝑣𝑘⁄ = 4 .  The reduction was only observed when nonlinear drag was 
included in the model.  This perhaps explains the substantial reduction observed by Murray, whose 
experimental parameters (when converted to Wang and Maxey’s notation) denote much larger, 
heavier particles; Murray’s particle Stokes numbers range from 2 to 7, and the ratio of settling 
velocity to turbulent rms velocity ranges from 2 to 111.   
                                                 
1 It is difficult to compare these two cases, since one is a simulation that takes only dimensionless parameters (rather 
than physical quantities) and the other is an experiment in which the turbulence is not well-characterized.  By using the 
data given in (Murray 1968), along with the empirical scaling relation 𝜀 ≈ 𝑣′3 2𝐿⁄  (where 𝑣′ is the turbulent fluctuating 
velocity and 𝐿 is the intergral lengthscale), we are able to obtain approximations of the Kolmogorov timescale and 
velocity scale.  This allows a relatively direct (if rough) comparison of the two studies. 
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The same mechanisms that reduce or enhance the settling of heavy particles also affect the rise rates 
of positively buoyant particles, including bubbles and droplets (though these two example cases are 
sometimes complicated by deformability and/or internal fluid motion).  This question is particularly 
relevant for the oil and gas industries, which often encounter two-phase flows; for example, in the 
event of an oil spill, it is important to know how turbulence may impact the rise rate and dispersion 
of leaked oil droplets.  (Friedman and Katz 2002) found that the turbulence-altered rise rate of 
positively-buoyant droplets is highly dependent on the ratio of the droplet’s unaltered, original rise 
rate to the turbulent rms velocity.  This is the same parameter used by (Wang and Maxey 1993) and 
(Murray 1970), except that they worked with negatively buoyant solid particles and therefore studied 
altered settling instead of altered rising.  Friedman and Katz find that when the original rise rate is 
much larger than 𝑢′, rise rate is unaffected.  When the original rise rate is small compared to 𝑢′, the 
altered rise rate is approximately equal to 25% of the turbulent rms velocity, regardless of the 
droplet’s quiescent-flow rise rate or Stokes number—that is, the droplet’s original rise rate does not 
matter, and the altered rise rate is determined wholly by the ambient flow.  However, when the 
droplet’s original rise rate is of the same order as 𝑢′, the altered rise rate is very sensitive to the 
Stokes number, with large-St particles experiencing a reduction in rise rate.  (Poorte and Biesheuvel 
2002) studied the rise rates of moderate-Reynolds number (Re∼102) bubbles in turbulence, and 
found that their rise rate was reduced by up to 35%.  This is in contrast to previous studies, nearly all 
of which (save (Murray 1970)) had found that settling or rising velocities were enhanced in 
turbulence. It is in this regime, where the particle settling velocity is comparable to the turbulent rms 
velocity, where we choose to conduct our experiments.  In our experiments, we seek not only to 
match the particles’ settling velocity to 𝑢′, but we also seek to match the particles’ size to an 
intermediate eddy size. 
Above, we have outlined three major mechanisms for settling-velocity alteration in turbulence: 
nonlinear drag (large particles), vortex-trapping (large particles), and fast-tracking (small particles).  
However, we do not have a firm grasp on when each of these mechanisms come into play, nor how 
they might depend on particle size, density, or relationship to the ambient turbulence.  There may 
also be other mechanisms which have not yet been described. 
The determination of particle settling velocity reduction or enhancement is an area of active 
research, and there is as yet no universal principle governing how settling velocity might be altered.  
Given the current state of the field, it appears that the three most important parameters are: the ratio 
of particles’ quiescent settling velocity to 𝑢′; particle Stokes number; and particle Reynolds number.  
Little is known about the effects of particle shape on settling velocity alteration. For a collection of 
experiments on this topic, the reader is directed to the work of (Nielsen 2007) and (Good et al. 
2014). 
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Figure 1.1: A collection of data from experiments and simulations, reprinted from (Nielsen 2007), showing the 
regimes where the settling velocity is either reduced or enhanced. 
 
Particle slip velocity in turbulence 
The traditional definition of the settling velocity—that is, the time it takes for a particle to fall 
through a large distance divided by that distance—is not always practical or relevant in turbulence.  
This method requires the observer to track a particle over a long period of time, since the particle’s 
vertical velocity may fluctuate drastically.  Given a large enough ensemble of particles, one might 
assemble an ensemble-averaged vertical velocity, which we denote as the “group settling velocity”.  
However, it is not the absolute particle velocity that determines the fluid drag on that particle.  
Rather, it is the relative velocity between the particle and the fluid—the “slip velocity.”  It is this 
parameter, defined as the particle velocity minus the fluid velocity, which appears several times in 
Equation (1.1), the Maxey-Riley equation. The slip velocity, not the absolute particle velocity, 
determines the fluid drag.  The slip velocity is also the parameter that is most often used to define a 
particle Reynolds number, which is a crucial starting point for any study of particle dynamics.  2 
                                                 
2 The slip velocity should not be confused with the “slip length”, a factor that is used to correct for non-ideal boundary 
layers in which the no-slip assumption is not entirely true (e.g., at very low pressure and/or in rarified atmosphere, when 
the continuum approximation still holds but very few molecules are present).  Nor does the term “slip velocity” imply 
that the no-slip boundary condition does not hold at the particle surface—it does.  The slip velocity refers to the relative 
velocity between a particle and a characteristic average velocity that represents the average flow in the immediate vicinity 
of the particle. 
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Slip is also a key parameter in studies of turbulence modulation due to the presence of particles.  
(Cisse, Homann, and Bec 2013) studied flow modification due to the slipping between large 
spherical particles and the surrounding homogeneous turbulence, including the viscous boundary 
layer around the particle. (Zhao, Marchioli, and Andersson 2014) also studied slip velocity in the 
context of turbulence modulation, investigating the effects of aspect ratio on the slip of long fibers 
in turbulent channel flow.  A very detailed simulation was performed by (Zhao and Wachem 2013), 
in which experimenters used a full four-way coupling scheme (fluid affects particles, particles affect 
fluid, and particles can collide with one another).  They simulated a turbulent channel flow that is 
sparsely laden with spherical and ellipsoidal particles, finding not only turbulence modulation but an 
anisotropic slip velocity (higher in the streamwise direction). 
The slip velocity of a particle is defined as follows: 
 ?⃑? 𝑠 = ?⃑? 𝑝 − ?⃑? 𝑓 (1.2) 
 
where ?⃑? 𝑝 is the instantaneous particle center-of-mass velocity, and ?⃑? 𝑓 is a velocity which is 
representative of the local instantaneous fluid velocity field.  Obtaining the particle velocity is 
relatively straightforward in both laboratory and numerical experiments.  However, there are several 
choices for the fluid velocity ?⃑? 𝑓. The most intuitive is to use the fluid velocity that would exist at the 
location of the particle if the particle itself were not present—that is, the fluid velocity “seen” by the 
particle.  In a numerical experiment, one may simply delete the particle, either by re-running the 
simulation with identical initial and boundary conditions, but no particles (Bagchi and Balachandar 
2003), or—if the simulation is set up such that the particles have no impact on the fluid, but are 
merely advected in a one-way coupled fashion—one may use the predetermined fluid velocity at the 
particle center (Calzavarini et al. 2012).  Neither approach is feasible for a laboratory experiment.  If 
the particles are smaller than the scale at which turbulent velocity gradients become linear (the 
Kolmogorov scale), it is possible to interpolate a velocity to the particle center (though interpolation 
becomes complex for nonspherical particles). 
In our experiments, we calculate an average fluid velocity ?⃑? 𝑓 in the neighborhood of the particle. 
Further details on how this neighborhood is bounded are given in Chapter 3. 
Particle rotation 
At small scales, when particle size is less than the Kolmogorov lengthscale, particles experience only 
local velocity gradients.  If these small particles are neutrally-buoyant (i.e. without inertia), their 
center-of-mass is simply advected with the flow as a passive tracer, and their rotation can be 
calculated using Jeffery’s equations (Jeffery 1922).  This case has been studied in detail by a number 
of researchers, as discussed previously.  Simulations by (Parsa et al. 2012) showed that tracer rods 
and disks rotate differently, finding that the tumbling rate of disks was substantially higher than that 
of rods.  This was supported by the analytical work of (Gustavsson, Einarsson, and Mehlig 2014), 
who found the same pattern in simulated tracer rods and disks, and further validated by simulation 
and experiment in (Byron et al. 2015).  Later work by (Parsa and Voth 2014) extended our 
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knowledge well into the inertial range, studying the rotation rate of long rods in turbulence.  Of 
particular interest to our work is Parsa and Voth’s exploration of the effects of rod alignment with 
turbulent flow structures in the inertial range.  When they compared their experiments to an analytic 
model predicting tumbling rate in randomly-oriented rods (i.e., not aligned with flow structures), 
they found substantial differences between experiment and model for short rods (less than 30𝜂).  
However, the effects of alignment were much weaker for particles above this lengthscale.  In our 
experiments with large particles, the smallest dimension is >40𝜂, and the aspect ratios of our 
particles are much smaller than Parsa and Voth’s long rods (our longest rods are 60𝜂 with an aspect 
ratio of 4; in this study, the longest rods were 72.9𝜂 with an aspect ratio of 76). This is discussed 
further in Chapter 4. 
1.2.2 Biological oceanography and animal locomotion 
Small aquatic organisms inhabit a complex environment, and their abilities to feed and reproduce are 
strongly influenced by the flows in which they reside.  For example, varying levels of turbulence in 
the water column may increase or decrease prey capture rates (MacKenzie et al. 1994; Rothschild 
and Osborn 1988), disrupt feeding currents (Sutherland et al. 2014), inhibit the ability to sense 
predators (Gilbert and Buskey 2005), affect habitat selection (Reidenbach, Koseff, and Koehl 2009; 
Sutherland et al. 2014), or obstruct chemical/odor cues (Weissburg et al. 2012; Visser 2001).  
Turbulence can also impact the development of plankton thin layers and large-scale distribution 
(Durham and Stocker 2012; Prairie et al. 2012).  Alignment and rotation of individual organisms in 
turbulence may also influence boundary layer thickness and therefore nutrient uptake, influencing 
the chemistry and biological cycles of the environment at local and global scales (Karp-Boss, Boss, 
and Jumars 1996; Pahlow, Riebesell, and Wolf-Gladrow 1997; Nguyen et al. 2011). 
Even at larger size scales, many organisms have developed physical adaptations (i.e. changes to the 
shapes of body shape and/or appendages) in order to better control and stabilize their position in 
the flow (Webb 1984b; Webb and Cotel 2010).  Excessive buffeting and rotation can disorient fish 
and other organisms, potentially subjecting them to increased predation (Cada 1997).  Fish 
swimming through eddies of various orientation demonstrated a loss of postural control, the 
magnitude of which was dependent on eddy orientation (Tritico and Cotel 2010). 
For intermediately-sized organisms, such as copepods or some larvae, the ambient distribution of 
linear and angular velocities affects feeding, recruitment, and predator-avoidance (Peng and Dabiri 
2009; Grünbaum and Strathmann 2003; Yamazaki and Squires 1996). Many organisms have 
developed adaptive behaviors to navigate and follow sensory cues in their noisy, fluctuating, 
turbulent environments (Grünbaum 1998; Reidenbach, George, and Koehl 2008).  In addition to all 
of the noise in their environment, animals must also be able to adapt to rapid and often-
unpredictable changes in their own orientation with respect to that environment.  The orientation of 
an organism has been shown to be important for gravitaxis, settlement, and directed swimming; 
turbulent shear and mixing interferes with these processes (Machemer and Braucker 1991; Roberts 
and Deacon 2002). 
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We are curious about the effects of body shape on organism-environment interaction; our 
experiments focus on how model organisms (i.e., passive particles) of various aspect ratios and 
densities rotate and translate in turbulence.  Shape has been shown to be an important factor for 
swimming efficiency, nutrient uptake, gravitaxis, rheotaxis, and many other behaviors, across a wide 
range of organism sizes and taxa (Marcos et al. 2012; Roberts and Deacon 2002; Pahlow, Riebesell, 
and Wolf-Gladrow 1997; Peng and Alben 2012).  Aquatic organisms tend to be very close to 
neutrally-buoyant, with most animals’ densities falling within 2-3% of the density of water (Aleev 
1977).  However, very small changes in density may account for strong differences in the passive 
response of an organism to the ambient turbulence.  We will explore this parameter space by slightly 
changing the density of our experimental models, within the same range of specific gravities which 
occur in aquatic organisms. 
Biological navigation and body shape 
Animals’ styles of navigation are frequently correlated with their body shape and size (Domenici 
2001; Tytell et al. 2010).  For example, aquatic organisms navigating at low Re have substantially 
different body plans than high-Re swimmers, which tend to be streamlined.  At very high Reynolds 
numbers, streamlined body plans converge to a fineness ratio (body length divided by body 
diameter) of 4.5—the same ratio which was independently discovered to be optimal for aircraft 
fuselage (Ohlberger, Staaks, and Holker 2006; von Mises 1959).   Further specialization occurs based 
on the animal’s preferred prey and predation method, as is illustrated by the “Webb Triangle” 
(Webb 1984a).  In this schematic illustration, “cruising” fish such as tuna have streamlined, relatively 
stiff bodies, whereas “acceleration specialists” such as pike have long, slender, flexible bodies for 
quick-start strikes.  A third category brings in “maneuverers” such as the butterflyfish, which have 
disc-like bodies with well-distributed fins that are capable of very precise applications of thrust. This 
diversity illustrates that hydrodynamic efficiency is not always paramount, and that morphology may 
change depending on other aspects of the animals’ lifestyle.  
Even taking into account the morphological variations mentioned above, high-Re swimmers (e.g., 
fishes and cetaceans) have generally similar-looking, streamlined body plans. However, diversity 
reigns supreme at low Reynolds number.  There is no single representative body plan for a low-Re 
swimmer; even relatively non-locomotory organisms, such as diatoms, occur as a variety of disks, 
stars, chains, and other fanciful shapes.  For these animals, hydrodynamic issues such as drag 
reduction are not necessarily of great concern.  Hydrodynamic efficiency may be secondary to other 
evolutionary pressures, which produce the diversity of shapes we see in the smallest of the plankton.  
In very small swimmers, the laminarity of the surrounding flow dictates that the predominant 
component of drag will be proportional to the total surface area of the organism.  This is in contrast 
to high-Re swimmers, for whom the flow-normal area is a large contributor to the drag force.  
However, some hydrodynamic adaptations are evident even in the smallest swimmers— for 
example, a bacterium’s shape influences its sinking speed, nutrient-absorbing capacity, and its ability 
to form biofilms (Dusenbery 2009; Dusenbery 1998).  Copepods use their long, slender appendages 
to circumvent the surrounding viscous boundary layer and find prey (Kjellerup and Kiørboe 2012; 
Andrews 1983). 
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At transitional Reynolds numbers and mid-range lengthscales, where our experimental particles lie, it 
is far from clear whether there is an “optimal” body shape.  Organisms at these intermediate scales 
occupy a unique position in the turbulent lengthscale spectrum, falling in between the viscous and 
energy-containing limits. Therefore, the hydrodynamic forces on these organisms will be extremely 
variable, alternately placing them into the high-Re and low-Re regimes.  Previous work has shown 
that in very small particles, shape changes do affect particle kinematics, with the strongest relative 
effects occurring at aspect ratios near unity (Byron et al. 2015).  We investigate larger particles, of 
transitional Reynolds number, and the effects of shape change on particle rotation and translation. 
A group of organisms that is directly comparable to our experimental particles is the cydippid 
ctenophores, particularly Pleurobrachia and Hormiphora (Hutchins and Olendorf 2004).  These animals’ 
body plans are roughly spheroidal, with the exception of a pair of long thin tentacles and eight 
ciliated ridges that longitudinally circumscribe the body.  Pleurobrachia have a body aspect ratio of 
approximately unity, whereas Hormiphora have a body aspect ratio of between one and two (Figure 
1.2).  These animals locomote via a combination of passive drifting and active swimming, and are of 
approximately the same size scale as the particles with which we conduct our experiments (≈1 cm).  
Our study will shed light on the passive behavior of these and other transitional-Reynolds-number 
organisms. 
     
Figure 1.2: (a) Pleurobrachia bachei, with an aspect ratio of approximately unity; (b) Hormiphora 
californiensis, with an aspect ratio of approximately two; (c) the two species side-by-side.  All images captured 
at the Monterey Bay Aquarium in March 2014. 
 
Ocean particulates and the global distribution of planktonic organisms 
Further biological questions arise when considering the bulk transport of particulates in aquatic 
environments.  The settling of “marine snow” particles, which are on the order of one centimeter in 
size (Alldredge and Gotschalk 1989), is a crucial link in the global carbon cycle (Shanks and Trent 
1980; Alldredge and Silver 1988).  Marine snow settling rates are dependent on both size and shape 
(Asper 1987; Logan and Wilkinson 1990). However, the effects of turbulence on particle settling are 
still far from quantified, both in the biological literature (Kiørboe 1997; Piazza 2014) and in the 
physical sciences and engineering (see section 1.2.1). 
The ocean can be influenced both physically and chemically by the presence of small objects and 
organisms.  Particle transport and aggregation are important in studies of ecology, oceanography, 
and climate (Katija and Dabiri 2009; Alldredge, Passow, and Logan 1993; Thornton 2002). 
1cm 
a b c 
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Additionally, the global transport and distribution of planktonic organisms plays an important role in 
the aquatic food web.  These plankton prey upon the primary producers who play a critical role in 
carbon sequestration (Largier et al. 2006; Hirche et al. 1991).  The degree to which individual-
organism dynamics impact global populations is an open question; however, studies have suggested 
that behaviors such as turbulence avoidance can play a large role in global distribution (Pringle 
2007). 
1.2.3 Underwater robotics 
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) have rapidly developed over the past 50 years, but major 
constraints still apply to vehicle design. As vehicles become smaller, limited space for an onboard 
power supply requires vehicles to have effective maneuvering and efficient propulsion. AUV 
navigation has also advanced over the past several years.  Since GPS signals rapidly attenuate in 
water, a typical AUV will navigate with one of three systems: A) dead-reckoning/inertial, B) 
acoustic/beacon-based, and C) geophysical (Paull et al. 2014).  Approach B requires prior placement 
of underwater beacons or a mothership to help the vehicle triangulate its position; approach C) 
requires a detailed map of the terrain so that the vehicle can check its position against known 
landscape features.  However, these approaches are typically unfeasible for exploratory missions, 
where prior knowledge of the terrain is limited.  This leaves approach A, which is undesirable 
because errors in position increase over time.  Though advances in inertial guidance systems have 
provided accurate navigation to within 0.01% of the plotted destination (Leonard et al. 1998), this 
still may not provide enough accuracy for missions of long duration or those requiring more 
precision.  Dead-reckoning may also fail when vehicles are exposed to extreme turbulent velocity 
fluctuations that knock them off course (since errors are integrated over time). 
Additional challenges arise for smaller AUVs as vehicles begin to deal with ambient turbulence, 
including velocity fluctuations and intermittent gusts (Watson, Crutchley, and Green 2011; Watson 
and Green 2010). A fine-level control system is required to respond to these challenges.  Such a 
control system would also further enhance AUV maneuverability at small scales for obstacle 
avoidance or rapid directional change. Engineers have begun to consider how animals address these 
challenges, reflected in the biologically-inspired design of robots that move like fish (Barrett, 
Grosenbaugh, and Triantafyllou 1996), jellyfish (Villanueva, Smith, and Priya 2011), and other 
aquatic animals ((Roper et al. 2011; Seo, Chung, and Slotine 2010; Yu et al. 2012; Moored et al. 
2011)).  
A significant portion of today’s cutting-edge research on ocean chemistry, biology, and physics 
comes from data collected by Remotely Operated Vehicles, or ROVs (Hudson, Jones, and Wigham 
2005).  In contrast to AUVs, ROVs are tethered (allowing more space for on-board sensors, since 
power is typically transmitted through the tether) and require continuous human input (giving them 
more flexibility in operations).  However, ROVs come with high operating costs due to the need for 
a mothership, and may carry safety risks for human operators (Yuh, Marani, and Blidberg 2011). 
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Underwater vehicle design 
The largest design constraint for AUVs has been and remains the issue of power supply.  We frame 
our discussion of AUV design acknowledging that the ultimate goals of improved navigation, 
locomotion, and other capabilities are directly served by increasing efficiency and decreasing power 
consumption.  Increased efficiency has the potential to prolong mission duration and/or increase 
available space for sensors and other payload. 
For a non-tethered vehicle, the power supply must either be carried on board or somehow harvested 
from the environment.  Battery technology has advanced significantly since the early days of AUV 
development, but the longest mission durations for battery-powered AUVs are on the order of days 
(Parry 2013).  Some AUVs use fuel cells, increasing mission range (Yamamoto et al. 2004).  A 
specific class of vehicle called a glider—so called because of its navigation path of repeated rise, then 
free-falling glide, thus harnessing gravity for propulsion—has had great success in converting 
buoyant forces to propulsion (Eriksen et al. 2001; Davis, Eriksen, and Jones 2002).  Earlier models 
harnessed the temperature difference between the surface water and the deep ocean (relatively large, 
at 10-25 degrees), converting the steep thermal gradient into power supply (Jenkins et al. 2003). 
These innovations are able to extend mission duration from hours to weeks or months (Hines 
2005). 
Most AUVs in common usage today are very large with respect to turbulent velocity fluctuations in 
the ocean (often on the order of 10 meters in length).  These vehicles are used most often for 
seafloor mapping, geologic surveys and general ocean research.  However, other missions (e.g. mine 
countermeasures, hull inspection, et al) may require more agility and maneuverability.  A great 
diversity of small (≤1m) AUVs has arisen to meet these challenges (Table 1.2).  However, no 
commonly-used vehicle yet exists on the size-scale of centimeters, though some prototypes have 
been developed (Watson, Crutchley, and Green 2012; Kodati et al. 2008; Walker 2006; Hobson et al. 
2001). 
Many aquatic organisms in the 0.5 – 15cm size range (which we will here denote as the meso-scale) 
have served as inspiration for underwater vehicles (Roper et al. 2011), though the vehicles 
themselves are often much larger than the inspiration organism.  However, as discussed previously, 
most AUVs are still larger than this scale, constraining mission possibilities.  Smaller vehicles could 
negotiate complex environments such as wetland canopies or reef crevices, and could also 
potentially take measurements of critical parameters such as ocean acidity, dissolved gases, and 
nutrient levels in these ecologically sensitive and often-threatened habitats. For such a vehicle to be 
feasible, it would need very finely tuned position and orientation control, with the ability to 
dexterously maneuver through complex terrain and variable flows, avoid unexpected obstacles, and 
quickly change direction. 
Since oceanographers can predict only large-scale currents and some meteorological changes, 
designers do not have an a priori knowledge of the exact flow environment that will be encountered 
by an AUV.  This is especially important for small AUVs, which are more susceptible to turbulent 
fluctuations.  In high levels of turbulence, AUVs could potentially lose their heading or sensor 
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calibrations.  Several researchers have proposed course-correcting control algorithms for path-
planning in heavy turbulence (Garau, Alvarez, and Oliver 2006; Yang and Zhang 2009; Yoerger and 
Slotine 1985).  However, few researchers have yet investigated the concept of hydrodynamic stability 
through mechanical design.  Mainstream AUV designers’ focus on shape has thus far been limited to 
their attempts to reduce drag via streamlining.  Often, vehicle shape is not a priority at all—and if it 
is, the focus is on efficiency, and not stability.  However, the natural world provides countless 
examples of body plans which are adapted for stability (and not necessarily streamlined).  For 
example, the boxy shape of ostraciiform fish has a unique ability to maintain its trajectory despite 
flow disturbances (Weihs 2002; Kodati et al. 2008).  We hypothesize that the shape of a small 
underwater vehicle may be a significant factor in its ability to reject perturbation due to turbulence. 
Name Institution Max 
length 
Weight Max 
speed 
Uses/Notes 
Nessie IV 
Heriot-Watt 
University 
0.70 m 41 kg 2.6 m/s 
Hull inspection, general ocean research. Hover-
capable, battery-powered. 
Robopike 
(Wanda) 
MIT 0.82 m 3 kg 0.09 m/s 
Science demonstrator. Bioinspired (chain-
pickerel).  Further development by iRobot. 
Aqua2 
Independent 
Robotics 
0.64 m 16.5 kg 0.51 m/s 
General ocean research. Bioinspired (insect). 
Maneuverable, portable. 
Aqua 
Penguin 
Festo Corp. 0.77 m 9.6kg 1.39 m/s Highly maneuverable; Bio-inspired (penguin) 
NARO – 
Tartaruga 
ETH Zurich 1.00 m 75 kg 2 m/s Bio-inspired (turtle) 
HAUV 
Bluefin 
Robotics 
0.98m 82 kg 0.26 m/s Hull-inspection, hovering 
Sea Scout QinetiQ 0.91 m 
not 
available 
7.7 m/s Hull-inspection, mine countermeasures 
Ranger iRobot 0.86 m 9.07 kg 7.7 m/s 
Mine countermeasures and defense, ocean 
research 
HSAUV Virginia Tech 1.00 m 3.6 kg 7.7 m/s General ocean research 
475 AUV Virginia Tech 0.86 m 8.3 kg 1.54 m/s Environmental monitoring, sensor networks 
Yellowfin Georgia Tech 0.89m 7.71kg 1.02 m/s Environmental monitoring, sensor networks 
Table 1.2: Technical specifications of a selection of commonly-used or commercially-available AUVs whose 
maximum lengthscale is ≤ 1m.  Data were taken from the Autonomous Undersea Vehicle Applications center 
at www.auvac.org and, in some cases, the home websites of each robot.  This list does not include prototype 
robots that are in development, university-based robots that are primarily intended for concept demonstrations 
rather than actual deployment, or biomimetic robots whose primary purpose is entertainment (toys, 
animatronics, etc). 
Though we have discussed several aspects of AUV development which are relevant to our work, we 
have only scratched the surface of the breadth and depth of research in this field.  The reader is 
directed to several excellent reviews of the history of AUV development (Blidberg 2001), the basics 
of AUV design (Wang et al. 2009), recent advances (Yuh, Marani, and Blidberg 2011), and a 
summary of bio-inspired technology as is applicable to AUV development (Roper et al. 2011; 
Bandyopadhyay 2005). 
A note on biology as inspiration 
One might assume that evolution, given millions of years, would converge on a so-called “best” 
design, and that engineers should therefore look to nature as the paragon of efficiency and 
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optimization.  However, this is almost never true.  Unlike engineering design, the process of 
evolution is gradual and constrained by its past trajectory, so that major discrete changes in design 
are usually not selected.  Additionally, natural selection’s criteria are merely that the organism 
survives—not fastest, smartest, or strongest, but simply fast, smart, or strong enough.  Lastly, an 
organism is multi-purposed: it must find food, locomote, reproduce, escape from predators, and 
otherwise survive in a harsh world.  Optimization for a single, specialized trait (e.g. hydrodynamic 
efficiency) could be detrimental to other traits, so it is not likely that any organism is completely 
optimized for any single trait.  Though engineers are increasingly building multi-purposed robots, 
vehicles, and machines, we have not yet approached the complexity of animal life.  This is in part 
because engineering systems are often designed to perform a single task (in contrast to the intricately 
interwoven networks of simultaneous requirements which are characteristic of biological systems). 
Both human ingenuity and the natural world have provided inspiration for engineering design.  
Wheels, gears, and uniquely human inventions are as integral to today’s cutting-edge technology as 
airfoils, sonar, or other innovations based on observations of biological phenomena.  Increasingly, 
interdisciplinary work at this intersection has shown that strict biomimicry is often not the best 
solution to engineering design problems; rather, a nuanced understanding of the underlying biology 
is required.  In a similar vein, biologists who attempt to understand locomotion without knowledge 
of the physics involved will have, at best, an incomplete picture of whole-organism behavior. As 
biology and physics continue their cautious overtures toward one another, we would do well to keep 
in mind that neither supersedes the other, and both can provide useful tools for our understanding 
of the natural world and for our development of new technologies. 
1.3 Dissertation outline 
In this dissertation, we present a novel method for simultaneous measurements of freely-suspended 
solid particles and the fluid flow around them (Chapter 2).  We fabricate hydrogel particles in a range 
of shapes, including cylinders and spheroids.  These particles, which are refractive-index-matched to 
water, are suspended in homogeneous isotropic turbulence.  We use stereoscopic particle image 
velocimetry to simultaneously calculate the in-particle velocity field and the surrounding fluid flow; 
from the in-particle measurements, we can calculate the particle’s translational and angular velocities. 
By comparing the particle’s translational velocity to the average velocity of the surrounding fluid, we 
calculate the turbulent slip velocity (Chapter 3).  We compare the turbulent slip velocity to the 
quiescent settling velocity, and explain mechanisms by which particle settling velocity may be altered 
in turbulence.  The relationship between the particle and fluid velocity is explored in detail, both in 
the experimental data and in a simple one-dimensional model flow. 
We assemble a large number of independent measurements of particle rotation, and calculate the 
mean rotation rate across different shapes (Chapter 4).  We combine this experimental work with a 
numerical simulation of small (sub-Kolmogorov-scale) nonspherical particles in turbulence; for these 
small particles, we examine how their rotation rate is distributed about the symmetry axis, and how 
they preferentially orient with respect to the fluid strain eigensystem.  We propose a qualitative 
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framework for the angular momentum transfer or “vorticity inheritance” between the ambient 
turbulence and the suspended particles. 
Lastly, we summarize our conclusions and present a number of future avenues for analysis in both 
particle-laden turbulence and aquatic biomechanics (Chapter 5).  We point out specific ways in 
which our data will be useful in the study of boundary layers, particle alignment, and turbulence 
modulation.  Furthermore, with our information-rich measurement technique, we may be able to 
shed light on the mechanisms by which turbulence is attenuated by the presence of particles.  We 
also present a plan of study for the next step in this investigation: the application of our results to 
biological systems.   
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II. Experimental Methods 
The goal of this research is to study particle dynamics within the inertial subrange of turbulence, and 
investigate how those dynamics depend on particle shape and density.  Due to the limitations of 
numerical methods, as outlined in Chapter 1, we pursue this question experimentally.  The turbulent 
flow in our experiments is homogeneous (i.e., statistically uniform in space) and isotropic (i.e., 
statistically independent of coordinate system orientation).  Experiments were conducted by 
suspending refractive-index-matched hydrogel particles in a 600-gallon (2.3 m3) stirred-tank facility, 
capable of generating an approximately 30 cm by 30cm by 30cm volume of homogeneous isotropic 
turbulence via two facing jet arrays.  We will refer to this apparatus as the “turbulence tank,” 
illustrated in Figure 2.1.  Suspended particles are imaged via stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV), which gives velocity measurements in a planar slice of the homogeneous isotropic volume.  
This method yields all three velocity components (u, v, and w) in a two-dimensional measurement 
volume (this is sometimes called 2D3C velocimetry).  In this section, we will describe the 
configuration of the tank, along with its measured turbulent statistics; the specifications and set-up 
of the PIV system; and the use of the refractive-index-matched hydrogel particle method, which was 
developed specifically for this project. 
2.1 Turbulence generation facility 
The generation of turbulence in the laboratory has a long and storied past, beginning with Osborne 
Reynolds’ 1883 experiments showing the turbulent mixing of dye in a long pipe.  Grids have been 
used to great effect to generate turbulence, beginning with the experiments of G.I. Taylor and his 
contemporaries (Simmons and Salter 1934; Taylor 1935).  Further refinements on this method were 
provided by S. Corrsin, who eventually showed that the decaying turbulence behind passive grids 
was not quite isotropic (Corrsin 1942).  Other studies using grid-generated turbulence gave insight 
on eddy diffusivity (Towle, Sherwood, and Seder 1939), thermal mixing (LaRue and Libby 1981), 
and the effects of mean shear (Burgers and Mitchner 1953).  (Makita 1991) greatly advanced the field 
with the introduction of active grids for turbulence generation, allowing for much higher Reynolds 
numbers in smaller facilities.  The use of a single grid (active or passive) may produce turbulence 
that achieves 2D homogeneity and isotropy within planar slices downstream of the grid; however, 
the turbulence overall is necessarily decaying, and this approach therefore cannot produce 3D 
homogeneity or isotropy. 
Many recent experiments have used Makita’s active grids as a starting point to accomplish the goal 
of generating homogeneous and isotropic (H.I.) turbulence in a 3D volume.  To achieve this, 
experimenters have injected energy into the flow from multiple locations, allowing the signatures 
from the forcing elements to merge in some central location.  This results in approximately H.I. 
turbulence.  For forcing elements, researchers have used oscillating grids (Villermaux, Sixou, and 
Gagne 1995), speakers (Hwang and Eaton 2004), fans (Birouk, Sarh, and Gökalp 2003), or jets 
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(Krawczynski, Renou, and Danaila 2010).  Earlier experiments, usually conducted with passive grids 
in wind tunnels, generated turbulence which was superimposed on a (sometimes large) mean flow.  
In contrast, the “turbulence box” approach has been effective in reducing or eliminating the 
underlying mean flow (Hwang and Eaton 2004; Jong et al. 2009).  Our turbulence-generating facility 
is based on these active-grid, multiple-injection-point approaches, and produces a relatively large 
volume of H.I. turbulence with a high Reynolds number.  
H.I. turbulence is a curious phenomenon; it is highly sought-after in the laboratory, yet rarely exists 
in nature.  Since we purport to apply our research to environmental flows, it is worthwhile to 
question our purpose in generating H.I. turbulence.  However, it is precisely because the applications 
of this work are so broad that we choose to measure particles in H.I. turbulence, rather than 
simulated riverine, estuarine, or oceanic flows.  Performing the study in H.I. turbulence will allow us 
to uncover some of the fundamental physics of particle-flow interaction, common across all 
turbulent flows.  The community may then use this work as a springboard to examine particle-laden 
flows in a variety of specialized environments. 
2.1.1 Experimental setup 
To generate H.I. turbulence, we use two facing randomly-actuated synthetic jet arrays or RASJAs 
(Variano, Bodenschatz, and Cowen 2004).  Each jet array contains 64 pumps mounted on an 
equally-spaced 8x8 Cartesian grid, so that each outflow jet (diameter 2.19cm) is 10 cm from its 
neighbors.  Since the intake of the jet is only 7cm away from the outflow, they may be considered 
roughly as co-located; therefore, the jets inject only momentum, not mass, into the test section and 
can be considered as zero net mass flux (ZNMF) jets.  The two facing arrays of pulsating jets are 
driven stochastically: both the on- and off-time for each jet is normally distributed with a known 
mean and standard deviation, based on the algorithms in (Variano and Cowen 2008). In the center 
region of the tank, the signatures of the individual jets are no longer discernable, and the turbulence 
is homogeneous and isotropic.  The stochasticity of the firing jets keeps tank-scale mean flow weak, 
and the symmetry of the two arrays contributes to isotropy.  Though some tank-scale circulation is 
present, it is minimized via this method (Bellani et al. 2012).  The tank’s working fluid is tap water 
that has been filtered to 5 microns, and is continuously UV-purified to prevent microbial growth. 
The region of homogeneous isotropic (H.I.) turbulence extends over several integral length scales in 
each direction (for complete characterization of the turbulence within the tank and a quantification 
of the homogeneity and isotropy in the working section, please see (Bellani and Variano 2014)).  The 
large H.I. region allows the particle to pass through a large region of turbulence before entering the 
measurement plane, so that the motion which we measure is determined primarily by turbulence that 
is statistically uniform. This is critical to studies of particles in flow due to the presence of a memory 
term in most formulations of the equation of motion (Reeks and McKee 1984; Armenio and 
Fiorotto 2001). 
The tank cross-section is 80 cm x 80 cm, and the working section of the tank is 75cm long.  It is 
bounded on either end by a solid divider to which the jets are attached, leaving an “endcap” on 
either side that is 96.5 cm long.  This endcap allows experimenters to re-position the jet panels if 
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desired in order to expand or contract the working section of the tank.  The endcaps also serve as a 
recirculation zone, since water can flow freely around the edges of the solid divider.  In our 
experiments, the jets were positioned 45.5 cm away from the mesh screens which form the tank’s 
working section, and the distance between the jets was 166 cm. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 (Schematic): (a) Turbulence-generating tank, top view.  Turbulence is generated via two facing jet 
arrays, whose signatures pass through screens to form a central volume of homogeneous isotropic turbulence.  
Two cameras focus stereoscopically on a two-dimensional central image window (further described in Section 
2.3). Not to scale. (b) Isometric view of turbulence tank, showing jets, screen, laser sheet, prisms, and cameras 
(stylized as lens and CCD chip). 
The particles we study are refractive-index-matched hydrogels, which are relatively fragile.  When 
these hydrogel particles collide with a jet intake, or with the divider separating the tank endcaps from 
the working section, they are susceptible to breakage and deformation.  This necessitates the 
a 
b 
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addition of two screens (5mm square-opening mesh1) on either side of the working section, which 
protects the particles from the destructive jet intakes.  These screens change the properties of the 
turbulence, lowering the Reynolds number and thus decreasing the separation between the largest 
and smallest scales.  However, the screens do not affect the isotropy or homogeneity of the flow, 
nor do they introduce a mean flow.  All experiments described here were conducted with the screens 
installed, and so we report the turbulent properties with the screens in the tank.  This configuration 
is identical to that which is reported in (Bellani, Nole, and Variano 2013). 
2.1.2 Tank properties 
The tank’s turbulent properties are fully described in a number of published papers (Bellani and 
Variano 2014; Bellani and Variano 2012; Bellani et al. 2012), and summarized here.  In our tank-
based coordinate system, the x-direction is the lateral (cross-tank, horizontal) direction; the y-
direction is the vertical (gravity-coupled) direction; and the z-direction is the axial direction, aligned 
with the jets and out-of-plane in the stereoscopic imaging (Figure 2.1).  The corresponding velocities 
are denoted as u, v, and w, as is conventional. 
Lateral velocity scale, √〈𝑢2̅̅ ̅〉 [x 10-2 m s-1] 1.65 [1.61, 1.69] 
Vertical velocity scale, √〈𝑣2̅̅ ̅〉 [x 10-2 m s-1] 2.36 [2.34, 2.38] 
Axial velocity scale, √〈𝑤2̅̅ ̅̅ 〉 [x 10-2 m s-1] 2.07 [2.04, 2.09] 
Turbulent velocity scale, 𝑢𝑇 = √
1
3
(〈𝑢2̅̅ ̅〉 + 〈𝑣2̅̅ ̅〉 + 〈𝑤2̅̅ ̅̅ 〉) [x 10-2 m s-1] 2.05 [2.02, 2.07] 
Kinematic viscosity, 𝜈 [x 10-7 m2 s] 8.93 - 
Turbulent kinetic energy, 𝑞2 ≡
3
2
𝑢𝑇
2 [x 10-4 m2 s-2] 6.30 [6.12, 6.43] 
Taylor microscale, 𝜆𝑓 [x 10-2 m] 1.60 [1.49, 1.80] 
2Integral lengthscale, 𝐿𝑓 [x 10-2 m] 8.3 [8.1, 8.9] 
Turbulent dissipation rate, 𝜀 ≡ 30𝜈𝑢𝑇
2 · 𝜆𝑓
−2
 [x 10-5 m2 s-3] 4.40 [3.37, 5.17] 
Kolmogorov lengthscale, 𝜂 ≡ (𝜈3 𝜀⁄ )1 4⁄  [x 10-2 m] 0.036 [0.034, 0.038] 
Kolmogorov timescale, 𝜏𝜂 ≡ (𝜈 𝜀⁄ )
1 2⁄
 [s] 0.14 [0.13, 0.16] 
Taylor microscale-based Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑒𝜆 ≡ 𝑢𝑇 · 𝜆 · 𝜈
−1
 - 367 [337, 417] 
Eddy turnover time, 𝑇 ≡ 𝐿𝑓 · 𝑢𝑇
−1 [s] 4.05 [4.01, 4.11] 
Integral lengthscale-based Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝐿 ≡ 𝑢𝑇 · 𝐿 · 𝜈
−1 - 1905 [1876, 1924] 
Table 2.1: Turbulent statistics of experimental facility, measured in the image plane (excepting the integral 
lengthscale Lf—see footnote). Overbars here denote time-averaging, and brackets denote a spatial average 
over the image window.  Details of calculations are given in the text or in (Pope 2000). 
The longitudinal Taylor microscale 𝜆𝑓 is estimated by calculating the two-point longitudinal spatial 
autocorrelations, and fitting an osculating parabola to the first three (discrete) points of the 
autocorrelation curve, which is resolved at dx = 0.66mm.  The Taylor microscale is the location on 
the x-axis at which this osculating parabola crosses the y=0 mark.  The Taylor scale, by virtue of its 
construction, is larger than the Kolmogorov scale and smaller than the integral lengthscale.  It may 
                                                 
1 The mesh wire diameter is 1.67mm, giving an open area of 77.4%; therefore, we do not expect the screens to generate 
significant turbulence or jets from the mesh openings. 
2 Note: this parameter is taken from (Bellani, Nole, and Variano 2013), which was conducted under identical 
experimental conditions but with a larger image area (via shorter focal-length lenses on the same cameras used in our 
experiments).  This larger image area allowed for the computation of the integral lengthscale. 
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be thought of as the average distance between stagnation points within a turbulent flow 
(Sreenivasan, Prabhu, and Narasimha 1983).  In isotropic turbulence, the transverse Taylor 
microscale is given by 𝜆𝑔 = 𝜆𝑓/√2 , and the dissipation rate is given by 𝜀 = 15𝜈𝑢𝑇
2 · 𝜆𝑔
−2 =
30𝜈𝑢𝑇
2 · 𝜆𝑓
−2
 (Pope 2000).   We note that the turbulence generated in this facility is not strictly 
isotropic, as the lateral, vertical, and axial velocity scales differ slightly from one another; however, 
this variation is small (less than 20%) and may be considered isotropic for our purposes.  
The properties of the turbulence in our facility are comparable to small-scale ocean turbulence 
(Jimenez 1997), save the largest lengthscales. This is understandable, as it is impossible to replicate 
the ocean’s largest eddies—where energy is injected on the scale of wind and tides—in a laboratory 
setting.  Additionally, since our focus is at the smaller end of the turbulent cascade, this failure to 
match the large scales is not of great concern. The Taylor-scale Reynolds number, along with the 
dissipation rate, turbulent velocity scale, turbulent kinetic energy, and Kolmogorov microscales are 
well within the range that has been measured in the ocean.  This shows that our facility generates 
turbulence that is very similar to that which might be experienced by aquatic animals.  
Turbulent velocity scale, 𝑢𝑇 [x 10
-2 m s-1] 1 - 3 
Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) [x 10-4 m2 s-2] 2 - 14  
Taylor microscale-based Reynolds 
number, 𝑅𝑒𝜆 ≡ 𝑢𝑇 · 𝜆 · 𝜈
−1 
- 
200 – 10
4
 
Turbulent dissipation rate, 𝜀 [x 10-5 m2 s-3] 10-2 - 10 
Kolmogorov lengthscale, 𝜂 [x 10-2 m] 0.03 – 0.2 
Large-eddy lengthscale [m] 2 - 100 
Table 2.2: Properties of small-scale ocean turbulence, as listed in (Jimenez 1997). 
2.2 Refractive-index-matched hydrogel method1 
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been an important tool for measurements in fluid mechanics 
(Raffel et al. 2007). However, this technique is not easily extended to the specific case of flow 
around solid objects. This is because PIV requires the use of a laser light sheet to illuminate the 
region of interest. When measuring flow around an opaque or translucent object, the object itself 
will interfere with the illumination by casting shadows and/or scattering light. Of specific interest to 
this work is the case of large particles (regular and irregular three-dimensional shapes, of lengthscale 
≈1 cm) suspended in a flow. When these particles cast shadows, we often cannot see their wakes, 
nor can we see into the interior of a dense suspension. These problems are also encountered when 
using PIV around models (e.g., of organisms or turbomachinery): shadows occlude large portions of 
the image area, preventing a complete analysis of the flow field (Sciacchitano, Dwight, and Scarano 
2012). 
To resolve this issue, refractive index matching (RIM) has been employed with great success 
(Budwig 1994; Wiederseiner et al. 2010; Dijksman et al. 2012). This permits the use of optical 
techniques such as laser Doppler velocimetry and PIV (Hassan and Dominguez-Ontiveros 2008). In 
                                                 
1 Note: this section is in large part reprinted from (Byron and Variano 2013), with permission. 
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RIM-PIV, the test objects (in our case, large particles) are made of a material that is transparent and 
refractively matched to the surrounding fluid. This avoids blockage or distortion of the laser light 
sheet and grants optical access to the entire flow field. One commonly used refractive-index-
matched pair is mineral oil and glass or fused quartz (Stoots et al. 2001; Thompson, Vafidis, and 
Whitelaw 1987; Ezzein and Bathurst 2011).  This pair has been used by biologists to conduct 
dynamically matched experiments of low-Reynolds-number phenomena such as lobster antennule 
flicking (Reidenbach, George, and Koehl 2008). It has also been used by hydrologists to study flow 
through porous media (Lachhab, Zhang, and Muste 2008). The high viscosity of mineral oil, 
however, precludes examination of high-Reynolds-number phenomena, including turbulent flows. 
By using aqueous sodium iodide solution matched with glass or acrylic, one can reach much higher 
Reynolds numbers, but at significant economic expense (Uzol et al. 2002). (Butscher et al. 2012) 
used resin paired with anisole to investigate flow through porous structures. Neither glass, acrylic, 
nor resin, however, allows for the study of flexible or deformable materials, which are common in 
biology. 
We explore the use of two hydrogels, which by virtue of their chemistry are nearly refractive-index-
matched to water. These hydrogels can be easily manufactured in the laboratory using injection 
molding (as discussed in following sections); more complex shapes can be obtained through 
stereolithography (Arcaute, Mann, and Wicker 2010).  The material cost is small, and the use of 
water as the working fluid greatly expands experimental options. Furthermore, because hydrogels 
have adjustable density and flexibility, they can be used to model myriad objects that are of interest 
in biological fluid dynamics. 
2.2.1 Materials and methods: hydrogel particle fabrication 
One candidate for our investigation is polyacrylamide (PAC) hydrogel. PAC is an organic polymer 
with subunit formula –CH2CHCONH2—  (acrylamide). Aqueous acrylamide at low concentrations 
can be chemically or photochemically polymerized to form a highly water-retentive hydrogel. This 
gel is commonly used as a matrix for DNA gel electrophoresis, a staple technique in molecular 
biology (Shapiro, Viñuela, and Maizel Jr. 1967). Additionally, PAC is used in agricultural soil 
treatment (Sojka, Lentz, and Westerman 1998; Boatright et al. 1997); aesthetic surgery (Pallua and 
Wolter 2010; S. T. Christensen et al. 2007); and soft contact lenses (Steffen, Turner, and Vanderlaan 
2005). 
Polyacrylamide gel also has a number of qualities which are desirable for RIM-PIV: it is 
straightforward to manufacture, it can be cast easily into a variety of shapes, it is nearly transparent, 
and it has a refractive index close to that of water (Stein 2010). Its optical properties, density, and 
elastic modulus can be controlled by chemical composition and manufacturing method (Franklin 
and Wang 2003; Borzacchiello and Ambrosio 2009; Grattoni et al. 2001; Ferruzzi, Pan, and Casey 
2000).  Commercially produced PAC spheres have been used for refraction-matched quantitative 
imaging (Mukhopadhyay and Peixinho 2011; Klein et al. 2013).  Via injection molding, we are able to 
fabricate PAC (and other hydrogels) in custom shapes. This process allows us to seed the gel with 
internal tracers, facilitating tracking during imaging studies. Using this last feature, we will 
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demonstrate that images of large PAC particles can yield detailed vector fields describing the solid-
body motion of the particles as well as the surrounding flow field, using a standard commercial PIV 
system (Figure 2.3). 
A second option for RIM-PIV with hydrogels is agarose. Agarose is a polymer with subunit formula 
–C24H28O10 (OH)8— (agarobiose). It is most commonly used as a laboratory growth medium for 
microorganisms. Agarose has been used successfully in RIM-PIV in previous experiments in our 
facility (Bellani et al. 2012).  Agarose is more fragile than PAC and is less transparent; PAC has 
superior optical clarity, robustness, and longevity.  However, agarose particles can be made at a 
significantly lower density while retaining coherent shapes, can be made more cheaply and more 
quickly, and carry less health risk during production.  We are interested in the motion of particles of 
roughly neutral buoyancy and will primarily use agarose hydrogel in our experiments.   
Procedure for fabricating polyacrylamide models 
We discuss two types of particle shapes in this work: spheroids and cylinders.  Spheroids (and many 
other complex shapes, if desired) may be made via injection molding.  Plastic molds are 3D printed 
(purchased from Protocafe Inc. or printed in-house using ProJet 3000 HD printer and proprietary 
acrylic polymer) to create desired shapes. The molds are lightly coated with mineral oil, clamped into 
their assembled form, and set aside before mixing the acrylamide solution. Cylindrical particles are 
made by casting the hydrogel into a sheet of uniform thickness, equivalent to the desired cylinder 
height.  Hydrogel cylinders may then be cut from the sheet, using sections of thin-walled pipe at a 
specified diameter. 
De-ionized water is seeded with 11-μm glass spheres (Sphericel, manufactured by Potters Industries) 
at a concentration of 0.05 % by mass, to act as embedded optical tracers for PIV.  The initial 
concentration of the acrylamide solution (30% acrylamide, manufactured by Bio-Rad Laboratories) 
is diluted such that acrylamide composes 8% of the total solution volume (see Table 2.3). The ratio 
of acrylamide isomers (in this case, 37.5 parts acrylamide to 1 part bis-acrylamide) is responsible for 
the cross-link density and therefore the consistency of the gel.  Note that acrylamide in its 
unpolymerized form is a potent neurotoxin; to avoid adverse health effects, latex gloves are worn at 
all times when fabricating particles out of polyacrylamide.  
30% Acrylamide/bis solution 26.7 mL 
10% Ammonium persulfate solution 0.5 mL 
TEMED 0.1 mL 
Sphericel  glass microspheres 0.05 g 
Deionized H2O 72.7 mL 
Total solution volume 100 mL 
Table 2.3: Solute masses/volumes for 8% PAC hydrogel. 
A 10% aqueous ammonium persulfate (APS) solution is mixed using de-ionized water and 
ammonium persulfate crystals (manufactured by Bio-Rad Laboratories). The 10% APS solution is 
added to the acrylamide-seed solution, constituting 0.5 % of the total solution volume. The catalyst 
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, manufactured by Bio-Rad Laboratories) is then added to the 
solution in a quantity constituting 0.1 % of the total solution volume. The total solution is mixed 
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well to ensure even distribution of the two polymerizing agents (APS and TEMED) and to improve 
suspension of tracer particles. Excessive stirring is not desirable, since oxygen will absorb the free 
radicals necessary for polymerization. The solution is then injected into the custom-shaped molds 
using a hypodermic syringe. The solution begins to polymerize into a gel in approximately 10 min, 
and polymerization is completed in 2-3 h.  For experimenter safety, the full length of time must 
elapse before particles are removed from the molds (or, if fabricating cylinders, the sheet of uniform 
thickness must be completely polymerized before cutting cylinders). 
After complete polymerization has occurred, the particles are removed from the molds and placed in 
containers of de-ionized water. After 24 h in water, the particles expand by approximately 10% in 
length dimensions. Particles have been observed during 6 months of aging with no visible signs of 
degradation in shape or optical clarity. We store the particles in a screw-top container, refrigerated, 
and submerged in a water bath.  To prevent microbial growth in the water bath, a small amount of 
detergent is added.  There is no microbial growth within the PAC particles themselves. 
As previously discussed, a second option for RIM–PIV is agarose hydrogel. Our materials and 
procedure for manufacturing agarose particles are as follows. 
Procedure for fabricating agarose particles 
A beaker of de-ionized water is heated in a hot water bath to a temperature of approximately 50C. 
Agarose powder (Apex BioResearch Products general purpose agarose, low electroendosmosis 
value) is added at 0.4 % by mass (Table 2.4). 13–44-μm glass spheres are added at 0.2 % by mass, 
again to provide embedded optical tracers (larger glass spheres are used for agarose than for PAC to 
accommodate differences in background light scattering between the two gels; this is explained in 
detail in the following section). The mixture is stirred until agarose powder dissolves. This mixture is 
injected into clamped, oiled molds as in the PAC procedure outlined above and refrigerated for 10 
min in order to set the gel.  If cylinders are desired, the gel is cast into a sheet and allowed to set at 
room temperature. After polymerization, particles are removed from the mold or sheet and placed in 
water, as above. Agarose does not visibly expand or further hydrate after casting. Agarose particles 
are significantly more fragile than PAC particles and must be handled with care to avoid breakage. 
Agarose powder 2.0 g 
Deionized H2O 500 mL 
13 – 44 μm glass microspheres 1.0 g 
Table 2.4: Solute masses/volumes used in 0.4% agarose hydrogel formulation. 
 
2.2.2 Assessment of method 
Physical properties 
Physical properties for the two hydrogel materials are given in Table 2.5. All refractive indices and 
densities are measured at 23C. Index of refraction is measured without embedded tracers using a 
refractometer (Atago Inc., PAL-RI model) using 589 nm light. For the de-ionized water with which 
the particles are manufactured, the refractive index is 1.332 at 23 C. Elastic properties are measured 
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using an Instron tensometer; slices of hydrogel (with known cross-sectional area) are placed under 
compressive strain, and the resultant compressive stress is measured by the instrument. Elastic 
modulus for high- and low-strain regions is estimated by averaging stress–strain curves from N=7 
(0.4% agarose) or N=8 (8% PAC) different samples (Figure 2.2). 
 
Figure 2.2: Stress-strain curve for agarose (blue lower curve) and polyacrylamide (red upper curve) hydrogels.  
Shaded areas represent 95% confidence interval, calculated via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
Note that higher-percentage gel formulations for both PAC and agarose yield a less flexible and 
more dense gel. These formulations may be useful for other researchers, but for our application 
(free-floating, nearly neutrally buoyant large particles), we prefer the agarose gel (up to 0.8% 
concentration). 
Property 8% PAC 0.4% Agarose 
Index of refraction (IoR) 1.349 1.3329 
Compressive breaking stress (kPa) 36.6 ± 2.5 5.1 ± 0.2 
Compressive breaking strain 
(mm/mm) 
0.61 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.03 
Elastic modulus at low strains (near 
zero) (kPa) 
10.9 ± 2.2 1.9 ± 0.2 
Elastic modulus at high strains (near 
breaking) (kPa) 
134.0 ± 1.2 22.4 ± 1.6 
Density (g cm-3)1 1003.3 kg/m3 999.6 kg/m3 
Specific gravity 1.006 ± 0.001 1.003 ± 0.001 
Table 2.5: Properties of PAC and agarose hydrogels.  All error ranges shown are the standard error. 
                                                 
1 Since particles are very close to neutrally buoyant, we must measure density very precisely; a simple volume 
displacement method is not sufficient due to the high error range.  Details of the density measurement method are given 
in Chapter 3, since the technique used to measure density is similar to the analyses described there. 
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Hydrogels are much less rigid than other common refractive-matched materials, and this makes 
them potentially useful in modeling the interaction of fluid flow and flexible structures such as 
biological tissue. In such studies, the formulation of the hydrogel should be tuned to give the desired 
material and mechanical properties. To provide a starting point for these modifications, we measure 
the maximum compressive stress and strain for 8% PAC and agarose gels. Both materials exhibit 
non-Hookean behavior and neither exhibit complete elastic recovery. Thus, a single elastic modulus 
cannot be defined, but the ranges shown in Table 2.5 may be used when rough comparisons are 
needed. The maximum compressive stresses and strains of 8% PAC and of 0.4% agarose are listed 
in Table 2.5; these values are in agreement with our qualitative observations of the particles’ relative 
fragility. 
Performance in PIV 
The example images in Figure 2.3 show an agarose prolate spheroid (Figure 2.3a-b) and a PAC 
prolate spheroid (Figure 2.3c-d) passing through the PIV measurement plane. The surrounding flow 
is homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, as generated by the turbulence tank described in Section 
2.1. The 2D3C vector fields shown were computed by tracking tracer particles either within the 
moving particle (Figure 2.3b,d) or suspended in the surrounding flow (Figure 2.3a, c). The laser used 
is a frequency-doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser at a wavelength of 532 nm as described in Section 2.1. 
These data show that it is possible to track hydrogel particle translation using common PIV 
technology (in our case, commercial software from LaVision GmBH). Gradients in the within-
particle velocity field allow us to calculate particle rotation, which is useful in its own right, and to 
improve the precision of particle translation measurements (Bellani and Variano 2012).  This allows 
us to calculate the particle’s translational velocity by taking the average over the in-plane slice, rather 
than select a single point at the slice’s center-of-area, improving the robustness of the measurement. 
The particle phase scatters slightly more light than the water phase, allowing the two to be separated 
via basic image processing. In the images above, we implement an intensity threshold followed by an 
erosion-dilation sequence to isolate the particles, using the built-in masking algorithm in DaVis 7.2 
from LaVision GmBH. This method easily and robustly separated the two vector fields for the 
purposes of data analysis.  This step is not necessary for vector computation, but merely separates 
the in-particle vectors from the fluid-phase vectors so that we can distinguish between particle and 
fluid dynamics. 
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Figure 2.3: example vector fields for agarose hydrogel particles (panels a-b) and polyacrylamide hydrogel 
particles (panels b-c), demonstrating the results of the refractive-index-matched hydrogel method.  For clarity, 
only every other vector has been retained in panels a-b, and every fourth vector has been retained in panels b-c.  
Background image shows hydrogel ellipsoid and surrounding tracer-laden flow; note that to achieve best 
display, the color balance has been adjusted such that no tracers appear within the gel.  In reality, the gel is 
laden with glass microspheres which serve as tracers for the PIV algorithm. 
 
Limitations 
Two major limitations of this technique are that (1) injection molding becomes challenging for 
features smaller than approximately 1 mm and that (2) hydrogels are inherently flexible, thus 
attempts to formulate extremely rigid particles may interfere with their optical properties. However, 
in cases where rigidity is required, there are many choices for refractive-matched pairs. Currently, 
model size is limited by manufacturing method (not by the material itself); future manufacturing 
methods may improve upon those stated here. 
The PIV and image thresholding method above requires a large number of tracers that are all 
internal to a single particle with relatively unambiguous borders (i.e., borders which can be detected 
by traditional image-processing methods). For very small particles, which cannot contain as many 
tracers, analysis can be improved by switching from PIV to particle tracking velocimetry (PTV). 
Such an approach has been demonstrated by (Klein et al. 2013) using fluorescently labeled tracers.  
More exact refractive index matching may be required for experiments involving dense suspensions, 
since small discrepancies will compound when light is directed through a large number of hydrogel 
particles.  Additionally, using image intensity thresholds to separate the particle phase from the fluid 
phase will only work when the particle scatters a significant amount of light.  In cases where this is 
not the case, the circular Hough transform may be useful to pick out (spherical) particles from 
cluttered backgrounds (Rizon et al. 2005).  
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As previously mentioned, hydrogel particles (as we have fabricated them) are not completely 
transparent and scatter a small amount of light. Some degree of light scattering is useful in most 
applications (such as the one illustrated by Figure 2.3), otherwise the gel becomes essentially invisible 
and the object or particle boundaries cannot be detected. The light-scattering properties are sensitive 
to illumination (laser power level, wavelength, and scattering angle relative to the cameras). Thus, 
fine-tuning will be needed in any new application. Additionally, if the application requires imaging 
through multiple layers of material, a more exact refractive index match is required; the reader is 
directed to (Wiederseiner et al. 2010) and (Dijksman et al. 2012) for a collection of useful techniques. 
2.2.3 Discussion of method and its potential uses 
Both PAC and agarose, as we have produced them, are near neutral buoyancy (within 1% of the 
density of water), though agarose is the less dense of the two. Both also have indices of refraction 
that are within 2% of water. PAC is robust to mechanical stresses, with a high maximum 
compressive strain (approximately 7 times that of agarose). This makes it useful for flows in which 
particles experience a high degree of stress. Agarose is less resilient than PAC but can still be used in 
RIM–PIV experiments (Bellani et al. 2012).  In its favor, agarose is closer to neutral buoyancy, has 
less health risk during production, is less expensive, and can be more quickly mass-produced. 
The potential applications of this technique are wideranging— relevant to biology, engineering, 
medicine, and many other fields. In biomechanical studies, hydrogel models of anemones, fish, or 
plankton could provide new insight into functional morphology and biohydrodynamics. 
Environmental engineers could also investigate sedimentation processes with this technique. The 
adjustable flexibility and deformability of hydrogels points toward the modeling of tissues, including 
flow through blood vessels or porous structures. We have illustrated only one application here, but 
we are confident that this method can be tuned and used for a wide variety of functions.  Some have 
already been pursued, building on our work with PAC, by (Weitzman et al. 2014). 
2.2.4 Particle specifications 
For the experiments described in subsequent chapters, we have fabricated both spheroids and 
cylinders from agarose.  The primary results that we present are derived from the agarose cylinders. 
We present secondary data from agarose spheroids as a point of reference, to support our 
conclusions about the agarose cylinders and to justify our assumption that cylinders and spheroids 
behave similarly. In all experiments, particles were added (by type) at a volume fraction Φ = 0.1%.  
This volume fraction ensures that particles regularly pass through the image window, but that 
particle-particle collision is not significant (Elghobashi 1994).  PAC was not used for any of the 
experiments contained herein; the method for fabricating it is described here for completeness, as 
well as to illustrate the novelty and utility of the method. 
Primary dataset: cylinders 
To measure the effects of both shape and density on particle rotation and translation, we fabricate 
agarose cylinders at four different aspect ratios and two different gel concentrations, for a total of 
eight individual particle types.  The cylinders were cut from a uniform sheet using the method 
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described above, and submerged in water for storage.  Initially, particles were cut to be volume-
matched to one-another.  However, when the particles were submerged in water, they experienced 
slight changes in length dimensions (and therefore in volume).  These changes resulted in the 
cylinder dimensions found in Table 2.6.  After a long time submerged in water, particle volume 
varied by no more than 21% around a mean of 0.415 cm3.  Interestingly, the surface area of each 
particle varies by no more than 5% around a mean of 3.30 cm2 (though the original mold dimensions 
were designed to be volume-matched).  This suggests that the water-absorption equilibrium is 
controlled by particle surface area, rather than particle volume. 
Height 2c (mm) 
(Mold dimensions) 
Diameter 2a = 2b (mm) 
(Mold dimensions) 
α (=H/D) 
(Mold dimensions) 
Volume 
(cm3) 
Surface Area 
(cm2) 
4.77 ± 0.11 (5.5) 10.60 ± 0.13 (11) 0.45 (0.5) 0.421 3.35 
8.24 ± 0.18 (8.8) 8.72 ± 0.06 (8.8) 0.94 (1) 0.492 3.45 
12.99 ± 0.14 (13.6) 6.41 ± 0.11 (6.8) 2.02 (2) 0.419 3.26 
18.91 ± 0.06 (21.2) 4.70 ± 0.04 (5.3) 4.02 (4) 0.328 3.14 
Table 2.6: Dimensions of hydrogel cylinders.  Volume varies by no more than 21% around a mean of 0.415 cm2; 
surface area varies by no more than 5% around a mean of 3.30 cm2.  Errors marked are the standard error.  
Dimensions immediately after manufacturing (“mold dimensions”) are shown in italicized parentheses. 
Particles were manufactured at two concentrations of agarose: 0.4% and 0.8%.  This corresponds to 
specific gravities of γ1=1.003 and γ2=1.006.  For a detailed description of the method used to 
measure particle specific gravity, see Section 3.1.3. 
Secondary dataset: spheroids 
Agarose spheroids are fabricated via injection molding as outlined in Section 2.2.1.  We choose two 
shapes, a sphere of diameter 8mm and a prolate ellipsoid of major axis 16mm, minor axes 8mm.  
Over time, the hydrophilic behavior of the gel led to the dimensions shown in Table 2.7. Agarose 
spheroids were made at 0.4% concentration (specific gravity γ1=1.003). 
 2a (mm) 
(Mold dimensions) 
2b (mm) 
(Mold dimensions) 
2c (mm) 
(Mold dimensions) 
Sphere 7.70 ±0.05 (8) 7.70 ±0.05 (8) 7.70 ±0.05 (8) 
Prolate ellipsoid 7.57 ±0.05 (8) 7.57 ±0.05 (8) 15.25 ±0.12 (16) 
Table 2.7: Dimensions of agarose spheroids. Errors shown are standard error. Dimensions immediately after 
manufacturing (“mold dimensions”) are shown in italicized parentheses. 
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Figure 2.4: schematic of particle dimensions, to scale.  Cylinders are matched by their volume, and spheroids 
are matched by their minor axes. 
Particle kinematic properties 
We are interested in the motion of particles at and around the Taylor microscale, which places them 
within the inertial subrange of the surrounding turbulence.  At this size, particles are well above the 
Kolmogorov microscale and experience locally non-linear flow.  However, as a point of reference, 
we may compute a Stokesian or relaxation timescale, though the particle Reynolds number is on the 
order of 102 and thus particles are far outside of the creeping flow regime (see Section 3.1.2).  This 
will guide our discussion of particle length and timescales, and how they may be related to 
corresponding scales within the turbulent flow. The relaxation timescale for a sphere is given by: 
 𝜏𝑠𝑡 =
𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝
2
18𝜌𝑓𝜈
 (2.1) 
 
where 𝜌𝑝 is the particle density, 𝑑𝑝 is the particle diameter, 𝜌𝑓 is the fluid density, and 𝜈 is the fluid 
kinematic viscosity.  This equation was derived for a very small sphere in creeping flow and thus is 
not valid, except as a point of reference, for large shapes such as those we study in this work.  To 
adapt this equation for ellipsoids, we look to the work of (Zhang et al. 2001) for the following 
expression: 
 𝜏𝑠𝑡,𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝜏𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑝ℎ · 𝛼
ln(𝛼 + √𝛼2 − 1)
√𝛼2 − 1
 (2.2) 
 
where 𝜏𝑠𝑡,𝑠𝑝ℎ is the relaxation timescale of a sphere whose diameter is equivalent to the ellipsoid’s 
minor axes, and 𝛼 is the particle aspect ratio.  This expression is based on the average drag over 
possible ellipsoid orientations, assuming that every orientation is equally probable.  Note that both 
of these expressions give the translational relaxation timescale, rather than the rotational relaxation 
timescale (i.e., the timescale over which a particle reaches rotational equilibrium with the ambient 
flow).  In general, the rotational relaxation timescale is smaller than the translational relaxation 
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timescale (Zhao et al. 2015), and is dependent on the particle’s moments of inertia.  We use this 
formula for spheroids and cylinders, even though it is not precisely true for the latter.  However, 
cylinders may be expected to behave similarly to spheroids of similar axial dimensions, albeit with 
increased drag due to the increase in surface area (Loth 2008). For cylinders with an aspect ratio that 
is close to unity, the approximation becomes less accurate, but is still useful as an order-of-
magnitude comparison. 
We use Equation (2.2) to calculate the timescale for prolate cylinders (λ ≥ 1), and the following 
equation (from (Challabotla, Zhao, and Andersson 2015)) to calculate the timescale for oblate 
cylinders or discs (λ < 1): 
 𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 =
2𝜌𝑝𝑎
2
9𝜌𝑓𝜈
𝛼(𝜋 − 𝐶)
2(1 − 𝛼2)1/2
 (2.3) 
 
where 𝑎 is the semimajor axis of the disk, 𝛼 is the aspect ratio as before, and 𝐶 = 2 tan−1(𝛼(1 −
𝛼2)1/2).   
 𝜏𝑠𝑡 [s] 
 γ1 = 1.003 γ2 = 1.006 
Cylinder, α=0.5 4.70 4.72 
Cylinder, α=1 2.60 2.61 
Cylinder, α=2 3.58 3.59 
Cylinder, α=4 4.24 4.26 
 γ1 = 1.003 
Agarose sphere 
D (=2a=2b=2c) = 7.7mm 
3.70 
Agarose ellipsoid 
 2c=15.25mm, 2a=2b=5.7mm 
3.78 
Table 2.8: Stokes timescales of all particles, calculated from Equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). 
All particle timescales are on the order of 3-4 seconds, which is comparable to the large-eddy 
turnover time of 4.05 seconds, and much larger than the Kolmogorov timescale of 0.14 seconds.  
This indicates that particles will not respond to the smallest flow fluctuations, but that their motion 
will be on the scales of the larger eddies. 
2.3 Stereoscopic PIV 
Suspended particles were stereoscopically imaged, simultaneously with the surrounding fluid, using 
two CCD cameras (Imager PRO-X, 1600 x 1200 pixels, both fitted with a 105mm Nikkor lens and a 
Scheimpflug/tilt adapter).  Each camera is equipped with a polarizing filter.  These filters increase 
the contrast between the embedded tracers within the hydrogel particles and the hydrogel itself.  
Polarizer alignment is optimized to maximize this contrast, and a misalignment of the polarizers can 
cause the PIV algorithm to yield fewer or no vectors.  Cameras have a maximum frame rate of 29.5 
fps, and a minimum inter-frame time of 10 μs.  This translates to an effective maximum frame rate 
of 14.773 fps for image pairs, using the frame-straddling technique illustrated in Figure 2.5.  To 
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minimize interfacial distortion, the cameras focused through 35° water-filled acrylic prisms on a 
75x35mm window in the center of the homogeneous and isotropic region of the tank.  This window 
aligned with a 1mm laser sheet (Quantel/Big Sky Lasers, 532nm) which bisected the tank.  Flow was 
seeded using 11μm neutrally buoyant glass spheres (Sphericel, Potters Industries).  Image pairs were 
collected at an effective framerate of 14.773Hz, with a 4ms separation between adjacent images.  
Using image-intensity thresholding, particle and fluid phase data were separated before vector 
processing.  Subsequent application of the PIV algorithm yielded exterior and interior velocity fields 
(Figure 2.3).  For the interior vector fields, additional image preprocessing tools (sliding background 
subtraction and particle normalization) were used to identify the tracers within the hydrogel 
cylinders.  Multipass PIV computation was performed using a commercial software package (DaVis, 
Lavision Inc; Goettingen, Germany), using 128x128 to 64x64 pixel interrogation windows with 50% 
overlap.  Vector fields were resolved at 1.3mm, approximately 4 times the Kolmogorov scale.  This 
grid spacing is small compared both to our particles and to the Taylor microscale. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Schematic of data collection using frame-straddling to decrease separation time.  CCD cameras 
have a maximum framerate of 29.5 frames per second, and an interframe time (ift) of 10μs, as enabled by an 
onboard interline transfer chip. Laser pulses are separated by a time interval dt of 4ms, which translates to an 
effective frame rate (EFR) of 14.773 Hz. 
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Figure 2.6: Photograph of imaging setup, showing cameras, Scheimpflug adapters, water-filled prisms, jet 
array, and laser sheet.  A right-handed coordinate system is used as shown.  Photo courtesy of Gabriele 
Bellani. 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, the cameras focus on a small window that is entirely within 
the central volume of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence.  Our coordinate system originates at the 
center of this window, with the in-plane dimensions (x-, cross-tank, and y-, vertical) and the out-of-
plane dimension (z-, axial) as shown. 
Note that the two CCD cameras are focused on opposite sides of the laser light sheet, which is an 
unconventional choice for stereoscopic PIV; for 2D3C PIV, most cameras view the same side of the 
laser light sheet but are separated by a small angle in order to measure the out-of-plane velocity 
component. Due to the presence of hydrogel particles in our flow, and the accompanying difficulties 
involving differential light-scattering between the particle and fluid phase, the camera configuration 
is an important variable in our experimental setup. Our configuration was empirically found to 
maximize the light-scattering from interior tracers (i.e., those inside the hydrogel particles) as 
compared to the surrounding gel matrix, while still maintaining strong light-scattering from the 
exterior tracers (i.e., those suspended in the fluid).  The cameras are separated by a large angle, which 
minimizes the image-stretching that is caused by the non-orthogonality of the cameras to the light-
sheet. 
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III. Particle Settling 
The effect of turbulence on particle settling velocity is well-studied (see Section 1.2.1), but much 
remains unknown.  The physical parameter space is large, and includes particle density, size, and 
shape.  Particle settling velocity also depends on the properties of ambient turbulence—more 
specifically, it depends on the relationship of the turbulent scales to the particle size, time, and 
velocity scales.  Some nondimensional parameters governing the settling velocity include (e.g.) the 
ratio of particles’ quiescent settling velocity to the rms velocity of the surrounding turbulence 
(𝑣𝑞 𝑢rms⁄ ), the ratio of particle size to the turbulent lengthscales (𝐿 𝜂⁄ ), and the particle specific 
gravity (𝛾). The full set of parameters is discussed below, and in detail in Chapter 1. 
In general, particles are classified as “large” when their characteristic lengthscale is larger than the 
turbulent Kolmogorov microscale.  In this regime, particles experience locally-nonlinear velocity 
gradients, and the drag and lift on a particle are not predicted by the Stokesian solution (Happel and 
Brenner 1983).  The history forces for large inertial particles are complex, and likely to have a strong 
effect on instantaneous particle drag.  It is therefore difficult to predict a priori how the settling of 
large particles will be altered in the presence of turbulence.  In this chapter, we investigate particles 
of varying shape and density, whose lengthscales are comparable to the Taylor scale of ambient 
turbulence.  Particles’ quiescent settling velocity, which we measure directly, is on the order of the 
turbulent rms velocity.  Therefore, our particles’ length and velocity scales are comparable to the 
intermediate length and velocity scales of the surrounding flow; that is, the turbulence is of moderate 
strength with respect to the particles.  We will call this the “moderate-intensity” regime. 
In addition to the quiescent settling velocity, we also measure the turbulent slip velocity of these 
large particles.  By calculating this parameter, we find that turbulence leads to a strong reduction in 
the settling velocity (relative to the quiescent case).  The reduction that we find is stronger than the 
reductions observed in comparable previous work which is also in the moderate-intensity regime.  
We also investigate the relationship of the slip velocity to the instantaneous surrounding flow, and 
explore how the slip velocity may trend with the particle and fluid velocities. 
3.1 Quiescent (still-water) settling velocity 
3.1.1 Experimental setup 
To measure quiescent settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 , particles of varying aspect ratio 𝛼 and specific gravity 𝛾 
(properties listed in Section 2.2.4) are released at the top of a hexagonal water-filled tank of 500 mm 
vertical extent (Figure 3.1).  One face of the tank is overlaid with an opaque plate, with 2 mm-wide 
slits laser-cut at 50 mm intervals.  Two handheld lasers (Wicked Lasers, Hong Kong), both fitted 
with screw-in sheet optics, are mounted on a ring stand and positioned such that the laser planes are 
parallel, horizontal and shining directly through two of the precision-cut slits.  Under the tank, a 
digital camera (Nikon J1) is positioned so that it focuses upward through the transparent tank floor, 
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filming at 60 frames per second. When the particle passes through one of the two parallel laser 
planes, it is brightly illuminated for a short time.  This clearly-delineated short flash of light allows 
the digital camera to measure the time at which the particle passes through the plane.  By positioning 
the laser planes at a known vertical interval 𝑑𝑧, and observing the time interval 𝑑𝑡 between the laser 
flashes, the average settling velocity  over the interval may be calculated as 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑡⁄ = 𝑣𝑞 . 
 
Figure 3.1: Hexagonal tank for measuring quiescent settling velocity of large particles. 
To determine the terminal settling velocity, the experiment is repeated over several vertical intervals, 
starting near the top of the tank and progressing downwards.  Initially, a 5cm 𝑑𝑧 is used to calculate 
particles’ average vertical velocity over the interval.  This permits the determination of the location 
𝑧𝑡 at which each particle type reaches its terminal velocity.  The experiment is then repeated for 
𝑧 > 𝑧𝑡 , with the interval expanded to 𝑑𝑧 = 10cm to improve accuracy. For each iteration of the 
experiment, including the preliminary 5cm 𝑑𝑧 intervals, a sample size larger than N = 20 is used. 
Through the remaining transparent walls of the hexagonal tank, the particles’ fall orientations (with 
respect to their axes of symmetry) are qualitatively observed.  Terminal quiescent settling velocities 
(𝑣𝑞) are recorded in Table 3.1 and plotted in Figure 3.2. Particle properties and dimensions are 
recorded in Table 2.5 throughTable 2.8 
3.1.2 Results 
In general, particles with aspect ratio 𝛼 = 1 fell faster than other shapes at the same density (with the 
exception of 𝛼=0.5, γ1=1.003 cylinders).  We attribute this in part to the particle orientations, which 
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show that particles tended to fall in a drag-maximizing configuration: disks fall with their axis of 
symmetry vertical, and rods fall with their axis of symmetry horizontal.   This is a well-known effect 
of the recirculation in the particle wake and subsequent pressure distribution (Mandø and Rosendahl 
2010). Since 𝛼 = 1 particles tended to fall in a vertical orientation, the presenting face had a flow-
normal area of only 0.60cm2, while the longer 𝛼 = 4 rods fell broadside with a flow-normal area of 
0.89 cm2.  This increased area resulted in higher drag force on the falling particle, and therefore 
lower terminal velocity 𝑣𝑞 .  At lower densities, close to neutral buoyancy, particle fall orientation was 
consistently either horizontal (𝛼 > 1) or vertical (𝛼 ≤ 1).  However, deviations from this norm 
increased as particles became more negatively buoyant; particles tended to “wobble” as they fell.  
This provides a visual illustration of the development of a stronger vortex wake, a function of the 
particle Reynolds number (Kundu and Cohen 2007).  The data in Table 3.1 are plotted in Figure 3.2. 
Aspect ratio 
𝛼 
Density 
𝜸 
Quiescent settling 
velocity 𝒗𝒒 
Reynolds number 
𝑹𝒆𝒑 =
𝒗𝒒·𝑳𝒑
𝝂
 
Predicted settling 
velocity (Loth 2008) 
Fall orientation 
(direction of 
symmetry axis) 
0.5 γ1=1.003 -1.47 ± 0.14 cm  s-1 {79, 175};  153 -1.20 cm s-1 vertical 
1 γ1 -1.34 ± 0.10 {123, 130};  147 -1.80 vertical (95%) 
2 γ1 -1.10 ± 0.10 {78, 160};  114 -1.49 horizontal 
4 γ1 -0.98 ± 0.09 {52, 207};  94 -1.13 horizontal 
0.5 γ2 =1.006 -1.59 ± 0.16 {85, 189};  166 -1.83 vertical 
1 γ2 -2.48 ± 0.17 {229, 242};  272 -2.73 vertical (80%) 
2 γ2 -1.65 ± 0.16 {118, 240};  172 -2.23 horizontal (80%) 
4 γ2 -1.64 ± 0.13 {86, 347};  157 -1.74 horizontal (80%) 
1 (sphere) γ1 -1.91 ± 0.25 165 -1.83 n/a 
2 (spheroid) γ1 -1.51  ± 0.17 {128, 258};  162 -1.67 horizontal 
Table 3.1: Quiescent settling velocities, Reynolds number, and fall orientations of all particle types (8 cylinders 
and 2 spheroids).  Reynolds number range represents the range of 𝑹𝒆𝒑 calculated using the particles’ shortest 
and longest lengthscales (bracketed), followed by the 𝑹𝒆𝒑 based on the diameter of the sphere of equivalent 
volume.  Error indicated is the standard deviation of the measurements.  Parentheses in last column indicate 
the proportion of tested particles that fell in the specified orientation; the remainder fell at some angle close to 
the predominant orientation. 
Since the particle Reynolds numbers are on the order of 102, they fall into neither the Stokesian 
regime (in which drag is proportional to velocity) nor the Newtonian regime (in which drag is 
proportional to velocity squared).  Though no analytic drag model exists for particles in this 
Reynolds number range, we calculate a theoretically predicted settling velocity based on models 
developed by Ganser, Cheng, Clift and Gauvin, as reviewed in (Loth 2008).    To approximate 
particle drag coefficients, we use the normalized expression 
 
𝐶𝐷
∗ =
24
𝑅𝑒𝑝∗
+ [1 + 0.15(𝑅𝑒𝑝
∗)
0.687
] −
0.42
1 +
42,500
(𝑅𝑒𝑝∗)
1.16
 
(3.1) 
 
where 𝐶𝐷
∗ = 𝐶𝐷 𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒⁄  and 𝑅𝑒𝑝
∗ = 𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑝 𝑓𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒⁄ , and 𝐶𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 and 𝑓𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 vary according to 
particle aspect ratio (a full explanation of this model is provided in Appendix A). We see that in 
general, the measured settling velocities agree with the predicted trend, though our measured values 
are lower on average than the predicted values.  We attribute this to the cylindrical shapes of our 
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particles.  The empirical models (dotted lines in Figure 3.2) were derived for oblate and prolate 
spheroids and then corrected to describe cylinders.  Therefore, the model is not expected to 
perfectly describe cylinders.  This is supported by the fact that the model describes the spheroid 
particles well, to within experimental error. 
The particle Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑝, when based on the quiescent settling velocity and the largest 
particle dimension, varies from 130 to 347.  This is a regime of dramatic transition in particle wakes 
and drag forces. A transitional threshold has been observed at approximately 𝑅𝑒𝑝 = 210 in both 
numerics and experiments (Magarvey and Bishop 1961; Reddy et al. 2010; Ormières and Provansal 
1999; Natarajan and Acrivos 1993; Jenny, Bouchet, and Dušek 2003), where the wake behind a 
falling sphere transitions from “single-threaded” to “double-threaded.”  At lower Reynolds 
numbers, the wake is axisymmetric, but at 𝑅𝑒𝑝 = 210 (or thereabouts), the axisymmetry is broken. 
After the transition to a non-axisymmetric, double-threaded wake type, lift on the object 
dramatically increases as instabilities cause it to rotate.  This Reynolds-number transition point for a 
given particle type is very sharp, though it can vary somewhat around the given value of 𝑅𝑒𝑝 = 210 
(Magarvey and Bishop 1961).  Wake instabilities could affect the boundary layer separation point, 
potentially altering the settling velocity and allowing a particular particle type to fall faster or slower 
than would otherwise be predicted.   
Since many of our particle types fall at or around this threshold of 𝑅𝑒𝑝, we expect wake instabilities 
that are not accounted for in the empirical model (dotted lines in Figure 3.2).   This could be another 
explanation for the discrepancy between the model and the experimental data.  In general, the γ2 
cylinders are closer to this transition point; this may explain the differing trends seen in the γ1 and γ2 
cylinders.   We note that the relationship between wake structure and boundary layer separation 
point is still unclear (Veldhuis et al. 2005), and unlikely to provide a full explanation for our 
observations. 
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Figure 3.2: Measured quiescent settling velocities vq for cylindrical particles at four different aspect ratios α 
and two different specific gravities γ1=1.003 and γ2=1.006, as well as spheroidal particles at α=1 (spheres) and 
α=2 (prolate ellipsoids).  Dotted lines indicate predictions from the particle drag model based on (Loth 2008) 
for preferentially-oriented cylinders at γ1=1.003 (red dotted line) and γ2 = 1.006 (blue dotted line), as well as 
preferentially-oriented spheroids at γ1=1.003.  Note that absolute value of settling velocity is shown, so that 
more positive values represent faster settling. Error bars show standard deviation of measurements. 
In general, we see that shape is less important than density when it comes to determining the 
quiescent settling velocity of large particles.  The small differences between shapes in our case may 
be explained by the difference in effective cross-sectional area caused by preferential fall orientation, 
as described previously and as shown in Table 3.. 
3.1.3 Particle density measurement method 
Because our goal is to explore the physics of near-neutrally buoyant particles, any density 
measurement method must be extraordinarily precise.  The primary set of particles (agarose 
cylinders) was fabricated using 0.4% and 0.8% agarose hydrogel.  At both concentrations, particles 
are >99% water, but their still-water settling velocities 𝑣𝑞 are non-negligible (on the order of 1-2 cm 
s-1).  This settling velocity is approximately the same as the turbulent rms velocity we have measured 
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in our tank.  This “moderate-intensity” regime is exactly the region of the parameter space which we 
seek to explore (see Figure 1.1 and accompanying discussion).  The rms velocity of the turbulence 
we are able to generate is approximately 2 cm s-1.  In our desired size range (millimeters to 
centimeters), a still-water settling velocity of 2 cm s-1 corresponds to particles whose specific gravity 
is approximately γ = 1.001 – 1.01 (according to empirical models such as those described in 
Appendix A). Therefore, any method we use to measure density must be precise to at least four 
significant figures. 
We attempted a simple method using volume displacement (i.e., Archimedes’ principle) to measure 
particle density.  Particles were stored in water, then removed from their storage and submerged in a 
known volume of water in a graduated cylinder which rested on a digital mass balance.  The 
resultant increase in volume was taken to be the particle’s volume, and the increase in mass was 
taken to be the particle’s mass.  However, this method was insufficiently precise.  Because the 
particles are hydrophilic, they retained an outer layer of water when being transferred from the 
storage container to the graduated cylinder.  This caused a non-proportional overestimation of both 
volume and mass.  Furthermore, though the digital balance was capable of great precision, the 
available graduated cylinders did not provide a precise enough volume measurement, even when 
very large numbers of hydrogel particles were tested simultaneously. A related method, in which a 
large rectangular volume of hydrogel was manufactured and weighed, suffered the same lack of 
precision.  The most challenging aspect of density measurement for hydrogels is the shifting volume 
of any given hydrogel object.  Even if a known volume of hydrogel was measured immediately after 
manufacturing, the volume changes when the hydrogel is placed in water. This method would 
overestimate particle density, since our particles are submerged in and free to absorb water.  
When volume displacement methods failed, we sought to quantify hydrogel density using the still-
water settling velocity, 𝑣𝑞 , and the existing drag models for intermediate-Reynolds number particles 
(see Appendix A).  We tested this drag model using borosilicate glass spheres of known diameter 
and density (McMaster-Carr), with a specific gravity of γ=2.2 and a diameter D=4.76mm (giving a 
𝑣𝑞-based Reynolds number on the order of 10
3).  The model precisely predicted the particles’ still-
water settling velocity of 45 cm s-1, verifying this method as an accurate way to measure the density 
of intermediate-Reynolds-number spheres.  We then measured the still-water settling velocity of 
agarose spheres at both 0.4% and 0.8% concentration, and used the model to calculate their specific 
gravities (which we denote as γ1 and γ2).  This level of precision would have been difficult and 
perhaps impossible to achieve using standard volume-displacement methods.  This method also has 
the added benefit of being directly tied to our experimental process and one of our desired 
investigation topics: particle settling. 
Using this method, we measured the specific gravity of the 0.4% agarose spheres to be 1.0033 ± 
0.0007, and the specific gravity of the 0.8% agarose spheres to be 1.0063 ± 0.0005.  That is, 0.4% 
agarose is 0.3% denser than water, and 0.8% agarose is 0.6% denser than water.  The factor-of-two 
difference between both the concentration and the density difference provides further support for 
this method’s accuracy. 
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3.2 Turbulent slip velocity 
3.2.1 Analysis method 
Inertial particles in flow do not behave as passive fluid tracers—the effects of gravity and finite size 
will cause the particle’s path to deviate from the corresponding Lagrangian fluid trajectory.  The 
relative magnitude of this deviation may be quantified by the particle Stokes number = 𝜏𝑝 𝜏𝑓⁄  , 
where 𝜏𝑝 is the relaxation time of the particle (i.e., the characteristic timescale of velocity change due 
to fluid drag) and 𝜏𝑓 is a fluid timescale, usually either the Kolmogorov timescale or the turbulent 
eddy turnover time at the lengthscale of the particle.  A low Stokes number indicates that a particle 
behaves as a “tracer”, which responds quickly and advects with the fluid flow. Inertial particles in 
strong turbulence typically have a long response time compared to the timescales of ambient velocity 
fluctuations, and therefore have a high Stokes number.  This disparity results in an often-substantial 
difference between the particle velocity and the local fluid velocity, known as the “slip velocity.”  
This name is slightly misleading, because the no-slip condition does hold at the particle-fluid 
boundary.  The “slip” referred to in “slip velocity” is defined relative to a characteristic velocity 
describing fluid motion near the particle. 
Though the concept of a turbulent slip velocity is qualitatively easy to grasp, it may be quantitatively 
defined in many ways (Bellani and Variano 2012).  In numerical models, the local fluid velocity is 
defined as the fluid velocity that would be measured at the location of the particle’s center-of-mass if 
the particle itself were not present.  This can be thought of as the velocity which is “seen” by the 
particle.  However, in an experimental context, this information is not available.  If the particles are 
smaller than the Kolmogorov scale, linear interpolation of the velocity to the particle center would 
perhaps yield a good approximation of the local fluid velocity.  However, when the particles are 
larger than the Kolmogorov scale, linear interpolation of the velocity field to the desired point (the 
particle center-of-mass) will have little relevance to the particle dynamics. In our case, we also do not 
necessarily know the particle’s center-of-mass velocity, or even the location of the particle center-of-
mass.  We have velocity data only for the slice of the particle that lies within the laser plane.   
Therefore, we define slip velocity as follows: 
 ?⃑? 𝑠 ≡ ?⃑? 𝑝 − ?⃑? 𝑓 (3.2) 
 
where ?⃑? 𝑝 is the average in-plane particle velocity, and ?⃑? 𝑓 is the average fluid velocity in a 
neighborhood surrounding the particle.  We prefer this fluid-averaging approach to interpolation 
methods.  Even setting aside the difficulty of accurate interpolation for nonspherical particles, large 
particles sample the flow at a scale many times larger than the Kolmogorov scale; we therefore 
consider the spatially-averaged fluid velocity to be more relevant than any interpolated point velocity 
at the particle center. 
Raw PIV images, obtained using the experimental setup described in Chapter 2, were masked using 
image intensity thresholding and filtering. This provided a boundary between the fluid and solid 
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phases and enabled the computation of separate interior and exterior vector fields.  To calculate the 
spatially-averaged fluid velocity, we dilate the particle border to produce a shape-preserving annulus 
around the particle (Figure 3.3). The inner bound of the fluid-averaging annulus is constructed to 
exclude the immediate particle boundary layer, which would unduly bias the slip velocity towards 
zero due to the no-slip condition.  The boundary layer on a large, freely-suspended, nonspherical 
particle in turbulence is not yet well-understood, and so any attempt to predict the boundary layer 
thickness must be somewhat imprecise.  However, in the interest of finding the most accurate slip 
velocity possible, we will define an approximate particle boundary layer thickness. Following (Cisse, 
Homann, and Bec 2013), we define a viscous sublayer thickness 𝛿𝜈 = 𝜈 𝑢𝜏⁄  where 𝑢𝜏 is the friction 
velocity, 𝑢𝜏 = (𝜏𝑤)
1 2⁄ . Since our data do not allow for the calculation of the kinematic “wall” shear 
stress 𝜏𝑤, we take 𝑢𝜏 to be approximately equal to the turbulent velocity scale 𝑢𝑇 = 0.02 m s
-1. This 
gives a viscous sublayer thickness of approximately 5·10-5 m.  We then define a wall unit 𝑟+ = 𝑟 𝛿𝜈⁄ .  
The outer layer of the (turbulent) logarithmic boundary layer is traditionally understood to begin at 
r+ ≈ 50 (Kundu and Cohen 2007; Pope 2000), which for our particles corresponds to an absolute 
distance of 2.5mm. It is this distance that we take to be the inner bound for our fluid-averaging 
annulus.  This excludes the fluid that is most directly influenced by the no-slip boundary layer. 
We would like our fluid-averaging annulus to contain the fluid that has the strongest influence on 
the particle’s motion.  In many studies involving particle dynamics, the diameter of the sphere of 
equivalent volume, 𝐷𝑠𝑝ℎ, is taken as a representative lengthscale (Mandø and Rosendahl 2010).  We 
therefore set the outer bound of the annulus so that it contains all fluid that is within 𝐷𝑠𝑝ℎ of the 
fluid-solid boundary (Figure 3.3)—that is, the outer bound is located at  𝑟 = 𝐷𝑠𝑝ℎ from the particle 
surface.  This approach gives consistency across all particle types, and across the various cylindric 
sections that appear in the laser plane.  Changes in either the inner or outer annulus bounds yield 
qualitatively similar results (see Appendix B). Decreasing the inner radius decreases the calculated 
slip velocity, as the annulus begins to include the no-slip boundary layer.  Increasing the outer radius 
increases the calculated slip velocity, as this biases the fluid-averaged velocity to zero (due to the 
zero-mean properties of the tank). 
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Figure 3.3: shape-preserving annulus for calculating average fluid velocity.  Black outline is the detected 
particle border, red outline is the inner bound of the annulus, and blue outline is outer bound of the annulus.  
The vector field is downsampled for clarity, showing only every fourth velocity vector.  
Since our measurement method includes only a two-dimensional slice of the velocity field in both 
the fluid and solid phases, we must consider potential bias in our results.  If the particle is rotating, 
the in-plane slice may be moving in a different direction than the particle’s actual center of mass—in 
fact, it is unlikely that the particle center of mass is in the laser plane at all.  However, recall that the 
fluid velocity is also measured in the same plane.  We compare the fluid flow in this plane with the 
particle cross-section which it immediately influences, which is the slice that is visible to us.  (Bellani 
and Variano 2012) showed that the error in particle velocity due to randomly located measurement 
planes is negligible.  Additionally, since the ambient turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic, we 
expect that any error introduced via this method will be random, not bias error, and thus cancel to 
zero when particle rotation and slip velocity statistics are calculated. 
3.2.2 Results and discussion 
Figure 3.4 shows the components of ?⃑? 𝑝 and ?⃑? 𝑓 for a large number of independent particle-fluid 
measurements (for clarity, the figure shows only one representative particle type, namely α=4, 
γ=1.006).  There is a clear offset between the vertical particle velocity,𝑣𝑝, and the two lateral velocity 
components 𝑢𝑝 and 𝑤𝑝. In general, the particles—which are slightly negatively buoyant—are 
moving downward with respect to the flow. The theoretical tracer limit, where ?⃑? 𝑝 = ?⃑? 𝑓, is line with 
a slope of one and an intercept of zero (shown as the magenta dotted line in Figure 3.4).  We note 
that the lateral velocities cluster isotropically about this line, whereas the vertical velocities seem to 
be linearly offset below.  The offset is indicative of particles’ vertical settling, which is discussed 
further in the following section.  The relationship between vertical fluid velocity and vertical particle 
velocity (shown in red in Figure 3.4) can be reasonably described with a linear fit (cyan dashed line in 
Figure 3.4, with R2 values given in Table 3.2).  The intercept of this fitted line can be considered as 
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the “turbulence-altered settling velocity”, and agrees very well with the ensemble-averaged vertical 
slip, 〈𝑣𝑠〉 (see Table 3.2).   
 
Figure 3.4: fluid velocity ?⃑⃑? 𝒇 = {𝒖𝒇, 𝒗𝒇,𝒘𝒇} vs. particle velocity ?⃑⃑? 𝒑 = {𝒖𝒑, 𝒗𝒑,𝒘𝒑}, shown here for one particle 
type (α=4, γ=1.006).  Magenta line represents 1:1 relationship between ?⃑⃑? 𝒇 and ?⃑⃑? 𝒑 that would occur for the 
theoretical perfect fluid tracer.  Cyan line is the linear best-fit to the vertical velocity, showing substantial offset 
between the lateral (U, W) and vertical (V) velocities. 
C Y L I N D E R S  
 γ = 1.003 γ = 1.006 
 R2 value fit intercept 
(mm s-1) 
mean slip 〈𝑣𝑠〉 
(mm s-1) 
R2 value fit intercept 
(mm s-1) 
mean slip 〈𝑣𝑠〉 
(mm s-1) 
α = 0.5 0.89 -5.7 -5.6 0.90 -7.5 -7.5 
α = 1 0.93 -5.9 -5.8 0.90 -11.2 -11.5 
α = 2 0.88 -5.6 -5.7 0.89 -8.2 -8.3 
α = 4 0.94 -4.1 -4.0 0.88 -10.0 -9.9 
S P H E R O I D S  
α = 1 0.90 -5.8 -5.9    
α = 2 0.88 -5.6 -5.6    
Table 3.2: goodness of fit for vertical-velocity linear regression (as shown in Figure 3.4) and comparison 
between the actual mean slip velocity and the y-intercept of the best-fit model, representing the average offset 
between the vertical fluid and particle velocities.  This offset averages to zero in the lateral (non-gravity-
coupled) velocities. 
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Two things here are particularly remarkable: first, that ?⃑? 𝑝 is well-described as a linear function 
of  ?⃑? 𝑓, and second, that the slope of this linear dependence is approximately one. This is not 
necessarily the case for all flows, but is unique to turbulence; this will be discussed further in Section 
3.3.2. 
 
Figure 3.5: Ensemble average slip velocity 〈?⃑⃑? 𝒔〉 of large aspherical particles in homogeneous isotropic 
turbulence.  a) vertical component of slip 𝒗𝒔, b) horizontal component of slip 𝒘𝒔 (out-of-plane dimension), c) 
magnitude of the slip velocity vector |?⃑⃑? 𝒔| (i.e., including all dimensional components).  Errorbars represent 
95% confidence intervals obtained via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
In Figure 3.5, we illustrate several views of the ensemble-averaged slip velocity 〈?⃑? 𝑠〉, including the 
vertical slip 〈𝑣𝑠〉 (Figure 3.5a), a horizontal component of the slip 〈𝑤𝑠〉 (Figure 3.5b), and the overall 
magnitude of the slip velocity vector, 〈|?⃑? 𝑠|〉 (Figure 3.5c).  The mean horizontal (out-of-plane) slip 
velocity 〈𝑤𝑠〉 is an order of magnitude lower than the mean vertical slip velocity 〈𝑣𝑠〉, and is very 
close to zero (within 95% confidence intervals in all but one particle type).  In both Figure 3.5a and 
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Figure 3.5c, particles with γ2=1.006 displayed higher values of 〈𝑣𝑠〉 and 〈|?⃑? 𝑠|〉 than did particles with 
γ1=1.003.  For 〈𝑣𝑠〉, this is intuitively obvious: denser particles will fall faster.  The reason for the 
increase in 〈|?⃑? 𝑠|〉 is slightly less apparent, but no less intuitive.  The increased density of the 
γ2=1.006 particles raises their inertia, causing them to respond more slowly to fluctuations in the 
ambient flow.  This leads to more pronounced differences between the fluid velocity and the particle 
velocity, which we see manifested in the slip velocity. 
In Figure 3.5a, the vertical slip 〈𝑣𝑠〉 is highest for particles with α=1, γ2=1.006.  Recall that in our 
measurements of the quiescent settling velocity, this particle type settled the fastest.  The fact that 
this trend persists in the turbulent case suggests that some features present in the quiescent case are 
robust to strong turbulent perturbation. 
Another high value of slip is observed for γ2 = 1.006, α = 4.  We did not observe this pattern in the 
quiescent settling velocity (Figure 3.2).  This increase may be related to the longer lengthscale 
present in this particle type; at this lengthscale, particles are sampling the velocity gradients at a 
larger scale, and therefore may experience more rotation (this is discussed in detail in Section 4.3). 
Our measurement method measures the particle velocity within the in-plane slice, which may be any 
cylindric section of the particle.  For the α=4, rod-like particles, the outer edges of the rod are likely 
to be overrepresented—the total ensemble of available slices for a rod will include more cylindric 
sections of the rod “arms” than of the rod center.  If the rods are tumbling and rotating within the 
flow, the “arms” will be experiencing a higher velocity than the center.  Therefore, the slip velocity 
measured with our method may be higher than the slip velocity measured by a fully three-
dimensional method.  We attribute the observed higher slip velocity for this particle type to this two-
dimensional sampling bias, in which the rod “arms” are overrepresented compared to the center. 
In Figure 3.4, we see that scatter in the two lateral directions (x- and w-) is roughly symmetric about 
the one-to-one tracer limit.  This symmetry can also be observed in the angle histograms of the slip 
direction, projected into two dimensions (Figure 3.6).  The slip direction is defined as 𝜃 =
tan−1(𝑢𝑠 𝑣𝑠⁄ ), and measured from the horizontal in-plane axis (i.e., the x-axis).  Figure 3.6 shows 
that particles tend to go downwards relative to the surrounding fluid (i.e. towards 270°) and not 
upwards relative to the surrounding fluid (towards 90°).  The distribution is symmetric about 90°.   
The most neutrally buoyant set of particles (row 1 in Figure 3.6, where γ1=1.003) shows a small but 
finite percentage of positive vertical slip, but this percentage decreases in the second row (γ2=1.006).  
The scatter about the one-to-one limit is discussed further in Section 3.3.1. 
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Figure 3.6: angle histogram plots of two-dimensional particle slip direction 𝜽 = 𝐭𝐚𝐧−𝟏(𝒖𝒔 𝒗𝒔⁄ ).  This quantity 
is the overall slip direction, which is projected into two dimensions X and Y  to show symmetric behavior.  
Wedge area corresponds to the number of particles whose slip direction falls into that bin; total area is not 
normalized between plots. 
Discussion of particle and fluid timescales 
In contrast to the quiescent settling velocity experiments, particles in turbulence may not display a 
preferential orientation relative to their slip direction.  We hypothesized in Section 3.1.2 that the U-
shaped curve observed in Figure 3.2 is caused by changes in the flow-normal area, which controls 
the bulk of the particle drag.  In turbulence, this preferential orientation may or may not occur, and 
is dependent on the particle Stokes number1, which we define as the ratio between the particle’s 
Stokesian response timescale and the turbulent inertial-range timescale at the same size. If the 
particle response timescale is much longer than the fluid timescale (large 𝑆𝑡), particles should not 
display a preference for the drag-maximizing orientation (as they do in the quiescent case), because 
particle re-orientation time would exceed the lifetime of the immediately-surrounding eddy or flow 
structure.  By contrast, if the particle response timescale is much smaller than the fluid timescale 
(small 𝑆𝑡), particles may display alignment and preferential orientation behavior. 
The particles we examine are far outside of the creeping-flow regime, with Reynolds numbers on the 
order of 102 (Table 3.).  Therefore, we do not expect them to experience linear drag as in the 
Stokesian model (see discussion in Section 1.2.1, and calculations in Appendix A).  However, as a 
                                                 
1 Note that the particle stokes number 𝑆𝑡 is often calculated as the ratio of the particle’s Stokesian response time 𝜏𝑆𝑡 to 
the Kolmogorov timescale 𝜏𝜂, regardless of particle size.  A more appropriate fluid timescale for large particles is the 
inertial-range timescale at the scale of the particle, 𝜏𝑐.  We use this definition here and throughout this work, and caution 
the reader to be cognizant of the other definition. 
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point of reference, we can compute the Stokesian timescale for a sphere of equivalent volume to the 
cylindrical particles: 
 𝜏𝑆𝑡 =
𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝
2
18𝜇
= 5.3 𝑠 (3.3) 
 
where 𝜌𝑝 is the particle density, 𝑑𝑝 is the diameter of the sphere of equivalent volume, and 𝜇 is the 
fluid’s dynamic viscosity.   In the surrounding turbulent flow, an inertial-range timescale calculated at 
the same lengthscale gives a characteristic timescale of: 
 𝜏𝑐 = 𝜏𝜂 (
𝑟𝑝
𝜂
)
2
3
= 0.77𝑠 (3.4) 
where 𝜏𝜂 is the Kolmogorov timescale, 𝑟𝑝 is the radius of the sphere of equivalent volume, and 𝜂 is 
the Kolmogorov lengthscale.  This gives us a particle Stokes number of 𝑆𝑡 = 𝜏𝑆𝑡 𝜏𝑐⁄ = 6.88. 
The high (𝑆𝑡 >1) particle Stokes number suggests that particle motion is occurring on a much longer 
timescale than the fluid motions at the same scale; particles therefore cannot adjust their orientation 
to present a different flow-normal cross-section, and no effects of preferential orientation should be 
observed.  This implies that the shape effects we observed in Figure 3.5 are not based on the particle 
preferentially presenting a certain cross-section to the flow.  Particle response time is slow compared 
to fluid fluctuation at the same scale, and so preferential orientation is unlikely. 
The high Stokes number calculated above is a representative value of 𝑆𝑡 based on an inertial range 
timescale 𝜏𝑐 at the scale of the particle, and implies that particles cannot instantaneously align with 
local flow structures of comparable size to the particle. This does not preclude the possibility of 
particles aligning with very large vortex structures, with correspondingly larger values of 𝜏𝑐.  In these 
vortex structures, particle 𝑆𝑡 would be smaller and alignment and/or preferential orientation could 
potentially occur. 
3.2.3 Comparison between quiescent settling and vertical slip 
It is clear that the average particle slip velocity in turbulence (that is, 〈𝑣𝑠〉) is reduced with respect to 
𝑣𝑞 by 40-60% (Table 3.3).  This is interesting, given that maximum reductions in settling velocity for 
inertial particles have been previously observed to be on the order of 30-40% (Nielsen 2007).  This 
reduction was observed to be strongest for “moderate-intensity” turbulence, in which particles 
whose quiescent settling velocities 𝑣𝑞 were on the order of the turbulent rms fluid velocity 𝑢rms.  
This is the case for our particles.  However, the data presented in (Nielsen 2007) were primarily 
drawn from the experiments of Murray (Murray 1970) and Zeng (Zeng 2001).  Murray’s particles 
were 2mm in diameter, much smaller than our particles (though their particles’ settling velocities 
were comparable to our particles’ settling velocities).  This suggests that a simple ratio of 𝑣𝑞 to 𝑢rms  
(in Nielsen’s notation, a ratio of 𝑤0 to 𝑤
′) is insufficient to predict particle behavior.  The inertial 
properties of our particles are drawn from both gravity and finite-size effects, which may not be 
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adequately captured in the 𝑣q 𝑢rms⁄  ratio.  We note also that for our particles, the overall slip 
magnitude |?⃑? 𝑠| is comparable to the quiescent settling velocity magnitude |𝒗𝒒|. 
γ = 1.003 
 𝑣𝑞  
[mm s-1] 
〈𝑣𝑠〉 
[mm s-1] 
〈|?⃑⃑? 𝑠|〉 
[mm s-1] 
α = 0.5 14.7  [14.4, 15.0] 5.6 [4.6, 6.5] 12.4 [11.4, 13.6] 
α = 1 13.4  [13.2, 13.6] 5.8 [5.0, 6.6] 12.2 [11.4, 13.0] 
α = 2 11.0  [10.8, 11.2] 5.7 [5.2, 6.2] 11.0 [10.5, 11.7] 
α = 4 9.8  [9.6, 10.0] 4.0 [3.3, 4.8] 10.0 [9.3, 10.8] 
γ = 1.006 
 𝑣𝑞  
[mm s-1] 
〈𝑣𝑠〉 
[mm s-1] 
〈|?⃑⃑? 𝑠|〉 
[mm s-1] 
α = 0.5 15.9 [15.5, 16.3] 7.5 [6.8, 8.1] 13.5 [12.8, 14.3] 
α = 1 24.8 [24.5, 25.1] 11.5 [10.2, 12.8] 16.6 [15.4, 17.8] 
α = 2 16.5 [16.2, 16.8] 8.3 [7.7, 9.0] 14.9 [14.2, 15.9] 
α = 4 16.4 [16.1, 16.7] 9.9 [9.2, 10.6] 16.7 [15.9, 17.6] 
Table 3.3: Comparison of quiescent settling velocity 𝒗𝒒, average mean slip velocity 〈𝒗𝒔〉, and average overall 
slip magnitude 〈|?⃑⃑? 𝒔|〉. 〈𝒗𝒔〉 is reduced by approximately 40 – 60 % relative to 𝒗𝒒. 
 Mechanisms for the alteration of settling velocity in turbulence remain far from clear.  In some 
cases, e.g. small particle “fast-tracking”, settling velocity may be enhanced by turbulence. This occurs 
in very strong turbulence, for which 𝑣𝑞 ≪ 𝑢rms (Nielsen 2007).  In moderate-intensity turbulence 
(𝑣𝑞 ≈ 𝑢rms), particles may experience vortex trapping, in which heavy particles preferentially sample 
upgoing flows (Tooby, Wick, and Isaacs 1977).  However, this mechanism has been demonstrated 
only for particles which are small compared to the size of the vortex; finite-size effects, which are 
present in our case, may alter vortex-trapping for large particles.   
Our particles are one to two orders of magnitude larger than the Kolmogorov scale of the ambient 
turbulence, so the velocity gradients they experience are nonlinear.  Furthermore, their measured slip 
velocities yield a Reynolds number which is on the order of 102.  In this transitional regime, particles 
experience neither Stokesian drag (linearly proportional to velocity) nor Newtonian drag 
(proportional to the velocity squared), but something in between, as illustrated by Equation (3.1). 
Nonlinear drag has been shown to reduce the settling velocity (Stout, Arya, and Genikhovich 1995), 
but is estimated to have a very weak effect compared to vortex trapping (Nielsen 2007).   
A third mechanism for settling reduction is “shear-lift loitering,” in which particles falling through 
shear will invariably experience a lift force that pulls them into flow that more strongly opposes their 
motion (see schematic in Figure 3.7).  However, this mechanism is an oversimplification—large 
particles in turbulence do not experience linear shear, and their response time is long enough that 
this mechanism may not play a major role in the settling velocity reduction that we observe.  
However, this is an interesting topic that has not yet been explored to the extent of either vortex-
trapping or nonlinear drag, and could be a major factor in reduced-settling in small or medium-sized  
particles.  
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Figure 3.7: Bubbles, drops, or particles falling (orange) or rising (pink) through a region of linear shear will 
experience a net buoyancy/gravity force (purple), a drag force opposing their motion (green), and a lift force 
(red).  This lift force will cause the trajectory to deviate from a straight path through the sheared region, and 
will always draw the particle towards the flow that is more strongly opposed to its motion. 
3.3 Dependence of slip on local fluid velocity: instantaneous vs. 
bulk metrics 
The slip velocity is often reported as a bulk statistic: particles at a given size, shape and density in a 
given turbulent flow will have only a single characteristic slip velocity.  This is how we calculate the 
slip velocity in the previous section, and for our flow this certainly seems to be true.  The linear 
model we describe in Figure 3.4 and the accompanying discussion show that 𝑣𝑝 is, on average, equal 
to 𝑣𝑓 plus some constant offset, which we assume to be 𝑣𝑠 . However, this approach ignores 
subtleties in how the slip velocity may vary according to the instantaneous flow: for example, do 
particles exhibit systematically higher or lower instantaneous slip when subjected to the infrequent 
strong velocity fluctuations that are the hallmark of turbulent flows?  Do negatively buoyant 
particles experience higher instantaneous slip when they are embedded in downdrafts vs. updrafts? 
Our data are ideal for investigating these and related questions. 
3.3.1 Experimental data: effects of history on slip velocity measurements 
For a qualitative framework, we return to Figure 3.4, which shows the particle vertical velocity 𝑣𝑝 vs. 
the fluid vertical velocity 𝑣𝑓 .  The upper half of this plot, where 𝑣𝑝 is positive, indicates upgoing 
particles, whereas the lower half indicates downgoing particles. The left half, where 𝑣𝑓 is negative, 
indicates particles which are experiencing downdrafts; in the right half, particles are experiencing 
updrafts. There are therefore four behavioral regimes for particles in flow: upgoing particles in 
updrafts, downgoing particles in updrafts, downgoing particles in downdrafts, and upgoing particles 
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in downdrafts (we will use this terminology from this point on).  This is schematically illustrated in 
Figure 3.8.  It is not immediately apparent whether all four of these situations will result in 
statistically similar slip. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Qualitative depiction of the four “behavioral quadrants” (clockwise from upper right): I) upgoing 
particles in updrafts, II) downgoing particles in updrafts, III) downgoing particles in downdrafts, and IV) 
upgoing particles in downdrafts.  Tables show percentage of data lying in each behavioral quadrant for each 
type of particle (two different densities, four different aspect ratios). 
Because our particles are slightly negatively buoyant, particles which pass through our measurement 
window are more likely to be travelling downward than upward.  This is borne out by the tables 
shown in Figure 3.8, which show that approximately 80% of measurements are relatively evenly 
distributed between quadrants I and III, with approximately 20% of measurements in quadrant II, 
and virtually no measurements in quadrant IV.  The two updraft quadrants therefore represent 
approximately 60% of the data: we measure more particles in updrafts than particles in downdrafts.  
Though the vertical fluid velocities in the measurement window average to zero, the vertical 
velocities we record are—on average—positive.   
Because we only record measurements for which a particle is present in the image window, we are 
more likely to observe updrafts than downdrafts.  This is not reflective of the actual velocity 
distribution within the tank, which is Gaussian and symmetric about zero.  This could indicate a 
preferential concentration effect, in which negatively-buoyant particles are more likely to be found in 
updrafts than in downdrafts.  This is consistent with vortex-trapping, discussed in Section 1.2.1 as a 
potential mechanism for re-suspending particles in turbulence: large, negatively-buoyant particles are 
 γ=1.003 γ=1.006 
α=0.5 0% 0.3% 
α=1 1.6% 0% 
α=2 1.2% 0.7% 
α=4 1.5% 0.8% 
 
 γ=1.003 γ=1.006 
α=0.5 46.5% 39.9% 
α=1 42.2% 42.6% 
α=2 37.9% 34.9% 
α=4 41.4% 42.8% 
 
 γ=1.003 γ=1.006 
α=0.5 41.1% 43% 
α=1 42.7% 34.7% 
α=2 44.7% 45.0% 
α=4 42.1% 37.1% 
 
 γ=1.003 γ=1.006 
α=0.5 11.9% 16.5% 
α=1 13.5% 22.8% 
α=2 16.3% 19.4% 
α=4 15.0% 19.2% 
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routed into the part of the flow that most opposes their motion, which leads to a reduction of the 
settling velocity. 
However, the data do not allow us to conclusively determine that vortex-trapping or preferential 
concentration is responsible for the asymmetric fluid distribution that we observe.  To definitively 
establish that vortex-trapping is occurring, we would need a “zoomed-out” view in which we could 
observe a single particle for a long period of time. We must therefore consider the possibility that 
the asymmetric distribution of ?⃑? 𝑓 which we observe is a result of some experimental or sampling 
bias.  Important questions arise: does this bias affect our overall measurements of slip? If we were 
truly sampling particles at random (i.e., if our measurements of ?⃑? 𝑓 followed a Gaussian distribution), 
would we calculate the same average slip? 
Our data take the form of a set of simultaneous measurements of ?⃑? 𝑓 and ?⃑? 𝑝, which may be broken 
down into their components {𝑢𝑓, 𝑣𝑓 , 𝑤𝑓} and {𝑢𝑝, 𝑣𝑝, 𝑤𝑝}.  We know that ?⃑? 𝑝 is a function of ?⃑? 𝑓, 
and that the dependence appears to be linear (Figure 3.4).  When 𝑣𝑝 is linearly regressed to 𝑣𝑓 , we 
observe high values of R2—above 0.88 in every case.  However, our observations of 𝑣𝑓 are weighted 
towards upgoing flow.  This may be a sampling bias (i.e., particles are preferentially concentrated in 
updrafts, therefore we observe more updrafts), or it may be some kind of experimental limitation 
(e.g., particles passing through our image window are more likely to occur in updrafts, but perhaps 
this is because our tank has finite size).  Whatever the cause, it is illustrative to construct a linear fit 
in which our observations of 𝑣𝑓 are weighted according to the normal distribution that we expect in 
non-particle-laden flow (Figure 3.9). 
We see that the linear model still appears to be a good description for 𝑣𝑝 = 𝑣𝑝(𝑣𝑓), even when the 
data are weighted such that 𝑣𝑓 follows a normal distribution.  The R
2 values do not change 
appreciably, as seen in Table 3.4.  This indicates that even though our measurements skew toward 
positive values of 𝑣𝑓 , our calculation of the average slip velocity is not affected by this bias.   This 
also provides further support for the model of 𝑣𝑝 as a linear function of 𝑣𝑓 : measurements taken in 
any region of the 𝑣𝑓-𝑣𝑝 parameter space would yield the same one-to-one linear fit with the same y-
intercept (and therefore the same average slip 〈𝑣𝑠〉. 
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Figure 3.9: (a) Measured, asymmetric distribution of 𝒗𝒇 (bars) together with the Gaussian weighting function 
assigned to each measurement of 𝒗𝒇 (red dots), and (b) weighted vs. non-weighted linear fit of 𝒗𝒑 regressed to 
𝒗𝒇.  Shown is a single representative case, for which α=4 and γ=2 (the same data are displayed in Figure 3.4). 
 γ=1.003 γ=1.006 
 Fit intercept ≈ 〈𝒗𝒔〉 R
2 Fit intercept ≈ 〈𝒗𝒔〉 R
2 
α Weighted 
[mm s-1] 
Unweighted 
[mm s-1] 
Weighted 
 
Unweighted Weighted 
[mm s-1] 
Unweighted 
[mm s-1] 
Weighted Unweighted 
0.5 -5.8 -5.7 0.89 0.89 -7.7 -7.5 0.90 0.90 
1 -6.0 -5.9 0.93 0.93 -11.6 -11.2 0.88 0.90 
2 -5.7 -5.6 0.88 0.88 -8.3 -8.2 0.89 0.89 
4 -4.4 -4.1 0.94 0.94 -10.0 -10.0 0.88 0.88 
Table 3.4: Fit parameters of weighted vs. nonweighted linear fit, as seen in Figure 3.9. 
To qualitatively illustrate this point, we divide the vertical fluid velocities 𝑣𝑓 into four bins, centered 
at -0.03 m s-1,  -0.01 m s-1,  0.01 m s-1,  and 0.03 m s-1.  The bins have equal width, so that e.g. the 
third bin goes from 0 to 0.02 m/s.  For 𝑣𝑓 , these bins may be qualitatively considered as “strong 
downdrafts”, “weak downdrafts”, “weak updrafts,” and “strong updrafts,” respectively.  The results, 
across particle shape and particle density, are displayed in Figure 3.10.   
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Figure 3.10: Fluid velocity vf, binned into strong and weak updrafts and downdrafts, vs. vertical slip velocity vs. 
Slip velocity becomes more positive when fluid velocity becomes more extreme. Errorbars represent 95% 
confidence intervals obtained via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
The slip velocity as it is defined in Equation (3.2) is dependent on both the fluid velocity ?⃑? 𝑓 and the 
particle velocity ?⃑? 𝑝.  In Figure 3.10, we observe only no significant dependence of 𝑣𝑠 on the specific 
value of 𝑣𝑓 : slip is statistically constant across the entire spectrum of fluid velocities.  This supports 
the one-to-one linear model, which shows 𝑣𝑠 as the offset from the tracer limit which is constant for 
all 𝑣𝑓 .  However, in some datasets there is a slight suggestion of a U-shaped curve, in which slip is 
more positive (in most cases) at more extreme fluid velocities—that is, in strong updrafts or 
downdrafts, ?⃑? 𝑝 is closer to ?⃑? 𝑓. 
This makes sense due to the nature of turbulence. In strong updrafts or downdrafts, the particle is 
likely to have been in this flow structure for some length of time (since higher-velocity flow 
structures in turbulence are longer-lived). This means that on average, the flow has had time to 
overcome the inertia of the particle, and the particle is traveling with the flow (save for some small 
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constant negative offset due to buoyancy forces).  In other words: we know that in turbulent flow, 
the velocity, size, and duration of fluid motions vary together. Therefore, when particles experience 
an extreme fluid velocity, they are likely in a larger and longer-lived vortex structure. The particle is 
then smaller compared to the scale of the ambient flow, giving it a lower Stokes number and more 
tracer-like properties. We therefore expect to see lower slip velocities at more extreme fluid 
velocities. And indeed, this is what we see in Figure 3.10. 
A similar approach, in which 𝑣𝑠 is regressed to 𝑣𝑝, shows an apparent correlation of 𝑣𝑠 with 𝑣𝑝 
(Figure 3.11).  This apparent correlation is the result of two separate processes: first, the presence of 
random noise; second, and much more importantly, the effects of the particle’s history—that is, the 
fluid flow along the particle’s trajectory before it entered the measurement plane.  The apparent 
correlation between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑝 may be understood as a simple consequence of our analysis method.  
We understand 𝑣𝑝 to be a linear function of 𝑣𝑓 , with a coefficient of approximately one, such that 
𝑣𝑝 = 𝑣𝑓 + 𝑏 where 𝑏 is some constant offset.  However, in reality, our measurements of 𝑣𝑝 contain 
some noise such that 𝑣𝑝 = 𝑣𝑓 + 𝑏 + 𝜀 (where we assume that ε is random and normally 
distributed).  The slip velocity 𝑣𝑠 is defined as 𝑣𝑠 ≡ 𝑣𝑝 − 𝑣𝑓 = 𝑏 + 𝜀.  So, when we plot 𝑣𝑝 versus 
𝑣𝑠, we are actually plotting (𝑣𝑓 + 𝑏 + 𝜀) versus (𝑏 + 𝜀).  We assume 𝑣𝑓 to be independent of both 
𝑏 (a constant) and 𝜀 (random noise), but obviously 𝜀 is perfectly correlated with itself.  This noise 
results in the small positive slope of the regression line we see in Figure 3.11.   
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Figure 3.11: When we regress 𝒗𝒔 to 𝒗𝒑, an apparent trend emerges as a result of both random noise in the data 
and the effect of the history term on the particle’s instantaneous slip velocity.  Shown are data for particles with 
α=4, γ=1.006 (identical to Figure 3.4).  
In Figure 3.4, we observe a nontrivial amount of scatter around the linear-fit lines for all three 
components of  ?⃑? 𝑓 and ?⃑? 𝑝.  As discussed above, some part of this scatter may be attributed to 
random noise.  However, even if our measurements were completely noise-free, there should still be 
some scatter around the linear fit due to the influence of the particle’s history.  An example is 
pictured in Figure 3.12.  In Figure 3.12a, a particle is embedded within a very strong updraft, and has 
some positive vertical velocity 𝑣𝑝.  It has been in this updraft for a very long time, and so its velocity 
is very close to the fluid velocity 𝑣𝑓 and there is very little slip.  In the next instant, the particle is 
ejected from the small updraft into a weak downdraft. Its velocity 𝑣𝑝 is unchanged, since the 
particle’s inertia keeps it from immediately adjusting to the change in 𝑣𝑓 . This particle would have an 
extremely large and positive instantaneous slip velocity 𝑣𝑠.  However, if a particle is embedded in a 
very strong downdraft, then enters the same weak downdraft (Figure 3.12b), the instantaneous value 
of 𝑣𝑠 would be slightly negative.  Therefore, two identical measurements of 𝑣𝑓 would result in two 
very different measurements of 𝑣𝑠.  This results in some, if not most, of the scatter about the 
regression line. 
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Figure 3.12: Schematic illustrating the importance of particle history in determining the instantaneous slip.  (a) 
shows a particle which transitions from a strong updraft at time t1 to a weak downdraft at time t1+Δt.  (b) 
shows a particle which transitions from a strong downdraft at time t1 to a weak downdraft at time t1+Δt.  At the 
later time, the two particles are immersed in identical local flow conditions, but have very different slip 
velocities. 
In our illustration, the noise term 𝜀 is not only accounting for measurement error, but all the effects 
of the particle’s history.  Using our experimental method, it is impossible to separate the two 
processes.  This is especially true because we expect both the measurement noise and the history 
effect “noise” to follow a normal distribution.  Since our flow is homogeneous and isotropic 
turbulence, all three components of ?⃑? 𝑓 should have identical normal distributions, and particles 
should encounter all possible values of 𝑢𝑓, 𝑣𝑓 , and 𝑤𝑓 according to these distributions.  Scenarios 
such as the ones depicted in Figure 3.12a and Figure 3.12b must therefore occur with equal 
probability, resulting in symmetric scatter about the one-to-one line. 
To quantify the scatter, ε, we can examine the residuals about the best-fit line.  The “spread” of the 
data about the best-fit line gives us a qualitative estimate of the influence of the history term, with 
more spread signifying a greater dependence of ?⃑? 𝑠 on the particle history.  We define 𝜎 as the 
variance of the residuals about the best fit line. The slope 𝑚, intercept 𝑏, and residual-variance 𝜎 are 
recorded in Table 3.5.  We note that for all particle types, the slope of the best-fit line is 
approximately one (to within 95% confidence), and that the intercept of this line is approximately 
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equal to the ensemble-averaged slip velocity 〈𝑣𝑠〉 in every case (Table 3.2).  The residual-variance 𝜎 
is generally larger for particles with γ=1.006 than for particles with γ=1.003.  This tentatively points 
to the importance of inertia in the history term for large particles.  However, in order to adequately 
capture the full distribution of possible particle histories, we would need a much larger sample size. 
This is an interesting topic that deserves further study.  
 
 γ=1.003  γ=1.006 
𝜶 m 
b ≈ 〈𝒗𝒔〉 
[m s-1] · 10-2 
𝝈 
[m s-1] · 10-4 
 
m 
b ≈ 〈𝒗𝒔〉 
[m s-1] · 10-2 
𝝈 
[m s-1] · 10-4 
0.5 
1.03 
[0.96, 1.09] 
-0.57 
[-0.66, -0.47] 
0.45 
[0.34, 0.57] 
 
1.00 
[0.97, 1.04] 
-0.75 
[-0.81, -0.69] 
0.37 
[0.29, 0.45] 
1 
1.04 
[1.00, 1.08] 
-0.59 
[-0.66, -0.52] 
0.27 
[0.21, 0.33] 
 
0.94 
[0.85, 1.01] 
-1.12 
[-1.25, -1.00] 
0.40 
[0.26, 0.55] 
2 
0.99 
[0.95, 1.02] 
-0.56 
[-0.62, -0.51] 
0.27 
[0.23, 0.32] 
 
0.98 
[0.95, 1.01] 
-0.82 
[-0.88, -0.76] 
0.42 
[0.34, 0.49] 
4 
1.05 
[1.00, 1.10] 
-0.41 
[-0.49, -0.34] 
0.18 
[0.13, 0.24] 
 
1.02 
[0.98, 1.06] 
-1.0 
[-1.07, -0.93] 
0.49 
[0.41, 0.58] 
Table 3.5: Fit parameters for linear fits: 𝒗𝒑 = 𝒎 · 𝒗𝒇 + 𝒃 + 𝛆(𝛔), where 𝛆 is the error arising from measurement 
noise and history effects, and 𝛔 is the variance of the residual (representing the degree of scatter about the 
best-fit line). 
In summary, we have observed the following functional dependence for the particle velocity ?⃑? 𝑝: 
 ?⃑? 𝑝 = ?⃑? 𝑓 + ?⃑? 𝑠 + 𝜺, (3.5) 
 
where  ?⃑? 𝑠 ≈ 〈𝑣𝑠〉𝒋̂, a constant vertical offset. Two features of this model are remarkable: first, that 
?⃑? 𝑓 and ?⃑? 𝑝 follow a one-to-one relationship, and second, that the slip velocity ?⃑⃑? 𝑠 is not a function of 
the instantaneous fluid flow (Figure 3.10).  For the latter, it is clear that more investigation is needed 
to understand the physics of the slip velocity—this study has investigated only one aspect of many. 
?⃑? 𝑠 is likely to depend on geometric/physical variables (e.g. particle shape, size, and specific gravity), 
bulk-flow variables and their relation to particle properties (e.g. 𝑣0 𝑢T⁄   and 𝐿𝑝 𝐿𝑓⁄ , where 𝐿𝑝 is the 
particle lengthscale and 𝐿𝑓 is a representative fluid lengthscale).  The slip velocity will also depend 
heavily on the particle history. 
The first feature of the linear parametrization (the one-to-one relationship between ?⃑? 𝑓 and ?⃑? 𝑝) 
deserves further investigation.  Is this dependence unique to turbulence, or does it occur in other 
unsteady flows?   To further explore this question, it is illustrative to construct a one-dimensional 
model of a freely-suspended particle in a simple time-varying flow.  This will allow us to compute 
the slip velocity of a particle in a simple non-turbulent flow, to see if it behaves in qualitatively 
similar ways as our experimentally-measured slip velocities.   
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3.3.2 One-dimensional model of a sphere in a simple unsteady flow 
Equation of motion 
As outlined in Chapter 2, the analytic equation for particle motion in unsteady flow is known in full 
only for small spherical particles (Maxey and Riley 1983): 
𝑚𝑝
𝑑𝒖𝑝
𝑑𝑡
= (𝑚𝑝 − 𝑚𝑓)𝒈 + 𝑚𝑓
𝐷𝒖𝑓
𝐷𝑡
−
1
2
𝑚𝑓
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝒖𝑝 − 𝒖𝑓 −
1
10
𝑅2∇2𝒖𝑓)
− 6𝜋𝑅𝜇(𝒖𝑝 − 𝒖𝑓) −
1
6
𝑅2∇2𝒖𝑓
− 6𝜋𝑅2𝜇 ∫ (
𝑑
𝑑𝜏
(𝒖𝑝(𝜏)−𝒖𝑓(𝜏)−
1
6𝑅
2∇2𝒖𝑓)
(𝜋𝜈(𝑡 − 𝜏))
1
2
)
𝑡
0
𝑑𝜏 
(3.6) 
 
 
where 𝑅 equals the sphere’s radius, 𝑚𝑝 is the particle’s mass, 𝑚𝑓 is the mass of an equivalent 
volume of fluid,  𝒖𝑝 = 𝒖𝑝(𝑡) equals the particle velocity and 𝒖𝑓 = 𝒖𝑓(𝑡)  is the fluid velocity, which 
in the equation above is always evaluated at the position of the particle center. The surface and body 
forces on the sphere are accounted for on the right-hand side of the equation, where the terms are 
(1) buoyancy, (2) pressure gradients, (3) acceleration reaction (added mass), (4) steady (Stokes) drag, 
and (5) the history (Basset) term, which includes the effects of unsteadiness (note that terms (3), (4), 
and (5) also include the Faxén corrections for finite-size effects). However, the underlying 
assumptions of this equation—that the particles are spherical, and they experience only Stokes 
flow—are limiting. 
For large inertial particles, the analytic equation of motion is not known. However, following the 
Maxey-Riley equation above, we can qualitatively define forces on the particle and examine the 
dependencies of those forces on particle velocity and acceleration (along with environmental 
variables such as fluid density and viscosity): 
∑𝑭 = 𝑚𝑝
𝑑𝒖𝑝
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑭𝐵(𝑉, 𝒈, 𝜌𝑓, 𝜌𝑝) + 𝑭𝑃𝐺(𝜌𝑓 , 𝒖𝑓, 𝒖?̇?) + 𝑭𝐴𝑅 (𝑉, 𝜌𝑓 ,
𝐷𝒖𝑠
𝐷𝑡
)
+ 𝑭𝐷(𝒖𝑠, 𝐿, 𝜇, 𝐶𝐷, 𝜌𝑓) + 𝑭𝐻(𝑡, 𝒖𝑠, … ) 
(3.7) 
 
𝑭𝐵 is the (constant) buoyancy force depending on the particle volume 𝑉, fluid density 𝜌𝑓, particle 
density 𝜌𝑝, and the acceleration of gravity g.  𝑭𝑃𝐺  is the force due to fluid pressure gradients and is 
dependent on 𝜌𝑓, along with the fluid velocity 𝒖𝑓 and its accelerations.  𝑭𝐴𝑅 is the acceleration 
reaction force, also known as the “added mass” force, which is dependent on 𝑉, 𝜌𝑓, and the material 
derivative of the relative velocity 𝒖𝑠.  𝑭𝐷 is the steady drag force, dependent on the relative particle 
velocity 𝒖𝑠, a characteristic lengthscale 𝐿, a shape-dependent drag coefficient 𝐶𝐷, fluid viscosity 𝜇, 
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and 𝜌𝑓. 𝑭𝐻 is the history force, including the effects of unsteadiness; it is dependent on a variety of 
complex factors, including the elapsed time t and the slip velocity 𝒖𝑠, integrated along the previous 
particle trajectory. 
The functional dependency of these terms, especially the history term, is not necessarily known for 
large inertial particles.  This is particularly true for particles at intermediate Reynolds number, which 
fall between the Newton and Stokes drag regimes (see Appendix A). Further complications arise for 
nonspherical particles, since the dependence of particle motion on particle shape is not known, nor 
is it likely to be easily captured analytically. Without an analytical equation of motion, computations 
of particle motion are possible but difficult. To solve for particle motion using an Eulerian-
Lagrangian framework, such as those discussed in Chapter 1, one must solve both Newton’s 
equations and the Navier-Stokes equations at each grid point on the surface of the particle.  Because 
particle boundaries may not fall exactly on the grid, an immersed boundary method is needed 
(alternatively, a Lagrangian method such as Lattice-Bolzmann may be used for both the fluid and 
particle phase).  This arduous process must be repeated for each time step for both the particle and 
the fluid, taking into account the intricate coupling between the fluid forcing on the particle and the 
particle forcing on the fluid.  
For complex flows, such as turbulence, numerical simulation becomes very challenging and 
demands vast computing resources.  However, we can construct an analytical, reduced-order model 
of a large sphere in a prescribed flow, including only the steady drag, buoyancy, and acceleration 
reaction forces.  This simplified case yields an ordinary differential equation that can be solved 
numerically.  We can then use this model to gain insight about the behavior of the slip velocity 𝑣𝑠 
and its functional dependence on the fluid velocity 𝑣𝑓 . 
Model parameters 
We consider a sphere of radius 𝑅 and density 𝜌𝑝 falling through a quiescent fluid of density 𝜌𝑓. To 
initialize the model, we calculate the sphere's quiescent settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 , which is determined by 
the steady-state balance between the vertical steady drag 𝐹𝐷 and gravitational/buoyancy forces 𝐹𝐵: 
 
∑𝐹 = 𝐹𝐷 + 𝐹𝐵 = −
1
2
𝐶𝐷𝜌𝑓 · 𝜋𝑅
2 · |𝑣𝑞|𝑣𝑞 +
4
3
𝜋𝑅3(𝜌𝑓 − 𝜌𝑝)𝑔 = 0 (3.8) 
 
where 𝐶𝐷 is the drag coefficient on a sphere (𝐶𝐷=0.47 for a rough sphere at high Reynolds number) 
and g is the acceleration of gravity (g = 9.81 m s-1). Here we use the Newtonian formulation of 
steady drag, which is not strictly accurate for our intermediate-Reynolds-number particles, but is 
adequate for a simple model (note also the shift from boldface ?⃑? , denoting three-dimensional vector 
quantities, to plain text 𝑣, which is a scalar since the model is one-dimensional). The balance 
between buoyancy and steady drag holds as long as the falling (or rising) sphere is in equilibrium. At 
𝑡 = 0, we "turn on" a fluid forcing 𝑣𝑓(𝑡) such that the sphere is no longer in equilibrium but is 
accelerating, with a velocity 𝑣𝑝(𝑡 = 0) = 𝑣𝑞 . This introduces the acceleration reaction force, 𝐹𝐴𝑅: 
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𝐹𝐴𝑅 = −
1
2
(
4
3
𝜋𝑅3) 𝜌𝑓𝑣?̇? (3.9) 
 
where 𝑣𝑠  is the slip velocity, defined as 𝑣𝑠(𝑡) ≡ 𝑣𝑝(𝑡) − 𝑣𝑓(𝑡). The steady drag term will also 
depend on the slip velocity, leaving an overall force balance of 
 
−
1
2
|𝑣𝑠|𝑣𝑠𝐴𝜌𝑓𝐶𝐷 + 𝑉(𝜌𝑓 − 𝜌𝑝)𝑔 − 
1
2
𝑉𝜌𝑓?̇?𝑠 = 𝜌𝑝𝑉?̇?𝑝 (3.10) 
 
where 𝑉 and 𝐴 have been used to denote the volume and cross-sectional area of the sphere. The 
overall particle acceleration is equal to ?̇?𝑝 = ?̇?𝑓 + ?̇?𝑠; therefore, if 𝑣𝑓 is prescribed, the equation is a 
nonlinear first-order differential equation in 𝑣𝑠. 
In our experiments, conducted in homogeneous, isotropic flow, 𝑣𝑝 was well-described as a linear 
function of 𝑣𝑓 : 
 
𝑣𝑝(𝑥 , 𝑡) = 𝑣𝑓(𝑥 , 𝑡) + 𝑣𝑠 + 𝜀 (∫𝑣𝑝(𝑥 , 𝑡) , … ) 
(3.11) 
 
where 𝑣𝑠 is a constant, and 𝜀 contains all the effects of particle history.  It is an open question 
whether Equation (3.11) adequately describes other unsteady (time-varying) flows.  The assumption 
that 𝑣𝑠 is statistically constant across all values of 𝑣𝑓 is a strong one, and may not hold for all 
unsteady flows. 
With this simple model, based on Equation (3.10), we will explore the functional dependence of  𝑣𝑠 
upon 𝑣𝑓 .  We will then compare the simplified one-dimensional case to our experimental data to see 
which effects are inherent results of unsteady flow, and which effects may be related to the 
phenomenological properties of turbulence (e.g. vortex stretching and/or the alignment of particles 
with coherent structures).  
Results and comparison to experimental data 
We set the fluid forcing to a simple oscillatory flow, described by: 
 
𝑣𝑓 = 𝑢𝑇 sin (
2𝜋
𝜏𝐿
𝑡) (3.12) 
 
where 𝑢𝑇 = 0.02 m s
-1 is the turbulent velocity scale in the experimental tank, and 𝜏𝐿 = 5 s is the 
approximate eddy turnover time. In this way, our oscillatory model flow is somewhat representative 
of typical flow structures experienced by the particles in the experimental tank (though in the 
experiment, the flow structures are three-dimensional. We also match other environmental variables 
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(𝜌𝑝, 𝜌𝑓, etc) such that the quiescent settling velocity of the model sphere is the same as the quiescent 
settling velocity of the comparable experimental cylinder. However, we are unable to incorporate the 
effects of shape, or the more complex terms in the equation of motion as summarized in the 
previous sections. These terms, along with phenomenological effects such as alignment, may have 
large roles to play in determining the slip velocity of large aspherical particles in turbulence. 
We solve Equation (3.10), using MATLAB’s ode45 command, for the oscillating flow prescribed by 
Equation (3.12).  The model is initialized with 𝑣𝑓|𝑡=0 = 0 and 𝑣𝑝|𝑡=0 = 𝑣𝑞 , the still-water settling 
velocity.  The model yields simultaneous measurements of 𝑣𝑝(𝑡), 𝑣𝑓(𝑡), and 𝑣𝑠(𝑡),  along with a 
vector of time measurements 𝑡. We obtain a long time measurement (t = 500 s) and randomly 
sample this measurement (neglecting the initial transients, so as to mimic our experimental data). For 
comparison with the experimental data, we again choose cylinders with α = 4 and γ = 1.006, which 
have a quiescent settling velocity 𝑣𝑞=-1.64 cm s
-1. We then plot the particle velocity 𝑣𝑝  versus fluid 
velocity 𝑣𝑓 (Figure 3.13a-b, analogous with Figure 3.4); the slip velocity 𝑣𝑠  versus the fluid velocity 
𝑣𝑓  (Figure 3.13c-d, analogous to Figure 3.10); and the slip velocity 𝑣𝑠  versus the particle velocity 𝑣𝑝  
(Figure 3.13e-f, analogous to Figure 3.11).  Note that all three plots display exactly the same data, 
but this method of display is useful to illustrate the relationships between 𝑣𝑠 , 𝑣𝑓 , and 𝑣𝑝. 
In Figure 3.13a, both the model (left) and the experimental data (right) show a positive correlation 
between the fluid and solid velocities, as they should. The oval shape of the model results is due to 
the model’s periodicity, which sets up only one one-dimensional “eddy”.  A greater distribution of 
eddy sizes would result in a more scattered distribution.  Interestingly, the linear fit seems to 
appropriately describe the oscillatory model as well as the experimental data. 
We note that in the experiment, 𝑣𝑝 and 𝑣𝑓 experience an approximately one-to-one relationship 
(Figure 3.13b), but in the model, the slope of the same linear-fit line is around 1.5 (Figure 3.13a).  
This is our first important insight: a one-to-one linear relationship between 𝑣𝑓 and 𝑣𝑝 does not 
occur in a simple oscillatory flow.  Our experimental observations are likely unique to turbulence 
and may arise from particle interactions with coherent structures.  This is also a further indicator of 
the importance of the history term in the particle equation of motion; this term is missing in the 
model but present in the experiment. 
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Figure 3.13: Model output (left column) compared with experimental data (right column). Oval shape of model 
data is due to oscillatory flow. (a-b) shows the fluid velocity 𝒗𝒇 plotted against the particle velocity 𝒗𝒑. (c-d) 
show slip velocity 𝒗𝒔 regressed to fluid velocity 𝒗𝒇.  (e-f) show 𝒗𝒔 regressed to 𝒗𝒑.   
When 𝑣𝑝 is regressed to 𝑣𝑓 , a slope of exactly unity would indicate that there is no difference in slip, 
on average, between upgoing and downgoing particles and/or particles traveling in updrafts vs. 
downdrafts. This is true for our experimental data, and can also be seen in Figure 3.13d (as well as in 
Figure 3.10).  In the oscillatory flow, this is not the case.  In Figure 3.13c, we see more clearly that 
the slip velocity 𝑣𝑠 is strongly dependent upon 𝑣𝑓 . 
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The correlation between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑝 is small in our experiment (Figure 3.13f), and can be explained 
by the self-correlation of history effects and random noise (see Figure 3.11 and accompanying 
discussion).  These self-correlation effects are also present in the model (Figure 3.13e), but much of 
the nonzero slope of the linear-fit line in this plot may be explained algebraically. If 𝑣𝑝 = 𝑚 · 𝑣𝑓 +
𝑏, and 𝑣𝑠 = 𝑣𝑝 − 𝑣𝑓 , we can construct two linear models of 𝑣𝑠: 
 𝑣𝑠 = (1 − 𝑚)𝑣𝑓 + 𝑏 (3.13) 
 
 
𝑣𝑠 = (
1 − 𝑚
𝑚
)𝑣𝑝 +
𝑏
𝑚
 
(3.14) 
 
For Figure 3.13e-f, this gives the following expected best-fit parameters: 
 𝑣𝑠 = 0.34𝑣𝑝 + 0.01 (model) (3.15) 
 
 𝑣𝑠 = 0.02𝑣𝑝 − 0.01 (experiment) (3.16) 
 
Though the intercept values of the expected best-fit parameters agree well with the actual best-fit 
parameters in Figure 3.13e-f, the slopes are slightly different due to the scatter about the line, which 
has self-correlated.  The experimental data are more scattered than the model data, and so the self-
correlation effect is stronger.  
For both the experiment and the model, the quiescent settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 is equal to -1.64 cm s
-1.  
The reduced settling velocity, as measured by the intercept of the best-fit line of 𝑣𝑝 regressed to 𝑣𝑓 , 
is -1.4 cm s-1 for the model, and -1.0 cm s-1 for the experiment.  Therefore model is indeed 
experiencing reduced settling, which is well-known to occur in simple oscillatory flows (Field 1968); 
the model displays a weaker reduction than the experiment.  In the oscillatory (model) case, 𝑣𝑠 is 
strongly dependent on 𝑣𝑓 , because 𝑣𝑓 and 𝑣𝑝 do not have a one-to-one dependence.  Across the 
entire range of sampled fluid velocities, the average slip velocity 〈𝑣𝑠〉 is the same as the intercept of 
the best-fit line.  However, if some experimental limitation had caused us to sample only one region 
of the 𝑣𝑓 parameter space, 〈𝑣𝑠〉 would not be equal to the intercept value.  For example, if only 
positive values of 𝑣𝑓 were recorded, the intercept of the best-fit line would remain relatively 
unchanged (at 𝑏 = −1.5 cm s-1), but the average slip velocity would be drastically different (at 
〈𝑣𝑠〉 = −0.76 cm s
-1).  
Discussion of model and experimental results 
We have compared two cases: 1) the slip velocity in several simple, one-dimensional unsteady flows 
around a large model sphere and 2) the slip velocity calculated from experiments with large inertial 
particles in isotropic turbulence. From the model, we see that we should not necessarily expect 𝑣𝑠 to 
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be statistically uniform across 𝑣𝑓 and 𝑣𝑝.  In the experimental case, 𝑣𝑠 is statistically uniform across 
𝑣𝑓—not so in the model.  In future studies, we should be careful not to take this relationship as the 
default state.  For example, convective flows are often cellular, with regular patterns similar to our 
one-dimensional oscillating model.  In such cases, the measured slip velocity may depend strongly 
on the ambient fluid flow, and so the measurement region must be chosen with care. 
The one-dimensional model also shows us that the functional dependence of 𝑣𝑝 on 𝑣𝑓 is not 
necessarily a one-to-one linear relationship with a constant offset, even when most of the forces on 
the particle are accounted for.  In the simple model case, the inclusion of buoyancy, steady drag, and 
acceleration reaction resulted in a roughly linear correlation between 𝑣𝑝 and 𝑣𝑓 , but with a slope of 
approximately 1.5 (in contrast to the experimental data, which have a regressed slope of 
approximately 1).  This is perhaps due to the presence of many different wavenumbers in 
turbulence, as opposed to just one in the model. 
Our model is very simple and necessarily incomplete. As discussed earlier, large inertial particles are 
also influenced by the history term and pressure gradient term. These terms are of course included 
in the experimental data, but are absent from the model. Since velocity fluctuations on the scale of 
the particle are not very large, we assume that the pressure gradient term is less important than the 
history term, which also includes the effects of unsteadiness from the turbulent flow. We also note 
that in our experiments, particles are approximately thirty to sixty times the Kolmogorov 
lengthscale. The experimental particles are within the inertial subrange of the ambient turbulence, 
with a size comparable to (though slightly less than) intermediate eddies and vortex structures. This 
size allows for the possibility of alignment with flow vorticity, potentially impacting the effects of 
unsteadiness. These effects, in addition to those discussed above, are responsible for the slip 
velocities observed. 
3.4 Settling: Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have explored the effects of turbulence on large-particle settling velocity, and 
how the settling may be altered between quiescent and turbulent flow.  We directly measured the 
still-water (quiescent) settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 for near-neutrally-buoyant cylindrical particles of four 
different aspect ratios α and two different specific gravities γ (as well as two spheroid shapes).  
Particles tended to settle in a drag-maximizing configuration, with rods falling broad-side and disks 
falling with their circular face downward; because of differences in the presenting cross-sectional 
area, particles with an aspect ratio of unity tended to have higher settling velocities than other 
shapes.  Particle Reynolds numbers based on 𝑣𝑞 were on the order of 10
2; therefore, the drag forces 
on the particles lie between the Stokesian and Newtonian regimes, and both the total surface area 
and presenting cross-sectional area are important in determining particle drag.  In this Reynolds 
number regime, wake instabilities begin to form and may affect the forces on the falling particles. 
Using refractive-index-matched stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (RIM-SPIV), we measure 
the velocities of freely-suspended particles simultaneously with the surrounding turbulent flow.  
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Using these data, we calculate the turbulent slip velocity ?⃑? 𝒔, based on the average in-plane particle 
velocity ?⃑? 𝒑 and the average fluid velocity in the neighborhood of the particle, ?⃑? 𝒇.  We find that the 
particle velocity seems to be linearly related to the fluid velocity, with a slip velocity that is constant 
across the spectrum of fluid velocities observed.  In the vertical direction, this can be expressed as 
follows: 
 𝑣𝑝 = 𝑣𝑓 + 𝑣𝑠 + 𝜀 (3.17) 
 
where 𝑣𝑠 is constant with respect to 𝑣𝑓 , and ε represents both measurement noise and the effects of 
the particle’s history.  The history/noise term ε is apparent in the scatter that surrounds an 
otherwise one-to-one relationship between 𝑣𝑝 and 𝑣𝑓 .  This one-to-one relationship does not 
necessarily hold for all unsteady flows, as shown by a simple one-dimensional model of a small 
sphere in a simple oscillating flow. 
The close coupling between 𝑣𝑝 and 𝑣𝑓 signifies that though particle history plays a major role in 
determining slip, the instantaneous fluid velocity also has a strong influence.  This is not obvious a 
priori; the effects of the particle’s previous trajectory might have been so strong that  𝑣𝑝 would have 
little to no correlation with 𝑣𝑓 .  This may be the case for other particle-turbulence regimes, e.g. high-
Stokes-number particles in very strong turbulence.  However, in our case, 𝑣𝑝 is well-described by 
Equation (3.17). 
Finally, we compare the average vertical turbulent slip velocity 〈𝑣𝑠〉 and compare it to the measured 
still-water settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 .  We find that particle settling velocity is reduced by 40-60% in 
turbulence (relative to the quiescent case).  This is a greater reduction than that which is previously 
observed in the literature.  In our experiments, we are slightly more likely to measure particles which 
are situated in upgoing regions of the flow—our measurements of 𝑣𝑓 (conditioned on the presence 
of a particle in the measurement window) are 60% “updrafts” and 40% “downdrafts.”  This is 
evidence of vortex trapping, a phenomenon in which large particles preferentially concentrate in 
areas of the flow which oppose their gravity-driven motion.  Other mechanisms which may also 
reduce the settling velocity include nonlinear drag effects and shear-lift loitering.  Our slight bias 
towards updrafts does not affect the value of 〈𝑣𝑠〉, providing further support that 𝑣𝑝 is a one-to-one 
linear function of 𝑣𝑓 and that 𝑣𝑠 is constant with respect to 𝑣𝑓 . 
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IV. Particle Rotation 
Freely suspended particles in turbulence have six kinematic degrees of freedom.  In the previous 
chapter, we considered the first three by examining particle translation via settling and slip.  Here we 
investigate the latter three degrees of freedom by measuring particle rotation.  We first consider the 
rotation of very small particles in turbulence, whose analytic equation of motion is known.  We then 
compare these results to experimental measurements of large particles in turbulence, and explore 
how particle rotation may vary with shape and density.  Lastly, we consider how particle rotation is 
inherited from fluid vorticity, and how knowledge of the ambient flow may help to predict particle 
rotation. 
4.1 Rotation of large and small nonspherical particles 
We consider axisymmetric particles, both cylinders and spheroids, with an axis of symmetry (length 
2c) and two other axes of equal length (2𝑎 =  2𝑏).  We define the aspect ratio 𝛼 ≡ 𝑐/𝑎, which is 
greater than one for rod-like particles and less than one for disk-like particles (𝛼 = 1 for spheres, and 
for cylinders whose height is equal to their diameter).  We also define a unit vector ?̂? which is 
parallel to the axis of symmetry of the particle. 
When freely suspended in turbulence, an axisymmetric particle will take on both a translational 
velocity ?⃑? 𝒑 and an angular velocity ?⃑⃑? .  We may then define two different rotation rates, one which 
is parallel and one which is perpendicular to the particle’s axis of symmetry: 
 ?⃑⃑? ∥ = ?̂? · ?⃑⃑?  (4.1) 
 
 ?⃑⃑? ⊥ = ?⃑⃑? × ?̂? = ?̇? (4.2) 
 
We will refer to ?⃑⃑? ∥ as the “spinning rate” and ?⃑⃑? ⊥ as the “tumbling rate.”
1  Note that the tumbling 
rate, ?⃑⃑? ⊥, is the sum of the rotation rates about both of the two equatorial particle axes. If rotation 
was isotropically distributed about all particle axes, the tumbling rate would be twice the spinning 
rate.  The tumbling and spinning rates are analogous to the terms “roll”, “pitch”, and “yaw” in 
aerodynamics and other fields.  Our spinning rate ?⃑⃑? ∥ (i.e., the component of ?⃑⃑?  which is parallel to 
                                                 
1 We note that in our construction, ?⃑⃑? ∥ and ?⃑⃑? ⊥ do not add up to ?⃑⃑? . Our defined tumbling rate, ?⃑⃑? ⊥, is mutually 
perpendicular to both ?⃑⃑?  and ?̂? (and therefore also perpendicular to ?⃑⃑? ∥). However, the magnitude of ?⃑⃑? ⊥ is equal to the 
magnitude of the “true” tumbling rate, ?⃑⃑? ⊤ = ?⃑⃑? − ?⃑⃑? ∥ (this vector lies in the plane spanned by ?⃑⃑?  and  ?⃑⃑? ∥).  This is easily 
seen with a trigonometric identity: |?⃑⃑? ∥|
𝟐
+ |?⃑⃑? ⊥|
𝟐
= |?̂?|𝟐|?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
cos2 𝜃 + |?̂?|𝟐|?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
sin2 𝜃 = |?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
.  Since ?⃑⃑? ⊤ + ?⃑⃑? ∥ = ?⃑⃑?  , 
we know that |?⃑⃑? ∥|
𝟐
+ |?⃑⃑? ⊤|
𝟐
= |?⃑⃑? ∥|
𝟐
+ |?⃑⃑? ⊥|
𝟐
 and therefore |?⃑⃑? ⊤| = |?⃑⃑? ⊥|. 
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the axis of symmetry) is directly comparable to “roll”. However, since our particles are axisymmetric, 
we cannot define two meaningfully different axes which are perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.  
Therefore, the tumbling rate takes into account both “pitch” and “yaw.”  In Section 4.1, we will 
explore the dynamics of  ?⃑⃑? ,  ?⃑⃑? ∥ and ?⃑⃑? ⊥, and their dependence on particle shape, buoyancy, and 
inertia. 
For neutrally buoyant particles in isotropic turbulence, we expect no globally preferential particle 
orientation, and therefore 〈?⃑⃑? 〉 = 〈?̂?〉 = 0 (where the angle brackets denote the expectation value).  
It follows that the variance of particle angular velocity is simply 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 = 〈|?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
〉. Any given value 
of ?̂? represents the same geometric configuration as −?̂?; therefore, the distribution of ?⃑⃑? ⊥ = ?⃑⃑? × ?̂? 
should be symmetric about zero with 〈?⃑⃑? ⊥〉 = 0.  From these observations, we can deduce that the 
average spinning rate 〈?⃑⃑? ∥〉 is also zero, and that the following relations apply: 
 |?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
= |?⃑⃑? ∥|
𝟐
+ |?⃑⃑? ⊥|
𝟐
 (4.3) 
 
 
var(?⃑⃑? ) = var(?⃑⃑? ∥) + var(?⃑⃑? ⊥) = 〈|?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
〉 = 〈|?⃑⃑? ∥|
𝟐
〉 + 〈|?⃑⃑? ⊥|
𝟐
〉 (4.4) 
 
For neutrally-buoyant particles in isotropic turbulence, as we have stated, there should be no global 
preferential orientation of ?̂?—that is, particles should not have a tendency to align with a particular 
direction in the –xyz or laboratory frame.  However, there is a great deal of research on the 
preferential alignment of ?̂? with turbulent vorticity structures, and how this alignment depends on 
particle shape (Parsa et al. 2012; Chevillard and Meneveau 2013; Gustavsson, Einarsson, and Mehlig 
2014).  A brief discussion of this topic is provided at the end of Section 4.1.1.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the quantities ?̂? and ?⃑⃑? , and their relationship to one another. 
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Throughout this chapter, we will use the following symbolic convention: 
?⃑⃑?  Particle angular velocity 
?̂? Unit vector parallel to the particle’s axis of symmetry 
?̇? = ?⃑⃑? × ?̂? = ?⃑⃑? ⊥ Time rate of change of ?̂?, or “tumbling rate” of the particle 
?̂? · ?⃑⃑? = ?⃑⃑? ∥ 
Component of ?⃑⃑?  parallel to the particle’s axis of symmetry, or “spinning 
rate” of the particle 
𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 Particle axes as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
𝛼 ≡ 𝑐/𝑎 Aspect ratio of the particle 
Λ Dimensionless particle shape factor as defined below 
?⃑⃑⃑?  Fluid vorticity 
?⃑? ≡
1
2
?⃑⃑⃑?  Fluid rotation 
𝔸 Fluid velocity gradient tensor 
𝕊 ≡
(𝔸 + 𝔸𝑇)
2
 Strain-rate tensor, or the symmetric part of 𝔸 
ℝ ≡
(𝔸 − 𝔸𝑇)
2
 Rotation tensor, or the antisymmetric part of 𝔸 
Table 4.1: Definitions of terms relating to particle and fluid rotation. 
4.1.1 Simulation of small particles 
The particle equation of motion, as outlined in Chapters 2 and 3, is known only for several special 
cases.  For small rigid spheres in unsteady flow, the Maxey-Riley equation may be used (Maxey and 
Riley 1983).  However, this equation does not account for shape.  If particles are assumed to have 
no inertia, Jeffery’s equations can be used to compute particle rotation (Jeffery 1922).  This 
assumption is valid for neutrally-buoyant particles that are much smaller than the Kolmogorov 
lengthscale, which may be considered as point-particles that take up no space in the flow.  Jeffery’s 
equations account for shape via the introduction of a “shape parameter” Λ, where 
 
Λ ≡
𝛼2 − 1
𝛼2 + 1
 (4.5) 
 
and 𝛼 is the particle aspect ratio; therefore, Λ = 1 for an infinitely thin rod, and Λ = −1 for an 
infinitely flat disk.  This model does not allow for non-axisymmetric shapes that require more than 
one parameter for their characterization.  However, it is a useful starting point for our analysis. 
For very small particles, Jeffery’s equations are (Jeffery 1922): 
 ?̇? = ?⃑? 𝒑 = ?⃑? 𝒇(𝒙𝑡 , 𝑡) (4.6) 
 
 ?⃑⃑? = ?⃑? (𝒙𝑡, 𝑡) + Λ?̂? × 𝕊(𝒙𝑡, 𝑡)?̂? (4.7) 
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where ?̇? = ?⃑? 𝒑 is the particle’s translational velocity; ?⃑? (𝒙𝑡 , 𝑡) =
𝟏
𝟐
?⃑⃑⃑? (𝒙𝑡, 𝑡) is the fluid rotation rate, 
which is equal to half the fluid vorticity; and ?⃑⃑?  is the particle’s angular velocity.  In this case, the 
particles’ center-of-masses are advected exactly with the Lagrangian fluid trajectories defined by 
?⃑? 𝒇(𝒙𝑡, 𝑡). 
Using these equations, we conduct one-way coupled simulations in which nonspherical particles are 
passively advected and rotated by the flow.  The presence of the particles does not affect the 
surrounding turbulence, which is prescribed.  Both the fluid vorticity and the fluid strain contribute 
to particle rotation, so that ?⃑⃑?  does not simply equal the fluid angular velocity ?⃑? =
𝟏
𝟐
?⃑⃑⃑? .  We note that 
the fluid strain 𝕊 contributes to ?⃑⃑?  only in the case of nonspherical particles; when the shape factor Λ 
is zero, the contribution from the strain is also zero.  In this case, ?⃑⃑? = ?⃑?  and the (spherical) particle 
rotates exactly according to one-half the fluid vorticity. 
Because the particles are neutrally-buoyant and very small, the particle center-of-mass trajectory is 
prescribed by the Lagrangian fluid velocity. For the ambient fluid flow, we use the direct numerical 
simulation (DNS) data provided by the Johns Hopkins University turbulence database (Li et al. 
2008), containing time-series data for ?⃑? 𝒇(𝒙𝑡, 𝑡) and 𝕊(𝒙𝑡, 𝑡) within a 1024 x 1024 x 1024 grid at a 
Reynolds number (based on the Taylor microscale) of Reλ= 433.  This turbulence is continually 
forced and isotropic, as is our laboratory case.  Particle position and orientation are initialized 
randomly, and particles are permitted to advect and rotate according to equations (4.6) and (4.7) for 
approximately 45 Kolmogorov timescales 𝜏𝑘.  Further details of the simulation parameters and 
results can be found in (Byron et al 2015). 
Averaging over a large number of trajectories, we find that regardless of aspect ratio, particles inherit 
roughly the same amount of total rotation (i.e., the expected value of the rotation magnitude 
squared, 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉) from the flow (red circles in Figure 4.2a, which show a value of 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 ≈ 2.5 for 
all aspect ratios).  This equivalence holds over a wide range of aspect ratios.  However, the rotation 
components ?⃑⃑? ⊥ and ?⃑⃑? ∥ are not equivalent across particle aspect ratio.  High-aspect-ratio particles 
(rods) bias towards spinning, ?⃑⃑? ∥ (blue squares in Figure 4.2a), and low-aspect-ratio particles (disks) 
bias towards tumbling, ?⃑⃑? ⊥(green triangles in Figure 4.2a).  This bias saturates relatively quickly as 
the aspect ratio departs from unity, where we observe the predicted two-to-one ratio of tumbling 
and spinning.  Within one order of magnitude, where 𝛼 > 10 or 𝛼 < 0.1, further changes in aspect 
ratio do not affect the tumbling-to-spinning ratio.  For spherical particles, no meaningfully different 
principal axes can be defined.  At this point (𝛼 = 1), the tumble-to-spin ratio is two-to-one, as 
discussed previously. 
This preferential distribution of rotation, parceled out between ?⃑⃑? ⊥ and ?⃑⃑? ∥, arises from preferential 
particle orientation in turbulence (see figures 1, 7, and 8 in Byron et al 2015; reprinted in Appendix 
C, with permission). In long-lived turbulent vortex structures, (non-inertial) particles’ longest lengths 
tend to align with the vorticity.  For rods, this effect is known and well-studied (Pumir and 
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Wilkinson 2011; Ni, Ouellette, and Voth 2014; Parsa et al. 2011).  Very thin rods behave in 
turbulence like material lines, and align well with the vorticity.  This is due to the stretching term that 
is present in the equation of motion for both material lines and vorticity (Wilkinson and Kennard 
2012; Batchelor 1952).  The vorticity itself is often considered in the context of the fluid strain, and 
has been found to align with the intermediate eigenvector of the Eulerian fluid strain-rate tensor 
(Pumir and Wilkinson 2011; Ashurst et al. 1987).   
 
Figure 4.2: Variance of Spinning and tumbling rates of small particles in turbulence. (a) tumbling (green 
triangles), spinning (blue squares), and total rotation (red circles) for axisymmetric particles of varying aspect 
ratio α. (b) pdf of particle rotation component ωz for high-aspect ratio particles (α=100, red circles), low-aspect 
ratio particles (α=1/100, blue squares), and unity aspect ratio particles (α=1, green triangles).  Reprinted from 
Byron et al 2015, with permission. 
 
Another framework for analysis is the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, which describes the Lagrangian 
stretching and deformation of a fluid element.  The eigenvectors of the left Cauchy-Green tensor 
describe the orientation of the principal axes of an originally-spherical fluid element after a period of 
deformation (Malvern 1969; Ni, Ouellette, and Voth 2014).  When considered in the context of the 
Cauchy-Green tensor (rather than the Eulerian strain-rate tensor), vorticity has been shown to 
preferentially align with the strongest Lagrangian stretching direction (Ni, Ouellette, and Voth 2014).   
This is somewhat more physically appealing than the previous framework, since the strongest 
stretching should intuitively correspond with alignment.  The Cauchy-Green view of turbulent 
vortex stretching is somewhat related to the use of Lyapunov exponents as they are used in studies 
of Lagrangian coherent structures (Shadden, Dabiri, and Marsden 2006; Green, Rowley, and Haller 
2007). We note that the subject of vorticity alignment with fluid strain is a subject of extremely 
interesting ongoing research, but is not the primary focus of this thesis. 
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The preferential distribution of particle rotation which we observe when the rotation is projected 
onto the particle axes (Figure 4.2a) is not present in the global (-xyz) coordinate system (Figure 
4.2b).  The distribution of particle angular velocity (here shown by a single component Ω𝑧 , denoted 
in the referenced paper as ωz) is virtually identical for particles of vastly different aspect ratio (α = 1, 
α = 1/100, and α = 100).  Though this is perhaps to be expected due to the homogeneity and 
isotropy of the ambient turbulence, it is remarkable that particles of such dramatically different 
shape experience not only the same angular velocity variance, but also the same general distribution 
in the global coordinate system. 
 
4.1.2 Measurements of large particles 
For particles which are smaller than the Kolmogorov scale, such as those discussed in the previous 
section, rotation is determined only by the locally-linear fluid velocity gradients.  By contrast, large 
particles must integrate fluid velocity gradients which are nonlinear on the scale of the particle. The 
dependence of large-particle rotation on these nonlinear gradients is analytically unknown, and 
computationally difficult to determine.  A further difficulty posed by finite-size is the effect of inertia 
on particle motion.  This effect—safely ignored in the infinitesimally-small, neutrally-buoyant case—
must be accounted for when dealing with large particles.  Because they are inertial, large particles will 
not follow Lagrangian fluid trajectories.  This establishes a slip velocity, discussed extensively in 
Chapter 3.  Additionally, one-way coupling is not adequate for modeling inertial particle motion.  
The presence of the particle alters the fluid flow, and particle inertia allows for two-way momentum 
transfer between the particle and fluid phases.  Two-way coupling simulations have mostly been 
performed on spherical particles (Eaton 2009; L. Zhao and Andersson 2011), though the one-way 
coupling case is much easier to simulate (Balachandar and Eaton 2010).  It is possible to compute a 
two-way coupled simulation for nonspherical particles (usually done with axisymmetric spheroids), 
but these studies are not as common (Andersson, Zhao, and Barri 2012; F. Zhao and Wachem 
2013).  As discussed in Section 1.2.1, an effective numerical simulation must compute the turbulence 
on a grid whose spacing is much smaller than the particle size. Grid points are not likely to fall 
directly on the particle surface, and so the surface-fluid interaction must be interpolated.  If the 
particle is freely suspended, boundary conditions must be re-enforced at every timestep.  These 
limitations combine to make this approach computationally expensive and difficult to implement. 
In the face of these complications, we turn to experiment in order to investigate the rotation of large 
nonspherical particles.  By “large particles”, we here mean particles whose size scales are within the 
inertial subrange of the ambient turbulence—more specifically, particles whose size scales roughly 
correspond to the Taylor microscale, 𝜆. 
Data were collected according to the protocol described in Chapter 2, which yields simultaneous 
vector fields of a suspended solid particle and the fluid flowfield around it.  Particle angular velocity 
was computed from interior (solid-phase) velocity fields via the solid-body rotation equation: 
 ?⃑? 𝑚 = ?⃑? 𝑛 + ?⃑⃑? × (𝒓𝑚 − 𝒓𝑛) (4.8) 
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Figure 4.3: Angular velocity is computed from vector triplets via the solid-body rotation equation. Because all 
measurements are coplanar in z, three points are needed to solve the equation for ?⃑⃑? . 
In theory, only two interior data points are needed to solve for  ?⃑⃑? .  However, in our reference 
frame, all data are coplanar in z, ensuring that the equation is overdetermined in z and 
underdetermined in x and y: 
 
[
𝑢𝑚
𝑣𝑚
𝑤𝑚
] = [
𝑢𝑛
𝑣𝑛
𝑤𝑛
] + (
0
0
𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑛
0
0
𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑛
−(𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑛)
−(𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑛)
0
) ∙ (
Ωx
Ωy
Ωz
) (4.9) 
 
 
Ω𝑧 =
(𝑢𝑚 − 𝑢𝑛)
(𝑦𝑛 − 𝑦𝑚)
Ω𝑧 =
(𝑣𝑚 − 𝑣𝑛)
(𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑚)
Ω𝑥(𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑛) + Ω𝑦(𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑛) = 𝑤𝑚 − 𝑤𝑛
 (4.10) 
 
Therefore, three interior data points are needed to solve the solid-body rotation equation (as 
illustrated in Figure 4.3).  For each particle, we apply this equation across all possible vector triplets 
within the particle and take the median value for robustness (Bellani et al. 2012).  We collect a large 
number of instantaneous measurements of particles in flow (N = 101 - 413), with each measurement 
including both the interior (particle) vector field and exterior (fluid) vector field.  Image thresholding 
and vector field separation are performed as described in Section 2.2. 
Because the ambient turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic, ?⃑⃑?  averages to zero in every (global) 
component Ω𝑥 , Ω𝑦 , and Ω𝑧 .  This is also true for the numerically simulated small particles (Figure 
4.2; Figure 4.6). To quantify rotation, we therefore investigate the square of the angular velocity, 
〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 = |?⃑⃑? |
𝟐
 , across all particle shapes and densities.   
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Figure 4.4: Angular velocity magnitude across particle shape and density.  Left panel (a) shows data from 
cylinders at γ = 1.003; center panel (b) shows cylinders at γ = 1.006; right panel (c) shows spheroids at γ=1.003.  
Solid horizontal lines within each box are the median value of 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 for each particle type.  Notches represent 
95% confidence interval on the median value; boxes represent interquartile range; whiskers represent 
approximate full data range (thrice interquartile range).  Outliers are shown as crosses, and those above 
|𝛀|𝟐 = 𝟏𝟐. 𝟓 𝐬−𝟐  (comprising < 3% of the dataset in all cases) are not shown. 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the measured rotation rates for all ten particle types (eight cylinders and two 
spheroids), including the median, confidence intervals, interquartile range, and full data range.  
Figure 4.5 shows the mean rotation magnitude squared, 〈|?⃑⃑? |
2
〉, and confidence intervals for each 
particle type.  We can see from Figure 4.5 that for the γ1 particles (γ=1.003), there is no significant 
difference in the rotation magnitude between particle types.  This mirrors our findings for very 
small, non-inertial, neutrally buoyant particles (Figure 4.2): both large and small neutrally-buoyant 
particles experience the same amount of total rotation across all values of α. 
A slightly different picture is presented for the γ2 particles (γ=1.006).  Though the median values of 
rotation are still very similar to one another, a subtle trend is beginning to emerge, where α=1 forms 
a local minimum of rotation, and departures from α=1 cause particles to experience more rotation.  
This trend may be present in the γ1 data, but is not statistically significant and/or cannot be precisely 
illustrated with our method.  However, the data range (as denoted by the whiskers in Figure 4.4) for 
both γ1 and γ2 hint at the same pattern, in which particles with longer lengthscales show more 
extreme values of rotation. 
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For comparison, we also show the rotation of two spheroids: a sphere at α=1 and a prolate ellipsoid 
at α=2 (see Table 2.7).  Because the spheroids are not volume, length, or surface-area matched to the 
cylinders, they are not directly comparable.  However, they provide an interesting counterpoint to 
the data from the cylinders.  The spheroids are fabricated at density γ1=1.003, and show no 
significant difference in rotation between α=1 and α=2.  This is also the case for the cylinders at 
γ1=1.003.  
 
Figure 4.5: Mean angular velocity magnitude across particle shape for both tested densities. Errorbars 
represent 95% confidence intervals, calculated via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
 
 variance of |Ω| for γ1 variance of |Ω| for γ2 
C Y L I N D E R S  
α = 0.5 0.5699 [0.361, 0.8652] 0.7442 [0.5249, 0.9793] 
α = 1 0.5103 [0.3434, 0.6875] 0.5097 [0.3425, 0.6813] 
α = 2 0.6145 [0.4673, 0.7668] 1.1650 [0.6744, 1.8568] 
α = 4 0.6568 [0.6568, 0.4353] 1.1332 [0.7484, 1.6377] 
S P H E R O I D S  
α = 1 0.6608 [0.4578, 0.9063]  
α = 2 1.5495 [0.6266, 3.0575]  
Table 4.2: Variance of |?⃑⃑? | for cylindrical and spheroidal particles at two specific gravities, γ1=1.003 and γ2 = 
1.006.  Bracketed values represent 95% confidence intervals, calculated via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
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The variance of |Ω| is another useful metric for illustrating the differences between the cylinders at 
γ1 and the cylinders at γ2.  For both densities, α=1 displays the lowest variance of |Ω| (statistically 
significant only for γ2, between α=1 and α=4).  This is also reflected in the spheroids, where the α=1 
spheres display a lower variance of |Ω| than the prolate ellipsoids at α=2.  This indicates that 
particles with longer lengthscales may be experiencing a broader range of rotation.  This makes 
intuitive sense: particles inherit rotation from the surrounding turbulent flow, which is multi-scaled.  
Particles with longer lengthscales experience a broader distribution of turbulent eddy sizes, and 
should therefore display a broader range of rotation.  However, the passing-down of rotation from 
the fluid to the particle phase is a complex problem, whose functional dependence is still uncertain.  
This topic is discussed in depth in Section 4.3. 
In general, our results suggest that the physics governing the rotation of large particles is inextricably 
tied to the presence of inertia.  Particles which are very close to neutral buoyancy, like our γ1 
particles, to a degree behave like small, non-inertial point particles.  Particles of differing aspect ratio 
may experience the same average rotation.  However, even a slight departure from neutral buoyancy 
may break this trend.  Our γ2 particles, which have slightly more inertia than our γ1 particles, 
experience higher rotation for α≠1.  This indicates that for inertial particles, rotation may be 
governed in part by the longest lengthscale of the particle.  This is consistent with the theories 
proposed by some other researchers (Parsa and Voth 2014).  Additionally, the longest lengthscale of 
a particle is a good predictor of the variance of the total rotation magnitude (though this effect is 
more pronounced for denser particles). 
4.2 Rotation distribution 
In the previous section, we saw that differences in particle shape did not lead to differences in the 
magnitude of the overall rotation for either small non-inertial particles or large neutrally-buoyant 
particles, though a slight increase in density results in an interesting trend across particle shape 
(Figure 4.5).    We also saw that the variance of the angular velocity magnitude |?⃑⃑? | tended to be 
larger for particles with longer lengthscales (Table 4.2).  Here, we continue or examination of the 
higher-order moments of  ?⃑⃑? , and examine the complete distribution  of a representative component 
Ω𝑧 .  For very small particles, there was no difference in the angular velocity distribution Ω𝑧 between 
particle shapes (Figure 4.2b).  It will be useful to see whether this is also true for large particles, and 
may shed further light on the emerging shape-dependent trends that we observed in Table 4.2 and 
Figure 4.5. 
Before taking Ω𝑧 as a representative rotation component for large particles, as we did in Figure 4.2 
for small particles, we must verify that the three components are comparable.  Because the 
turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic, we should not expect to see major differences between 
the distributions of Ω𝑥 , Ω𝑦 , and Ω𝑧 .  This was our argument in Section 4.1.1, in which the 
numerically-simulated particles were very small and neutrally buoyant.  However, our large particles 
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are slightly negatively buoyant, which may break the symmetry between the gravity-coupled and 
non-gravity-coupled component of ?⃑⃑? . 
From our discussion in Section 3.3.2, we know that buoyancy forces are small compared to the 
unsteady particle drag that arises in turbulent flow.   To ground this in our previous analysis of the 
turbulent slip velocity, we can compare the vertical slip 𝑣𝑞 to the overall slip magnitude |?⃑? 𝑠|. In still 
water, the settling velocity of the particles is on the order of 1-3 cm s-1.  In turbulence, the vertical 
slip velocity 𝑣𝑞 is much less than this, and is small compared to the overall slip magnitude |?⃑? 𝑠| 
(Table 3.3).  The ratio of 𝑣𝑞 to |?⃑? 𝑠| (approximately one to three, in our case) is qualitatively 
representative of the ratio between buoyancy forces and fluid drag forces.  We therefore expect to 
see no systematic differences between Ω𝑦 (the gravity-coupled component of the angular velocity) 
vs. Ω𝑥 and Ω𝑧  (the lateral components of angular velocity).  Indeed, this is what we observe in 
Figure 4.6: there are no significant differences between the distributions of the three global (i.e., 
laboratory reference frame) angular velocity components.   
 
Figure 4.6: Probability density function of particle angular velocity components for each aspect ratio α, for the 
case γ = 1.003 (shown as a representative case for both particle densities).  Errorbars represent 95% confidence 
interval, calculated via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
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Though the data displayed in Figure 4.6 are taken from the case where γ=1.003, these data are also 
representative of the other density case.  No significant differences in the distributions of Ω𝑥 , Ω𝑦 , or 
Ω𝑧 were found at either of the two examined particle densities. 
Even if the particles were not neutrally buoyant, the homogeneity and isotropy of the turbulence 
would lead us to expect identical results for the distributions of Ω𝑥 and Ω𝑧 , the lateral (non-gravity-
coupled) components of angular velocity.  This is reinforced by the experimental results shown in 
Figure 4.6.  We therefore take Ω𝑧 as a representative of the total rotation distribution for these near-
neutrally-buoyant particles.  An added benefit of this approach is that Ω𝑧 is also the lowest-noise 
component of the particle rotation (see Equation (4.9)), since it is overdetermined in the solid-body 
rotation equation.  Ω𝑧 is therefore the most robust measurement of overall particle angular velocity. 
In Figure 4.7, we see that there are no significant differences between the angular velocity 
distributions of the four tested shapes (α = 0.5, 1, 2, and 4) for particles with specific gravity 
γ1=1.003.  This result is particularly remarkable for its similarity to the result for small simulated 
particles (Figure 4.2b).  This is also consistent with our findings from Table 4.2, which found no 
significant difference in variance for cylinders or spheroids at γ1=1.003. 
Previous studies (Parsa et al. 2012; Parsa et al. 2011) have held that rotation of neutrally-buoyant 
particles is controlled by the particle’s longest lengthscale.  This may be true for particles which have 
very high aspect ratio (i.e. long rods), but does not necessarily hold for our large (Taylor-scale) 
particles, whose aspect ratios are close to unity.  In our particles, the longest lengthscale of the α = 4 
rods is more than twice that of the α = 1 cylinders, for which H = D.  If the longest lengthscale 
were the sole predictor of rotation, we would expect to see a dramatic difference in the overall 
magnitude of rotation experienced for these two particle shapes; however, we see no difference in 
the rotation magnitude nor in its underlying distribution, at least in the γ1=1.003 case.  This suggests 
that the longest lengthscale is not the only controlling factor for particle rotation, and that large 
neutrally-buoyant particles of similar volume and surface area experience very similar rotation in the 
global (laboratory) coordinate system.   
For slightly denser cylinders, a different trend emerges. The interesting behavior we observed in the 
mean rotation rate for γ2=1.006 particles (Figure 4.5) is also present when we examine the angular 
velocity distributions.  In Figure 4.7, we see the discrete probability density function of each particle 
shape at both of the tested densities.  At γ1=1.003, there is no significant difference between any of 
the pdfs.  They are all centered around Ω𝑧 = 0, as we expected (also reflected in Figure 4.6).  
However, at γ2 = 1.006, there is a slight difference between the most extreme shapes.  To illustrate 
this, we have drawn a continuous line between the points that make up the discrete pdfs of the α=1 
and α=4 particles—recall that these two particle types had significantly different variances of |?⃑⃑? |  
and significantly different average values of  |?⃑⃑? |.   
In Figure 4.7b, we see that the distribution for α=4 is slightly broader, indicating that the α=4 
particles experience a broader range of rotation than the α=1 particles.  Computing the overall 
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variance of |?⃑⃑? | confirms this, as shown in Table 4.2. This suggests that particle density matters: the 
cylinders at γ1=1.003 display different behavior than the cylinders at γ2=1.006. 
 
Figure 4.7: Comparison of rotation distribution across shape, for two different particle densities.  Errorbars 
represent 95% confidence interval, calculated via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates.  Connecting lines have 
been drawn for the α=1 and α=4 cases to illustrate the differences in variance between different particle shapes.  
 
We also recall that small particles showed a preferential distribution of rotation about the particle 
axes—high-aspect-ratio rods showed a higher proportion of spinning, and low-aspect-ratio disks 
showed a higher proportion of tumbling.  It is an open question whether or not large particles 
display similar behavior, as our experimental method is not able to decompose the angular velocity 
vector along the particle axes. 
4.3 Inheritance of vorticity from flow 
Because finite-size particles are inertial, their relationship with the surrounding fluid is complex.  
Unlike infinitesimal particles, finite-size particles alter the flow around themselves simply by being 
present in the fluid.  Infinitesimal particles are assumed to be one-way-coupled to the flow: their 
motion is dependent only on the local fluid velocity, which is not affected by their presence.  In 
contrast, the motion of large particles feeds back into the flow, altering the local gradients.  Particle 
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inertia can act as filter for fluid motion, changing the way that energy is passed from larger to smaller 
scales in turbulence.  After a particle inherits momentum from the flow, it will eventually pass it 
back to the fluid in a complex way. One aspect of this process can be observed in the modulation of 
the turbulent cascade that is seen in particle laden flows (Bellani et al. 2012; Balachandar and Eaton 
2010). We seek to investigate another aspect of this filtering process: how particles inherit vorticity 
from the flow. 
The transfer of fluid-phase vorticity to particle rotation is a multifactorial process, and is affected by 
particle inertia, shape, and lengthscale. This relationship has been studied in sub-Kolmogorov-scale 
particles (L. Zhao and Andersson 2011; Andersson, Zhao, and Barri 2012), but larger particles can 
be expected to exhibit more complex dynamics.  As a first-order approximation, we assume that 
particles sample the vorticity field at their own lengthscale, then return vorticity to the flow at 
smaller scales.  In effect, we hypothesize that large particles rotate according to a spatially-filtered 
vorticity: particles average the fluid vorticity along their own length, and rotate according to this 
filtered vorticity. 
We collect a series of independent and identically-distributed (IID) fluid-phase vector fields in which 
there are no particles in the image window, but particles are still present in the tank.  This ensures 
that we are not including locally-altered flow fields, but only the background vorticity.  We use 
N=800 IID vector fields, using 100 vector fields from each of the eight experiments for agarose 
cylinders.   
Because our measurement window is two-dimensional, we cannot calculate fluid velocity gradients 
in the out-of-plane direction (i.e., 𝑑𝑢𝑖 𝑑𝑧⁄ ). Our method therefore yields only the out-of-plane 
component of the vorticity, 𝜔𝑧.  We compute 𝜔𝑧 based on the eight-point circulation method (Luff 
et al. 1999; Abrahamson and Lonnes 1995).  Both the velocity and vorticity fields are resolved at 
0.67 mm, roughly twice the Kolmogorov scale.  Vector fields are computed via multipass PIV 
processing with decreasing subwindow sizes (128 x 128 and 64 x 64 pixels), overlapping by 75%.  
Our vorticity-calculation method yields a vorticity field that is resolved at the same scale as the 
velocity, but does not give measurements at the outer edges of the grid. 
We hypothesize that large particles rotate according to a spatially-filtered fluid vorticity, with a filter 
length close to the particle’s longest lengthscale.  We calculate a filtered vorticity ℱ(𝜔𝑧) by applying 
a two-dimensional Gaussian spatial filter to the vorticity field 𝜔𝑧.  The rotationally-symmetric 
Gaussian window has a diameter of 9.2mm, the diameter of a sphere with equivalent volume to our 
cylinders, and a standard deviation of 3.07mm so that the filter decays to nearly zero at the edges. 
We compare the distribution of particle angular velocity Ω𝑧 with the out-of-plane fluid rotation rate 
𝜁𝑧 =
1
2
𝜔𝑧 , along with a filtered rotation rate ℱ(𝜁𝑧).  Recall that for the particle rotation rate, Ω𝑧 is 
the lowest-noise component and is representative of overall particle rotation.  
Figure 4.8 shows the distributions of the particle rotation rate Ω𝑧 , the fluid rotation rate 𝜁𝑧 , and the 
filtered fluid rotation rate ℱ(𝜁𝑧).  In general, we see that ℱ(𝜁𝑧) is a much better predictor of Ω𝑧 
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than 𝜁𝑧 .  However, the agreement between ℱ(𝜁𝑧) and Ω𝑧 is better at rotation rates which are close 
to zero.  At larger rotation rates, this fit is not as pronounced, with the pdf of ℱ(𝜁𝑧)  exhibiting 
longer tails than the pdf of Ω𝑧 . 
 
Figure 4.8: Fluid-phase rotation ζz, filtered fluid-phase rotation F(ζz), and particle rotation at two densities, 
averaging across all four aspect ratios. 
 
Fluid vs. particle rotation/enstrophy Variance of rotation [s-2] 
Fluid rotation: ⟨𝜁𝑧
2⟩ 4.024 [4.013, 4.035] 
Filtered fluid rotation: ⟨filt(𝜁𝑧)
2⟩ 0.931 [0.929, 0.934] 
Cylinders, γ
1
: ⟨Ωz
2⟩ 0.495 [0.424, 0.583] 
Cylinders, γ
2
 : ⟨Ωz
2⟩ 0.597 [0.534, 0.663] 
Table 4.3: variance of fluid rotation, filtered fluid rotation, and particle rotation at two different densities.  
Bracketed intervals represent 95% confidence intervals, calculated via bootstrapping with 1000 replicates. 
At extreme rotation rates (|Ω𝑧| ≥ 2), the distribution of particle rotation rates begin to diverge from 
that of ℱ(𝜁𝑧)—in other words, particles experience extreme rotation less often than would be 
predicted by the filtered vorticity field. This may be due to the interplay between turbulent 
intermittency and particle inertia.  High-rotation events in the fluid phase are short-lived and 
infrequent.  When a particle encounters this kind of event, it may take some time to be “spun up” by 
the turbulence, and a corresponding amount of time to “spin down” once the intermittent event is 
over.  The inertia of the particles keeps them from ever reaching the rapid rotation rates that are 
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present in the fluid.  Therefore, high-rotation events in the particle phase will not occur very often, if 
at all.  This is reflected in the pdfs shown in Figure 4.8, and shown in the shorter tails of the pdf of 
Ω𝑧 as compared to ℱ(𝜁𝑧).  It is also reflected by the variances of each distribution: the variance of 
Ω𝑧
2 is significantly smaller than the variance of ℱ(𝜁𝑧)
2 (Table 4.3). 
We note that this simple model—a single-scale filter, which filters only in space—is likely to be 
incomplete, and will not perfectly predict the particle rotation.  The spatial filter approach can 
roughly predict the particle angular velocity variance, but not the higher-order moments.  It is useful 
as a first guess.  We also note that by increasing the filter size, we could achieve a better fit to the 
distribution of Ω𝑧 .  This suggests a possible definition for a “rotation-equivalent lengthscale”, similar 
to the commonly-used volume-equivalent lengthscale.  We used the volume-equivalent lengthscale 
(i.e., the diameter of the sphere of equivalent volume) as the filter lengthscale.  By adjusting the filter 
size so that it more exactly matched the rotation distribution, we could find another equivalent 
lengthscale that may be useful in modeling and predictions of particle behavior. 
4.4 Rotation: Conclusions 
In the preceding chapter, we discussed the rotation of both small and large non-spherical particles in 
turbulence, as well as the mechanisms by which they inherit that rotation from the surrounding flow.  
We explored the physics of small (sub-Kolmogorov scale) particles via numerical simulation, 
“seeding” particles into already-computed high-Reynolds number turbulence.  By following these 
particles along their trajectories, we can examine their rotation in two reference frames: the particles’ 
principal or body axes (tumble vs. spin), and the fluid strain eigen-system.  In the first reference 
frame, we see that across a wide range of aspect ratio 𝛼, particles inherit roughly the same amount of 
rotation 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 from the flow.  However, this rotation is not isotropically distributed about the 
particle’s body axes, but can be divided into two components, ?⃑⃑? ⊥ (tumble) and ?⃑⃑? ∥ (spin).  Particles 
with a very high aspect ratio (rods) tend to spin more than they tumble, whereas particles with a very 
low aspect ratio (disks) tend to tumble more than they spin. When we examine particle rotation in 
the context of the fluid strain eigen-system, we see that the longest length of the particle tends to 
align with fluid vorticity—which is itself primarily aligned with ?̂?2, the eigenvector associated with 
the intermediate eigenvalue of the fluid strain-rate tensor 𝕊(?⃑? , 𝑡) (see Appendix C). 
Using the experimental methods outlined in Chapter 2, we are able to investigate the rotation rate of 
large particles, whose lengthscales are comparable to the Taylor microscale and therefore within the 
inertial subrange of the ambient turbulence.  Interestingly, we find that for particles very close to 
neutral buoyancy (γ=1.003), there is no significant difference in the expected value of 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 for 
particles with aspect ratios varying from 0.5 < 𝛼 < 4.  This mirrors our result for small particles, 
despite the shift from locally-linear fluid shear (for sub-Kolmogorov scale particles) to locally-
nonlinear fluid shear.  However, as particle specific gravity increases (γ=1.006), we observe a local 
minimum of 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉 at 𝛼 = 1, with rotation increasing as aspect ratio departs from unity.  We also 
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observe differences in the variance of |?⃑⃑? |: particles with longer lengthscales (i.e., non-unity aspect 
ratios) show higher variances.  Higher-order moments also show that when ?⃑⃑?  is considered 
component-wise, with Ω𝑧 as a representative component, longer-lengthscale particles show a greater 
variance of ?⃑⃑? .  This shape-dependent difference in the variance of ?⃑⃑?  is very slightly present for 
particles at γ=1.003, but is not significant; differences become more pronounced for the denser 
particles, with γ=1.006. 
Lastly, we begin to investigate the complex transfer of momentum between the fluid turbulence and 
the suspended particles, and how this transfer may impact particle rotation.  We construct a 
spatially-filtered fluid vorticity field, using a rotationally-symmetric, Gaussian-weighted averaging 
window.  This filtered vorticity, ℱ(𝜔𝑧), is our approximation of what the particle “feels”.  As a filter 
lengthscale, we use the diameter of the sphere which has equivalent volume to our cylindrical 
particles.  The distribution of ℱ(𝜁𝑧), the filtered fluid rotation rate, closely matches the distribution 
of Ω𝑧 , the particle rotation.  This signifies that for large particles, rotation is inherited from the 
surrounding flow according to the spatially-filtered vorticity field: particles integrate nonlinear 
velocity gradients over their length, and rotate according to the averaged fluid vorticity. 
This view—that particles spatially filter the vorticity, and it is this filtered vorticity that determines 
particle rotation—is consistent with our observations of large-particle rotation.  In general, particles 
with longer lengthscales experience more rotation (in the form of higher values of 〈?⃑⃑? · ?⃑⃑? 〉), since 
larger flow structures correspond with higher velocities.  Particles with longer lengthscales must also 
perform this averaging over a wider wavenumber spectrum, and thus the variance of |?⃑⃑? | is also 
higher.  The longest lengthscale of a particle is therefore an important driving factor in the way the 
particle inherits vorticity from the flow. 
We note that the shape effects that we observed for cylindrical particles were much more 
pronounced in the more negatively-buoyant particles, even though there was only a 0.3% difference 
between the two specific gravities.  This signifies that particle inertia plays an extremely important 
role in the transfer of momentum from fluid turbulence to suspended particles, and that studies of 
particle rotation in turbulence must take inertia into account.  This is discussed further in Chapter 5.  
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V. Future Horizons 
In the preceding chapters, we have discussed several pertinent questions relating to the motion of 
large particles in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, as well as a novel measurement method for our 
investigation.   In this chapter, we will discuss the major conclusions, implications for the field, and 
potential future applications of our results. 
5.1 Discussion and summary of conclusions 
5.1.1 Refractive-index-matched particle image velocimetry 
We have described a new method for the study of suspended objects in flow, using refractive-index-
matched materials along with traditional velocimetry techniques.  We fabricate large particles out of 
hydrogels, which are refractive-index-matched to water, and suspend them in our desired flow (in 
this case, homogeneous and isotropic turbulence).  This gives us optical access to all parts of the 
flow, since the hydrogel particles don’t block or bend the laser sheet.  Since we embed glass 
microspheres into the gel, as well as in the fluid, we can use the same PIV algorithm to calculate 
both the in-particle vector field and the surrounding fluid flowfield.  This simultaneous velocity 
measurement is information-rich, enabling the study of the turbulent slip velocity (Chapter 3), the 
study of particle rotation and angular momentum transfer from the fluid to the particle (Chapter 4), 
and the future exploration of many other topics (Section 5.2).   
Though refractive-index matching has been used in conjunction with PIV before (Budwig 1994; 
Butscher et al. 2012)—and has even been used to study freely-suspended particles in turbulence 
(Wiederseiner et al. 2010; Klein et al. 2013)—our method has several advantages over those 
currently in widespread use.  First, our method is cheap.  Many previous studies, e.g. (Hassan and 
Dominguez-Ontiveros 2008), have required the use of aqueous sodium iodide or other reagents in 
order to shift the refractive index of the working fluid to match the particle. Sodium iodide is 
expensive, as are many other materials that make up common refractive-index-matched solid-fluid 
pairs.  Our method allows the solid-phase objects (particles, structures, etc) to be made in large 
quantities for little cost, and the working fluid can be provided for no additional cost.  Second, our 
method is clean. Since the working fluid in our approach is water, there is no need to add salt 
(Daviero, Roberts, and Maile 2001), sugar (Budwig 1994) sodium iodide, or any other agent to the 
working fluid.  This allows the experimenter to use the equipment that is already available, and 
obviates the need for a special dedicated facility for refractive-matched experiments.  Third, our 
method is adaptable.  Since hydrogels are easily injection-molded into virtually any shape, one can 
simply make a mold for the desired shapes (via 3D printing, as in our approach, or some other 
fabrication method).  There are some limits to the injection-molding method; features smaller than 
~1mm were not able to be captured by this method.  However, hydrogels may also be cut using 
laser sintering or stereolithography if finer features are desired (Arcaute, Mann, and Wicker 2010).  
We find that the 1mm resolution is quite sufficient for our purposes (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Polyacrylamide fish model, approximately 1cm in length—penny (U.S.) is shown for scale. This 
demonstrates the resolution limit (~1mm) of features using the injection-molding method. 
This method may be used for future studies which require any of the discussed three attributes 
(frugality, cleanliness, and adaptability).  In fact, our method has already been adapted and used by 
other researchers seeking to study flow through complex terrain (Weitzman et al. 2014).  
Furthermore, unlike most materials in widespread use for RIM-PIV, hydrogels are flexible. This 
flexibility may allow experimenters to use hydrogels as a stand-in for biological tissue. Hydrogels are 
used widely in the medical field to mimic tissue (Steffen, Turner, and Vanderlaan 2005; Pallua and 
Wolter 2010; L. H. Christensen et al. 2003), but have not yet been used as models for biological fluid 
flows (e.g. arterial or respiratory flows).  The flexibility of hydrogels, combined with the optical 
access granted by their matched refractive index, may shed new light on longstanding problems in 
biology and medicine. 
5.1.2 Particle translation: settling and slip 
Using the method described above and in Chapter 2, we have fabricated hydrogel particles of 
varying shape, with aspect ratios from 0.5 to 4.  All particles are very close to neutral buoyancy, with 
two slightly different specific gravities γ1=1.003 and γ2=1.006 (0.3% and 0.6% denser than water, 
respectively).  Despite this very small departure from neutral buoyancy, particles have nontrivial 
settling velocities in both quiescent and turbulent flows. 
To measure the quiescent settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 , we released particles at the top of a column of still 
water and precisely measured the time 𝑑𝑡 taken to fall a prescribed distance 𝑑𝑧.  All particles 
displayed a preference for the drag-maximizing orientation, with large aspect ratios (rods) falling 
broad-side and small aspect ratios (disks) falling with their axis of symmetry parallel to gravity. At 
the lower density γ1, settling velocity was relatively constant across all four tested shapes.  At the 
higher density γ2, particles with an aspect ratio of unity displayed a much higher settling velocity.  
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This may be accounted for in part by the smaller cross-sectional area of the falling particles at this 
aspect ratio, which arises due to the particles’ preferential orientation. 
The shape-dependent trends in 𝑣𝑞 are somewhat predicted by empirical models, but not entirely.  
We propose three reasons for the lack of fit in this model.  The first is that the empirical models are 
extremely sensitive to density; though we have estimated the particle density very precisely, it is 
possible that our estimates are not quite precise enough to predict the settling velocity a priori.  The 
model curves in Figure 3.2 have overestimated the settling velocity in almost every case, which may 
signify that we have slightly overestimated particle density.  This illustrates the need for an extremely 
precise density measurement method, and validates our choice of using the settling-velocity method 
rather than Archimedes’ principle (see Section Particle density measurement method3.1.3). 
The second reason for the lack of fit is that the empirical/analytical models (drawn from (Loth 
2008)) were originally developed for spheres and spheroidal particles, and then extended to 
cylinders.  The model does not do well in describing cylinders whose aspect ratios are close to one, 
as ours are; the coefficients and correction factors were intended for thin rods or flat disks, with 
correspondingly large or small aspect ratios.  Because of these assumptions, the empirical model will 
not perfectly describe “fat” cylinders such as the ones we examine. 
The third and most interesting reason for the discrepancy between the model and our measurements 
is the potential onset of wake instabilities.  There is a large body of literature on falling spheres 
which describe experimental observations of the breaking of the axisymmetric wake at an 
approximate Reynolds number of 200.  Classical fluid mechanics predicts that the von Kármán 
vortex street behind a fixed sphere will shift from periodic and laminar to aperiodic and turbulent at 
approximately the same Reynolds number threshold.  We should therefore expect to see some wake 
instabilities behind the denser cylinders at γ2=1.006, which have Reynolds numbers right around this 
threshold.  Along with the issues described above (lack of precision in density measurement and 
flawed correction coefficients), this accounts for the departure from the empirical model.  
In addition to the quiescent settling velocity 𝑣𝑞 , we also calculate the turbulent slip velocity ?⃑? 𝑠 ≡
?⃑? 𝑝 − ?⃑? 𝑓 , where ?⃑? 𝑝 is the average in-plane particle velocity and ?⃑? 𝑓 is the average fluid velocity in the 
neighborhood of the particle.  We calculate ?⃑? 𝑓 by drawing an annulus around the in-plane particle 
slice, whose inner bound is set at the outer boundary layer (to exclude fluid influenced by the no-slip 
boundary condition) and whose outer bound is set at a distance 𝐷𝑠𝑝ℎ from the surface of the particle 
(to include all fluid that is within one equivalent-volume-sphere diameter from the particle).  The 
dependence of the slip velocity upon the annulus bounds is calculated and tabulated in Appendix B. 
We find that the relationship between ?⃑? 𝑓 and ?⃑? 𝑝 is linear, according to the following 
approximation: 
 ?⃑? 𝑝 = ?⃑? 𝑓 + 〈𝑣𝑠〉𝒋̂ + 𝜺 (5.1) 
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where 𝑣𝑠 is the ensemble-averaged vertical slip velocity—that is, a constant offset in the vertical 
velocity due to the slight negative buoyancy of the particles.  This relationship is most easily 
illustrated as a one-to-one line, with some scatter about that line.  This scatter, denoted as ε in 
Equation (5.1), is a complex function of the particle history. The instantaneous slip velocity ?⃑? 𝑠 ≡
?⃑? 𝑝 − ?⃑? 𝑓 is as much a function of the particle history as it is a function of the particle geometry or 
Stokes number.  However, the ensemble-averaged vertical slip 〈𝑣𝑠〉 is not a function of ?⃑? 𝑓, the 
instantaneous fluid velocity. 
This important result—the independence of 〈𝑣𝑠〉 with respect to ?⃑? 𝑓—is not seen in simple flows, 
such as the one discussed in Section 3.3.2.  A large particle which is embedded in a one-dimensional, 
oscillatory flow does not follow Equation (5.1).  Many naturally-occurring flows of interest are 
cellular or oscillatory, e.g. convective flows in the atmosphere; in such flows, one must be aware that 
the slip velocity is likely to be different between updrafts downdrafts.  Additionally, our experiments 
were conducted in moderate-intensity turbulence, in which 𝑣𝑞 was comparable to 𝑢T, the turbulent 
velocity scale.  Our results do not prove the independence of 〈𝑣𝑠〉 for the cases of weak turbulence 
our strong turbulence. We therefore caution those who would seek to study the slip velocity or 
turbulence-altered settling velocity to take care to measure ?⃑? 𝑠 across the full spectrum of velocities 
?⃑? 𝑓 which are present in the desired flow. 
In our experiments—large, near-neutrally-buoyant particles in moderate-intensity turbulence—we 
find a very strong correlation between the instantaneous particle velocity ?⃑? 𝑝 and the instantaneous 
surrounding-fluid velocity ?⃑? 𝑓.  This indicates that though the influence of the particle history may be 
important, the influence of the instantaneous fluid velocity ?⃑? 𝑓 is also very important in determining 
?⃑? 𝑝.  Given the large discrepancy between the particle response time (5.3 s) and the fluid timescale at 
the same size (0.77 s), it is not apparent that the particle would “care” at all about the surrounding 
fluid—?⃑? 𝑓 is changing so fast that ?⃑? 𝑝 should not have time to adjust to it.  The fact that we see such 
a strong dependence of ?⃑? 𝑝 on ?⃑? 𝑓 is remarkable and deserves further study. 
Lastly, in our experiments, 〈𝑣𝑠〉 is strongly reduced relative to 𝑣𝑞—we observed a reduction of 40-
60%, much more of a reduction than has been previously observed (Nielsen 2007).  This is another 
difference between our experiment and our one-dimensional simulation.  In a simple oscillatory 
flow, settling was reduced by only 15%.  This discrepancy points to phenomenological effects within 
the turbulence which may cause a much more dramatic reduction in comparison to simpler flows. 
Many studies of settling velocity reduction are performed in simple vortex or cellular flows, and their 
results are extrapolated to turbulence.  Given the dissimilarity between the reduction in the 
oscillatory flow and the reduction in turbulence, we caution against this sort of extrapolation.  
Furthermore, because the slip velocity 𝑣𝑠 is strongly dependent on 𝑣𝑓 in these cases, it is possible to 
unknowingly measure a biased value of 〈𝑣𝑠〉.  Therefore, when measuring ?⃑? 𝑠, it is doubly necessary 
to conduct experiments exploring the full range of ?⃑? 𝑓 in the desired flow. 
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 Our study of turbulent slip velocity and settling velocity reduction has many implications for both 
environmental engineering and biological oceanography.  We have established that the slip velocity 
〈𝑣𝑠〉 of large particles is dependent on the flow regime, and that it is the exception and not the norm 
for 〈𝑣𝑠〉 to be independent of ?⃑? 𝑓.  For scientists studying sediment transport, this may inform the 
placement of field sites or data collection methods, since we know that it is important to measure 
〈𝑣𝑠〉 across the full spectrum of ?⃑? 𝑓.  This may also help us to further develop and advance the state-
of-the-art in computational modeling of sediment transport; current models (e.g. Delft3D) use a 
constant settling velocity which is not dependent on local flow conditions  
The question of particle settling through a turbulent water column is also highly relevant to studies 
of plankton and marine snow, as outlined in Section 1.2.2.  Previous work on phytoplankton has 
shown that “fast-tracking” may occur for very small organisms, enhancing their overall settling 
velocity in turbulence (Ruiz, Macías, and Peters 2004).  However, many species of plankton and 
nektoplankton are large enough to be a good size match for the particles we study.  It is likely that 
the larger plankton experience reduced turbulent settling velocities, as our particles do.  This should 
be taken into account into studies of plankton suspension and energetics.  In still water, a large 
plankter must expend more energy to stay in suspension than the same animal in turbulence.  If 
plankton energetics are measured in still water tanks, rather than in situ or in tanks that approximate 
marine turbulence, the result will not be representative of the animals’ natural interactions with their 
environment. 
The settling velocity of marine snow particles is a key parameter in numerical models of the 
biological carbon pump.  Our study provides further support for the curve shown in Figure 1.1, in 
which the turbulence-altered settling velocity depends heavily on 𝑣𝑞 𝑢𝑇⁄ .  Marine snow particles 
show considerable variance in size and shape; this suggests that a single value for the settling velocity 
may not be appropriate, especially since turbulence will alter the settling velocity in different ways 
for differently-sized particles.  Very small marine snow particles will likely display an enhanced 
settling velocity in turbulence, whereas very large marine snow particles will have a reduced settling 
velocity in turbulence.   This variation, dependent as it is on shape, size, and turbulence level, will 
require a nuanced approach for any models which seek to parametrize marine snow settling.  
5.1.3 Particle rotation 
Through experiments and numerical simulation, we investigate the rotation of both small and large 
nonspherical particles in homogeneous isotropic turbulence.  In both small and large particles at 
neutral buoyancy, we find that total rotation is conserved: for both rod-like and disk-like particles, 
the expected value of the angular velocity magnitude remains constant.  In the small (numerically-
simulated) particles, we can break this down further into the components of rotation which are 
parallel and perpendicular to the particle’s axis of symmetry.  Though there is no difference in total 
rotation, we find that this rotation is anisotropically distributed about the particle axes: rods 
experience more spinning than tumbling, and disks experience more tumbling with almost no 
spinning.  This shape-dependent difference saturates quickly in that rods with an aspect ratio of 
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greater than ten do not experience proportionally more spinning, and disks with an aspect ratio of 
less than 0.1 do not experience proportionally more tumbling.   
This anisotropic distribution of rotation does not occur in the global (-xyz) reference frame.  This is 
due to preferential particle alignment with both the vorticity and the fluid strain.  Rods may be 
considered similarly to fluid material lines, whose equation of motion contains the same stretching 
term as the vorticity transport equation; therefore, it is expected that small rods align with the flow.  
Disks, unlike rods, experience a very strong contribution from the fluid strain (rather than merely 
the fluid rotation).  Questions of small-particle alignment with fluid strain and vorticity are discussed 
in detail in Appendix C. For large particles, response time is very slow compared to fluid timescales, 
and so we do not expect the same type of alignment with vorticity as in small particles. 
Large particles in turbulence experience a very different environment than small particles. For one 
thing, the fluid velocity gradients at the scale of the particle are no longer linear. For another, the 
drag force on the particle is no longer linearly proportional to the velocity.  The presence of both 
particle and fluid inertia complicates things as well—particles can no longer be considered as 
infinitesimally small, their presence displaces fluid as they move through the flow.  It is therefore 
surprising that total rotation should be conserved, as it is in small particles.  We find that this is true 
for particles with γ1=1.003, but not true for particles with γ2=1.006.  This further underscores the 
role of inertia in particle rotation; a very small increase in density has a large effect on particle 
motion. 
For these denser particles, shape effects arise.  Particles with longer lengthscales experience more 
total rotation, along with a higher rotation variance.  This is because particles with longer 
lengthscales integrate across a larger range of wavenumbers.  Smaller wavenumbers, corresponding 
to larger flow structures, are coupled with higher velocities.  Particles with longer lengthscales are 
more likely to be spun by these larger flow structures, and therefore experience more rotation in 
general.  The higher rotation variance in these particles may be attributed to the same phenomenon: 
rotation variance is determined by the range of wavenumbers that the particle encounters in, or 
inherits from, the flow. 
This framework of vorticity inheritance is supported by our exploration of the distribution of 
rotation.  We see that large particles rotate according to a spatially-filtered fluid vorticity field, where 
the filter scale is comparable to the diameter of an equivalent-volume-sphere.  The vorticity variance 
of the unfiltered out-of-plane vorticity field (that is, the field which is resolved at the PIV grid scale) 
is much larger than the variance of the out-of-plane particle rotation.  When the vorticity field is 
filtered at the scale of the particles, the variance is much more comparable to the particles’ rotation 
variance. The pdf of particle rotation displays noticeably shorter tails than that of the filtered fluid 
vorticity.  This may be attributed to particle inertia.  In the fluid, extreme rotation events are 
infrequent and short-lived.  Since the particle response time is very slow, any high-rotation event 
would be over before particles could “spin up” to the level of the fluid. 
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In our analysis, we have used 𝐷𝑠𝑝ℎ , the diameter of the equivalent-volume-sphere, as our filter 
lengthscale. As discussed in the previous paragraph, this creates almost-overlapping pdfs between 
the filtered fluid rotation rate ℱ(𝜁𝑧) and the particle rotation rate  Ω𝑧 .  However, due to the 
presence of particle inertia, the pdf of Ω𝑧 displays shorter tails than the pdf of ℱ(𝜁𝑧).  An interesting 
exercise would be to compute a rotation-equivalent lengthscale, 𝐿Ω: the filter length at which the  
pdf of  ℱ(𝜁𝑧) best matched the pdf of Ω𝑧 .  This lengthscale could be added to the pantheon of 
equivalent-lengthscales commonly used in studies of nonspherical particle-turbulence interaction, 
and may prove useful in studies of momentum transfer and vorticity inheritance. 
Of course, this concept of vorticity inheritance is just one aspect of the two-way momentum 
transfer between the fluid and the particles suspended therein.  We know that the presence of 
particles in turbulence interrupts and alters the turbulent cascade, but the exact mechanisms of how 
this occurs are largely unexplored.  We discuss this further in Section 5.2.3. 
 The shape- and size-dependent differences we observe have implications for both biological 
navigation and underwater robotics.  Firstly, total rotation is not dependent on body shape for 
neutrally-buoyant particles, animals, or robots.  An animal (or robot) cannot minimize the total 
rotation it experiences by changing its body shape.  However, it can select (via its shape) how that 
rotation may be distributed about the body axes.  This may impact the formation and local thickness 
of boundary layers, and therefore affect nutrient uptake in planktonic organisms.  This tendency may 
also represent an evolutionary pressure on the propulsive mechanisms for a given organism: a disk-
shaped organism, which experiences a great deal of tumbling and not much spinning, may employ 
different propulsive mechanisms than a rod-shaped organism which is given to spinning and not 
much tumbling.  The greatest marginal return for rotation alteration due to shape-change occurs at 
aspect ratios which are close to unity.  Many planktonic animals, such as cydippid ctenophores, 
display roughly spheroidal body plans with aspect ratios of about α=1.  This places them in the 
range for which small changes in shape will greatly influence rotation, and suggests that shape may 
play a major role in their behavior and locomotion.  Continued cross-disciplinary study is needed to 
elucidate the full impact of body shape on plankton biology in complex flows.  
5.2 Future work: particle-laden turbulence 
In the previous section, we have summarized and discussed the results of our experiments, as well as 
their broader implications.  However, the results of our experiments may also be used to explore the 
physics of particle-interaction in greater depth.  The following sections contain suggestions for 
future work using the approach outlined in this thesis (stereoscopic PIV of hydrogel particles in 
homogeneous isotropic turbulence).  
5.2.1 Particle boundary layer 
The boundary layer on a large freely-suspended particle is not well-defined, even for a sphere.  Our 
method gives us the ability to investigate the finely-resolved boundary layer on a large number of 
particles.   In particular, we are interested in the variation of velocity, shear, and turbulent kinetic 
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energy within the particle boundary layer.  In this investigation, we propose classifying two regions: 
the “fore” and “aft” wake of suspended particles (illustrated in Figure 5.2).   
 
Figure 5.2: Example data for a single particle (α=4, γ1=1.003), showing  (a) fluid vector field (black arrows) 
with in-particle velocities (red arrows), along with the calculated slip velocity (magenta arrow, not to scale). (b) 
shows the turbulent kinetic energy field (background colors), overlaid with a line drawn through the particle 
center and parallel to the particle slip.  Square markings represent points considered to be in the “fore” wake 
(cyan) and the “aft” wake (yellow).  In the example shown, the two wake regions are calculated based on any 
fluid that is within 2mm of the slip-direction line; future analysis will change the size of this region to see if 
turbulence properties (e.g. TKE, fluid shear, et al) are dependent on their proximity to the particle and/or 
their location fore or aft of the particle. 
In Figure 5.2, we have shown an example of this kind of calculation.  A particle is embedded in a 
turbulent eddy, with some slip velocity and slip direction (Figure 5.2a).  The particle is moving 
relative to the fluid; we divide this fluid into an “aft” region, containing the fluid immediately behind 
the particle with respect to the slip direction, and a “fore” region, containing the fluid immediately in 
front of the particle with respect to the slip direction.  We expect that these two regions will have 
significantly different single-point statistics.  By analyzing differences between the fore-wake, aft-
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wake, and the background turbulence (e.g. in turbulent kinetic energy or shear), we may be able to 
provide some insights into boundary layer formation in large nonspherical particles, along with 
vortex shedding and wake dynamics on freely-suspended particles.  This analysis will also help us to 
elucidate potential mechanisms of turbulence modulation in particle-laden flows (see Section 5.2.3).   
5.2.2 Alignment and orientation 
As we discussed in Section 4.1, our measurement method does not allow us to break down the 
particle rotation ?⃑⃑?  into its tumbling (?⃑⃑? ⊥) and spinning (?⃑⃑? ∥) components.  This limits our ability to 
draw comparisons between the behavior of large and small particles.  Additionally, we have not 
explored the alignment of our large particles with the local strain eigensystem, as we have in the 
numerically-simulated small particles.  This is in part due to the ease of information access in the 
numerical simulation: 𝕊(?⃑? , 𝑡) is already computed and available for every point in the flow, and is 
unaffected by the presence of particles.  This information is much harder to come by in the 
experimental case, where particles take up space and affect the flow around them. 
To study either flow alignment or tumble/spin distribution, we must obtain the particles’ 
instantaneous orientations with respect to the global (-xyz) coordinate system.  The particle 
orientation angles (often referred to as “Euler angles” in studies of solid-body dynamics), in 
conjunction with our measurements of the rotation vector ?⃑⃑? , will allow us to calculate ?⃑⃑? ⊥and ?⃑⃑? ∥ 
for each particle.  The Euler angles will also provide a basis for comparison with 𝕊(?⃑? , 𝑡), analogous 
to our use of ?̂? in the small particle case. 
In theory, all that is needed to determine an object’s Euler angles are two independent views of that 
object, using two cameras whose fields-of-view have been calibrated in 3D space.  However, in 
practice, it is very difficult to use only two cameras.  Often three or more cameras are used in order 
to minimize error.  Most 3D-position-finding systems operate as follows: first, focus two or more 
cameras on the same volume of space.  Second, place a three-dimensional object into the space, with 
clearly marked points or features distributed throughout the volume.  Third, mark the position of all 
the features in each of the camera views.  Lastly, use an algebraic reconstruction algorithm, e.g. 
(Herman and Lent 1976), to reconcile the views of all cameras, so that each local camera coordinate 
system is mapped to 3D space.  Now, when an object passes into the calibrated volume, the 
experimenter needs only to locate the object (or features on that object) in each camera view, and 
feed the local-view coordinates into the calibrated algorithm to calculate the global, 3D coordinates. 
This seemingly simple approach becomes very difficult in our experimental context.  Due to the 
near-transparency of the hydrogels, it is difficult to locate the borders of the suspended particles 
(since most of a particle’s surface actually lies outside the laser sheet). Further complications arise 
due to the brightness of the laser sheet.  The laser sheet is necessary to perform PIV and therefore 
to compute particle and fluid velocity fields.  However, due to the difference in background light 
scattering between the hydrogel and the surrounding fluid (discussed in Section 2.2.2), the in-plane 
particle slice becomes very bright compared to the rest of the particle.  The dim outlines of the out-
of-plane sections of the particle are still visible, but in many cases are indistinct (Figure 5.3).  Image 
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contrast must be highly elevated to even see the particles or particle edges that lie outside the plane.  
Additionally, algebraic reconstruction algorithms (and the various pieces of software that make use 
of them) require the user to find the exact same point in all camera views.  Our hydrogel particles 
are not marked with specific features or tracking points, which makes this requirement difficult.  We 
can approximate the endpoints of the particle’s primary axis, but this approach may lead to 
substantial error.  A third camera, as well as fluorescent trackers embedded in the particles (such as 
those used by (Klein et al. 2013)) could potentially enable us to find 3D particle orientation, and 
unlock the various analyses mentioned above. 
 
Figure 5.3: Example raw image of hydrogel particles (α=4) in turbulence.  The particles and edges that lie 
outside the laser plane are indistinct, and it is difficult to approximate the location of the particle’s primary 
axis.  (Note: for this image, contrast was heightened to view particle outlines, which makes the in-particle slice 
appear saturated). 
 
5.2.3 Turbulence modulation and momentum transfer 
The mere presence of suspended particles necessarily alters the characteristics of the surrounding 
turbulence (Balachandar and Eaton 2010).  In single-phase turbulent flow, classical Kolmogorov 
theory states that energy is passed losslessly from larger to smaller eddies, and that viscosity begins 
to dissipate energy only when eddy sizes are below a certain scale.  However, suspended solid 
particles change this model in many ways.  When particles are added to the flow, the surface area of 
each particle must adhere to the no-slip boundary condition.  If the particles are inertial, particle slip 
will create sharp velocity gradients and corresponding shear stresses, creating numerous 
opportunities for viscosity to dissipate energy.   Therefore, the presence of large inertial particles will 
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always lead to a decrease in the total kinetic energy of a turbulent flow (Lucci, Ferrante, and 
Elghobashi 2010). 
Though the total energy of the turbulent flow decreases when particles are added, this attenuation is 
not constant across wavenumber space.  Large particles subtract TKE at small wavenumbers but 
add it at large wavenumbers, due to the vortex shedding and shear production at and below the scale 
of the particle.  This leads to a “spectral pivot”, observed and recorded by many researchers 
(Schreck and Kleis 1993; Poelma, Westerweel, and Ooms 2007).  Energy is damped at the large 
scales and overall, but enhanced at the small scales, and the resultant spectra flatten out in 
comparison to the characteristic power law in which 𝐸(𝜅) ∝ 𝜅−5 3⁄  (where 𝐸(𝜅) is the kinetic 
energy and 𝜅 is the wavenumber).  In particle-laden flows, the power-law exponent will be greater 
than −5 3⁄ . 
It is an open question whether nonspherical particles attenuate turbulence in the same way that 
spherical particles do.  In some previous work, we have begun investigating this question using 
hydrogel RIM-PIV (Bellani et al. 2012). This study used spheroidal particles (a sphere at α=1 and a 
prolate ellipsoid at α=2; the minor axis of the ellipsoid was matched to the diameter of the sphere). 
Our initial experiments showed that at the same volume fraction, spherical particles removed more 
energy in total than ellipsoidal particles.  Though both shapes injected energy at high wavenumbers 
(compared to the single-phase case), the ellipsoidal particles injected more energy into these small 
scales.  This resulted in a total attenuation of 3% for ellipsoids, but 15% for spheres.  However, in 
this study, particles were not volume-matched.  Therefore, though the volume fraction of the two 
experiments was held constant, the number concentration of the spheres was much higher (almost 
twice that of the ellipsoids).  This suggests that it may be inappropriate to compare these two 
particle shapes, since the number concentration was radically different in this experiment. 
In the work presented here, particles are volume-matched to within 20% variation and surface-area 
matched to within 5% variation, but vary in aspect ratio from 0.5 < 𝛼 < 4.  Our data are therefore 
ideal for studying the effects of particle shape on turbulence modulation, building on the work of 
(Bellani et al. 2012).  However, in order to gain a high resolution of the fluid flow field, our window 
size is small (6 by 8 cm).  Because of this, we are limited in the range of wavenumbers we can 
examine. If shorter focal-length lenses were used on the PIV cameras, a larger window size (such as 
the one described in (Bellani et al. 2012)) could be obtained.  This would allow us to study 
turbulence modulation over the full inertial subrange, including any differences in the spectral pivot 
which arise due to particle shape. 
The transfer of momentum between a turbulent flow and the particles suspended within it is 
complex.  We have hypothesized that particles behave, in a way, as a high-pass wavenumber filter: 
particles rotation is controlled by eddies at their own size scale, and the spinning particles shed small 
eddies in their wake.  We can observe this at the particle scale (see Figure 4.8 and the accompanying 
discussion).  However, we can also observe it in the aforementioned macro-scale investigations of 
turbulence modulation, in the spectral pivot and small-scale energy injection.  Further investigation 
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of the particle boundary layer (see Section 5.2.1) will allow us to explore the mechanisms by which 
turbulence modulation occurs, as we investigate shear production and vortex shedding at the scale 
of the particle. 
5.3 Future work: marine animal navigation and robotics1 
Our insights on particle rotation and translation will provide a base from which to explore the 
biomechanics of meso-scale aquatic organisms. As discussed in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, animals and 
robots whose lengthscales are within the inertial subrange of turbulence face unique navigational 
challenges; they must navigate in, around, and through flow structures that are both larger and 
smaller than themselves.  They will have intermittent control over their position and orientation in 
the water column; when passing through strong gusts (i.e., large flow structures), they will behave 
like passive particles, but in relatively calm spatiotemporal regions, they may regain control.  
Therefore, the passive behavior of particles in turbulence and the investigation contained within this 
thesis will be helpful to those seeking to study marine animal locomotion.  Even when animals are 
relatively in control, there will still be a passive component to their observed behavior. Indeed, many 
animals which fall into the “nektoplankton” category spend much of their lifecycle as passive 
drifters. 
Building on the research contained in this dissertation, we will investigate the swimming and 
navigation of cydippid ctenophores (Figure 1.2).  This order of nektoplankton can be from one to 
several centimeters in length—within the inertial subrange of oceanic turbulence.  They are 
approximately neutrally buoyant and are roughly spheroidal in shape, with body aspect ratios from 
one to three.  Additionally, their unique ciliated propulsion system has not yet been studied in the 
context of possible adaptation for underwater vehicles, despite ctenophore’s agility and 
maneuverability in complex environments.  The study of ctenophores is therefore a logical next step 
for our investigation. 
5.3.1 Background and motivation 
Ctenophores, or comb jellyfish, are the largest known ciliated organisms. When active, their motion 
is facilitated by the use of cilia, despite ctenophores’ relatively large size (1-15cm) compared to other 
cilia-reliant organisms (typically tens to hundreds of micrometers (Lynn 2008)). In ctenophores, 
specialized long cilia are packed into paddle-like plates called ctenes, which are organized into rows 
or “combs” along the side of the body. Many ctenophores combine other propulsive mechanisms, 
such as jetting (Thalassocalyce inconstans) or undulating (Cestum veneris), with fine-level position control 
by ctene rows (Hutchins and Olendorf 2004). Others (e.g. Pleurobrachia) rely exclusively on their eight 
ctene rows for both propulsion and control (Barlow and Sleigh 1993). 
                                                 
1 The work described in section 5.3 will be conducted by the author during a postdoctoral appointment from 2015 - 
2017, under the joint supervision of Dr. Matthew McHenry (Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California 
Irvine) and Dr. John Dabiri (Mechanical and Civil Engineering, Stanford University). 
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Virtually all ctenophore species are predators that feed on smaller plankton, such as copepods, 
larvae, and other ctenophores. They are typically voracious, often indiscriminate in prey choice, and 
can eat over 10 times their body weight per day (Suthers 2009). This contributes to the great success 
of some ctenophores as invasive species (Purcell et al. 2001; Zaika and Sergeeva 1990). Ctenophores 
also serve as a food source for jellyfish, turtles, and marine fishes, with recent research showing that 
they form a large portion of the diet of commercially important fish such as chum salmon and spiny 
dogfish (Ford and Link 2014; Purcell and Arai 2001). They are a crucial link in the marine food 
chain, limiting the populations of planktonic organisms that would otherwise graze on 
phytoplankton, the ocean’s major carbon-capturers. Despite the ecological importance of 
ctenophores, little is known about their distribution within the water column, their methods of 
navigation and control, or their predation effectiveness in different flow conditions. Our research 
will strive to close this gap by investigating ctenophore locomotion in complex flows, including the 
effects of turbulence on feeding and swimming behavior. 
As we have outlined in Section 1.2.3, the utility of small underwater robots is evident for a number 
of applications.  Most AUVs in widespread usage today are larger than 5 meters in length; even the 
smallest AUVs are usually around half a meter in length Table 1.2.  The development of a 
centimeter-scale robot that is both efficient and maneuverable would enable the exploration of many 
sensitive habitats or complex terrains that are inaccessible with current technology.  Additionally, 
centimeter-scale robots could potentially be deployed in networks, allowing researchers to study 
larger areas with more facility.  Ctenophores’ unique ciliated propulsion system and small size can 
provide inspiration for vehicles that are much smaller than those in common usage today.  Our 
study, by investigating biological propulsion and control mechanisms in ctenophores, will enable the 
development of new technologies to meet the rising environmental challenges of climate change, 
ocean acidification, and pollution.   
5.3.2 Research objectives 
Our first objective will be to quantify ctenophore agility in turbulent and nonturbulent conditions, 
including adaptive behaviors and predator-prey interactions.  We will measure, both in the 
laboratory and in situ, a suite of standard performance metrics including maximum observed 
acceleration, length-specific turning radius and stopping distance. This analysis will include the 
effects of turbulence and shear on ctenophore navigation and locomotion, and identify any special 
behaviors associated with flow condition (e.g. turbulence avoidance, changing gait patterns, 
leveraging periodic vortex structures, etc). We will also examine changes in predation effectiveness 
with increasing flow complexity, which will provide insight into ctenophores’ preferred locations in 
the water column and help explain their success as non-native invaders in ecosystems around the 
world. Our ultimate goal is to situate ecological observations of these animals within a physical 
context. 
Our second objective will be to extract translational principles of ctenophore locomotion for use in 
the advancing field of autonomous underwater vehicle design.  As stated in Section 1.2.3, two of the 
major current limitations on AUV design are navigation and power ((Z. Wang, Thiébaut, and 
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Dauvin 1995; Heidemann, Stojanovic, and Zorzi 2012)). The second of these is quickly advancing: 
today’s vehicles are equipped with the latest, lightest, longest-lasting onboard power supplies. Our 
study will illuminate the physical mechanisms behind efficient ctenophore swimming, which can be 
applied to the design of AUVs for longer mission durations, more complex maneuvers, or a higher 
payload. Our exploration of the outer limits of ciliate agility and control will also provide insight into 
AUV design and potentially allow roboticists to decrease path deviation due to turbulent gusts, 
improving the accuracy of navigational methods. The development of small, agile AUVs will also be 
a significant benefit for underwater ecologists and biological oceanographers, as they can be used to 
measure ocean properties and organism-habitat interactions in areas that are currently inaccessible. 
5.3.3 Proposed experiments 
We will use the latest technology to investigate ctenophore swimming and mechanisms of 
locomotion control, including stereoscopic imaging, PIV, and high-speed video. Using these tools, 
we will test the following hypotheses: 
 H1: Ctenophore agility, as well as predation effectiveness, decreases with increasing 
turbulence/shear. 
 H2: Navigational control of ctenophores is governed exclusively by asymmetric beating of 
comb rows. 
 H3: Comb rows are able to respond to turbulent velocity fluctuations and maintain animal 
orientation and heading in complex flows. 
 H4: Cilia are an effective mechanism for the control of meso-scale AUVs in variable flow 
conditions. 
Our first experiment will measure the dependence of ctenophore agility on fluid shear.  We will 
collaborate with the Monterey Bay Aquarium (MBA) and aquarist Thomas Knowles to 
stereoscopically film Pleurobrachia bachei and Hormiphora californiensis, two species of cydippid 
ctenophore. MBA will provide animals and planktonkreisel tanks in which we will produce simple 
shear (Rakow and Graham 2006). We will quantify this shear flow using PIV. To induce active 
behavior, we will maintain a high ambient density of typical prey items (copepods or live Artemia) 
and record successful vs. unsuccessful captures. Animals will be digitally tracked to examine 
translational and angular velocities and accelerations, as well as length-specific turning radii (Figure 
5.4). These agility metrics will be quantified in varying levels of shear (H1). We will also 
simultaneously image animals using high-speed, high-resolution videography, allowing us to correlate 
the movement of individual ctene rows with large-scale movement (H2). 
Our second experiment will measure the dependence of ctenophore agility on fluid turbulence. We 
will measure ctenophores in turbulence, using DPIV to simultaneously image animals together with 
the surrounding fluid flow. Animals will be studied in a custom-built tank, using grid structures to 
generate turbulence at the appropriate scales. Similar tanks have been used with great success to 
study turbulence-organism interactions ((Webster, Braithwaite, and Yen 2004; Hondzo and Lynn 
1999)).  We will study ctenophore responses to turbulent velocity structures (including predator-prey 
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interactions), quantifying both macro-scale agility and individual ctene-row responses to turbulence 
(H3, H2). 
Lastly, we will use the results from the first two experiments to create a numerical model of a 
ctenophore-inspired ciliated swimmer. We will subject our model swimmer to typical environmental 
flow conditions to further test the effectiveness of cilia as a control system for navigation and 
orientation (H2, H3) and to explore the possibility of a similar system for use in the design of 
underwater vehicles (H4). 
 
Figure 5.4: Preliminary data, collected at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, showing center-of-mass trajectories of 
Pleurobrachia bachei in low-shear flow, displaying small turning radii and rapid directional reversal.  Each 
color is a different animal, and flow is right-to-left. 
5.3.4 Impact 
The impact of this study is both immediate and far-reaching. The quantification of ctenophore 
navigation methods and agility in turbulence will provide biologists and oceanographers with much-
needed data on these important and ubiquitous animals; our investigation of macro-scale ciliate 
locomotion will pave the way for work in biomimetic robotics, and may also shed light on issues of 
human health, ocean mixing and circulation, and animal phylogeny. 
As the field of underwater robotics continues to advance, and vehicles continue to shrink, new 
needs will arise in vehicle design. Smaller vehicles occupy a different physical flow regime where the 
impact of turbulence becomes nontrivial, which necessitates new control systems. Our investigation 
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of ctenophore navigation and locomotion will progress in parallel with the development of robotics 
technology, so that when small robots become readily deployable, a bio-inspired control system will 
be ready to implement. This will address the challenge of fine-scale control for AUVs while 
providing ecological and behavioral data on predation effectiveness, turbulence avoidance, and 
agility in different flow conditions. Though ctenophore locomotion has been studied in the past, 
much of the prior work was completed before the advent of PIV, high-speed/high-resolution 
cameras, or advanced computer models. We now have the technology for a much more quantitative 
analysis of performance characteristics like power output (Barlow and Sleigh 1993), velocity fields 
and feeding currents, and 3D orientation and position.  
Ctenophores are currently of great interest to the genetics and neurological communities, as recent 
research (Moroz et al. 2014) has indicated that ctenophores’ nervous systems may have evolved 
independently from those of other animals. They are also widespread and important contributors to 
the global ecosystem (Harbison, Madin, and Swanberg 1978), and they exist within complex, 
turbulent fluid environments. Knowledge of ctenophore-environment interactions could prove to be 
a crucial missing link in questions of conservation and sustainability, such as the removal of invasive 
species, oceanic carbon sinks, and restoring balance to marine food chains. 
Recent research has also shown that small organisms may make major contributions to ocean mixing 
(Noss and Lorke 2014; Thiffeault and Childress 2010; Dabiri 2010; Kunze et al. 2006). Most 
ctenophores range in size from approximately 1-15cm (Matsumoto 1991), which makes them ideal 
candidates for fluid transport via drift (Katija and Dabiri 2009). They are also exceedingly numerous 
and reach high population densities (e.g. 17-33 individuals/m3 (Miller 1974; van der Veer and Sadée 
1984), (Z. Wang, Thiébaut, and Dauvin 1995)) and are distributed throughout the world’s oceans 
(Harbison, Madin, and Swanberg 1978). Further analysis of the near- and far-field flows surrounding 
ctenophores would elucidate their potential role in ocean mixing. A thorough understanding of the 
biomechanics of cilia is also necessary for advances in treatment for ciliopathic and respiratory 
diseases (Waters and Beales 2011; Pan, Wang, and Snell 2005; S. T. Christensen et al. 2007).  
Lastly, though ciliated propulsion has been proposed and somewhat developed as a potential 
mechanism for underwater microrobots (Ghanbari and Bahrami 2011; Palagi et al. 2013; Sareh et al. 
2012) (1-200μm), it has not yet been proposed as a method of control for meso-scale underwater 
vehicles (1-10 cm). Additionally, no one has explored the mechanics of ciliated navigation in 
conjunction with other “primary” propulsive modes such as jetting or undulation, which are 
common among ctenophores. A detailed study of ctenophore biomechanics will inform robotics 
design and open new avenues of research in underwater propulsion. 
5.4 Concluding thoughts 
Through our use of novel techniques in refractive-index-matching, we obtain simultaneous 
measurements of large, freely-suspended, nonspherical particles and the surrounding homogeneous 
isotropic turbulence.  We find that in turbulence, the instantaneous particle velocity and the 
instantaneous fluid velocity follow a one-to-one relationship, and that the slip velocity is not a 
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function of the fluid environment.  This is not true for numerically-modeled similar particles in a 
simple oscillatory flow.  We also find that slip velocity is drastically reduced in comparison to 
quiescent settling velocity. Future work must consider the complicated relationship between particle 
slip, turbulence-altered settling velocities, and the surrounding flows.  This is especially important 
for numerical models which use a single value to parametrize particle settling, such as models for 
sediment transport or marine snow settling in the biological pump. 
We explore particle rotation and find that for neutrally-buoyant particles, the expected angular 
velocity magnitude in turbulence does not depend on particle shape.  With increasing inertia, 
particles’ longest lengthscales begin to play a role.  We present a qualitative framework for particle 
rotation in which particles are rotated by the range of wavenumbers corresponding to their longest 
lengthscale.  Particles with longer lengthscales therefore experience a greater variance in angular 
velocity, as well as a higher overall angular velocity magnitude (since larger eddies are coupled with 
higher velocities).  This qualitative framework is further supported by the similarity in the 
distribution of rotation for both large particles and the fluid vorticity field which is spatially filtered 
at the lengthscale of the particles. 
Though the dynamics of non-spherical particles remain enigmatic in many ways, we have begun to 
step towards a better understanding.  There is much still to be explored, and we look forward to new 
computational and experimental work which will illustrate a clearer picture of the complex physics 
behind particle translation and rotation in turbulence. 
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Appendix A: Shape-Dependent Particle Drag 
In our experiments, we encounter two main difficulties in finding analytic models for the drag on 
our particles.  The first is that the particles are relatively large, meaning that Stokesian (creeping) 
flow is not appropriate; the particle Reynolds numbers are on the order of 102.  The second is that 
they are nonspherical, so that even Stokes’s expressions (derived for a sphere) are not directly 
applicable.  A number of corrections to the Stokes equations have been proposed and somewhat 
validated by experiment (Pettyjohn and Christiansen 1948; Stringham, Simons, and Guy 1969; 
Haider and Levenspiel 1989; Clark et al. 1989; Gögüs, Ipekçi, and Kökpinar 2001).  We find a 
convenient collection of these in (Loth 2008), and follow his derivations below.  From the diverse 
models presented in this excellent review, we select the ones that are most appropriate to our case 
(cylinders and spheroids at intermediate Reynolds number).  We therefore obtain the curves plotted 
in Figure 3.2 and the values listed in Table 3.. 
A1. Drag force 
We begin with a simple expression for the drag force on an object: 
 𝐅 𝐃 = −
1
2
𝜌𝑓𝐴𝐶𝐷|?⃑⃑? |?⃑⃑?  (A.2) 
 
where 𝜌𝑓 is the fluid density, 𝐴 is the object’s cross-sectional area, 𝐶𝐷 is the drag coefficient, and ?⃑⃑?  
is the particle velocity with respect to the surrounding fluid.  In the case of Stokes flow (𝑅𝑒𝑝 < 1), 
the drag coefficient is 𝐶𝐷 = 24 𝑅𝑒𝑝⁄ , which makes the drag linear in ?⃑⃑? .  For large Reynolds number 
(𝑅𝑒𝑝 > 2000), the drag coefficient is approximately constant.  However, at intermediate Reynolds 
number, the drag coefficient varies nonlinearly with 𝑅𝑒𝑝. 
In this nonlinear regime, it is necessary to use a corrected version of the Stokesian drag coefficient.  
The most common correction for spheres at intermediate 𝑅𝑒𝑝, developed by (Clift and Gauvin 
1971), is: 
 
𝐶𝐷 = [
24
𝑅𝑒𝑝
(1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒𝑝
0.687)] +
0.42
1 +
42,500
𝑅𝑒𝑝
1.16
 
(A.3) 
 
where the quantity in brackets is known as the Schiller-Naumann correction (Schiller and Naumann 
1933).  It is also useful to define a “Stokes correction factor” f: 
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 𝑓 =
𝐶𝐷(𝑅𝑒𝑝)
24/𝑅𝑒𝑝
 (A.4) 
 
such that in Equation (A.3), 𝑓 = (1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒𝑝
0.687) (this definition neglects the final correcting 
term from Clift and Gauvin’s expression, which is small for 𝑅𝑒𝑝 < 10
3, but we will carry this term 
through our calculations). 
A2. Stokes correction factors for nonspherical particles 
The equations above are derived for spherical particles, but we seek a model for nonspherical (but 
regularly-shaped) particles.  This necessitates the use of a different Stokes correction factor f, which 
depends on the particle aspect ratio, 𝛼.  These correction factors are well-defined for spheroids, and 
may be used for cylinders as well.  The formulation of the correction factor is dependent on the 
orientation of the particle with respect to the surrounding flow: the drag parallel to the axis of 
symmetry is determined by 𝑓∥, and the drag perpendicular to the axis of symmetry is determined by 
𝑓⊥. For oblate particles, these factors are: 
 𝑓∥,ob =
(4/3)𝛼−1/3(1 − 𝛼2)
𝛼 +
(1 − 2𝛼2) cos−1 𝛼
√1 − 𝛼2
 ;   𝑓⊥,ob =
(8/3)𝛼−1/3(𝛼2 − 1)
𝛼 −
(3 − 2𝛼2) cos−1 𝛼
√1 − 𝛼2
 (A.5) 
 
For prolate particles, these factors are: 
 
𝑓∥,pr =
(4/3)𝛼−1/3(1 − 𝛼2)
𝛼 −
(2𝛼2 − 1) ln(𝛼 + √𝛼2 − 1)
√𝛼2 − 1
 ;   𝑓⊥,pr =
(8/3)𝛼−1/3(𝛼2 − 1)
𝛼 +
(2𝛼2 − 3) ln(𝛼 + √𝛼2 − 1)
√𝛼2 − 1
 
(A.6) 
 
In the case of quiescent flow, we find that oblate particles (α ≤ 1) always fall with a vertical axis of 
symmetry, so in this case we would use 𝑓∥,ob.  Prolate particles (α > 1) always fall broad-side, with 
the axis of symmetry parallel to the ground, so in this case we would use 𝑓⊥,pr.  In turbulent flow, 
however, we expect no preferential orientation.  We can therefore use an averaged Stokes correction 
factor: 
 
3
〈𝑓〉
=
1
𝑓∥
+
1
𝑓⊥
+
1
𝑓⊥
 (A.7) 
 
(since cylinders and ellipsoids have one axis of symmetry, and two axes which are perpendicular to 
the axis of symmetry).  For oblate particles, this yields: 
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 〈𝑓ob〉 =
𝛼−1/3√1 − 𝛼2
cos−1 𝛼
 (A.8) 
 
For prolate particles, this yields: 
 〈𝑓pr〉 =
𝛼−1/3√𝛼2 − 1
ln(𝛼 + √𝛼2 − 1)
 (A.9) 
 
These Stokes correction factors help us to determine the adjustments that must be made to the drag 
coefficient of our particles.  We also note, however, that drag is also proportional to the particle’s 
area.  In the Newtonian (large Reynolds number) regime, the dominant part of the drag force is 
proportional to the cross-sectional area.  However, at lower Reynolds numbers, viscosity is 
important and therefore skin-friction drag (which is proportional to total surface-area) is also 
important. 
A3. Normalized surface and projected areas 
We can normalize the particle’s surface area by the surface area of a sphere of equivalent volume: 
 𝐴surf
∗ ≡
𝐴surf
𝜋𝑑eq
2 =
2𝛼 + 1
(18𝛼2)1 3⁄
 (cylinders) (A.10) 
 
where deq is the diameter of the sphere of equivalent volume and 𝐴surf is the cylinder’s surface area. 
In the previous section, we treated spheroids and cylinders as equivalent.  However, due to the 
substantially different surface area between these two shape classes, we will calculate more specific 
values for 𝐴surf
∗  and 𝐴proj
∗ .  For prolate spheroids, 𝐴surf
∗  is given by: 
 
𝐴surf
∗ =
2𝜋𝑐2
𝛼2
(1 +
𝛼
√1 − 𝛼−2
sin−1(√1 − 𝛼−2))
𝜋𝑑eq
2
=
1
2𝛼2/3
(1 +
𝛼
√1 − 𝛼−2
sin−1 (√1 − 𝛼−2)) 
(A.11) 
 
where c is the ellipsoid’s major axis.  For oblate spheroids, 𝐴surf
∗  is given by: 
 
𝐴surf
∗ =
2𝜋𝑐2
𝛼2
(1 +
𝛼2
√1 − 𝛼2
tanh−1(√1 − 𝛼2))
𝜋𝑑eq
2
=
1
2𝛼2/3
(1 +
𝛼2
√1 − 𝛼2
tanh−1 (√1 − 𝛼2)) 
(A.12) 
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We can similarly normalize the particle’s projected area.  This quantity, like the Stokes correction 
factors, is orientation-dependent.  In quiescent flow, oblate particles fall with the principal axis 
vertical: 
 𝐴proj,ob
∗ ≡
𝐴proj
𝜋𝑟eq2
=
𝜋𝑅cyl
2
𝜋𝑟eq2
= (
3𝛼
2
)
−2 3⁄
 (oblate cylinder) (A.13) 
 
Prolate cylinders fall with the principal axis parallel to the ground: 
 𝐴proj,pr
∗ =
2𝑅cyl · 𝐻cyl
𝜋𝑟eq2
=
4𝑅cyl
2 · 𝛼
𝜋𝑟eq2
=
4𝛼
𝜋
(
3𝛼
2
)
−2 3⁄
 (prolate cylinder) (A.14) 
 
For spheroids, the derivation is similar: 
 𝐴proj,ob
∗ =
𝜋
𝑐2
𝛼2
𝜋𝑟eq2
=
1
𝛼2
𝑐2
𝑟eq2
= 𝛼−1/3 (oblate spheroid) (A.15) 
 
 𝐴proj,pr
∗ = 
𝜋
𝑐2
𝛼
𝜋𝑟eq2
=
1
𝛼
𝑐2
𝑟eq2
= 𝛼1/3 (prolate spheroid) (A.16) 
 
In turbulent flow, where no preferential orientation is expected, 𝐴surf
∗  will be the same, but 𝐴proj
∗  
will change.  We can treat 𝐴proj
∗  as we treated the Stokes correction factors and find an orientation-
averaged version of 𝐴proj
∗ : 
 3〈𝐴proj
∗ 〉 = 2𝐴proj,pr
∗ + 𝐴proj,ob
∗ = (
8𝛼
𝜋
+ 1) (
3𝛼
2
)
−2/3
 (cylinders) (A.17) 
 
 3〈𝐴proj
∗ 〉 = 2𝐴proj,pr
∗ + 𝐴proj,ob
∗ = 2𝛼1/3 + 𝛼−1/3 (spheroids) (A.18) 
 
Note that for a spherical particle, 𝐴surf
∗ = 𝐴proj
∗ = 〈𝐴proj
∗ 〉 = 1.  We have now derived the Stokes 
correction factor, the normalized surface area, and the normalized projected area for all of the 
particle shapes discussed in this and other chapters. 
A4. Combining forces: Stokes vs. Newton regime 
At intermediate Reynolds numbers, where we perform our experiments, a robust drag model is 
elusive (Chhabra, Agarwal, and Sinha 1999).  Previous work has focused on combining drag models 
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from the Stokes and Newton regimes (Ganser 1993; Cheng 1997).  In the Newtonian regime, the 
drag coefficient is expected to be constant; this is often called the “critical drag”.  Just as we defined 
the Stokes drag correction factor as the ratio between the particle’s actual drag coefficient and the 
drag coefficient of a volume-equivalent sphere (Equation (A.4)), so may we define a Newton drag 
correction factor that is the ratio of the particle’s critical drag coefficient to a volume-equivalent 
sphere’s critical drag coefficient: 
𝐶shape =
𝐶D,shape,crit
𝐶D,sphere,crit
|
constant
volume
 
We know that the critical drag coefficient of a given particle is dependent on its shape in complex 
ways, making this problem difficult to model exactly.  We therefore approximate  𝐶shape based only 
on particle sphericity, which is the ratio of the particle’s surface area to the surface area of the sphere 
of equivalent volume (that is, 𝐴surf
∗ ): 
 𝐶shape = 1 + 1.5(𝐴surf
∗ − 1)1/2 + 6.7(𝐴surf
∗ − 1) (oblate particles) (A.19) 
 
 𝐶shape = 1 + 0.7(𝐴surf
∗ − 1)1/2 + 2.4(𝐴surf
∗ − 1) (prolate particles) (A.20) 
 
These models are based on the theoretical work of (Clift, Grace, and Weber 2013; T. L. Thompson 
and Clark 1991; Ganser 1993) and the experimental work of (Pettyjohn and Christiansen 1948; 
Stringham, Simons, and Guy 1969; Haider and Levenspiel 1989; Clark et al. 1989; Gögüs, Ipekçi, 
and Kökpinar 2001).  As expected, 𝐶shape = 0 for spheres (𝐴surf
∗ = 1) for both the oblate and 
prolate expressions above.  However, because the sphericity of a cylinder is never exactly equal to 
one (for α = 1, 𝐴surf
∗ = 1.14 for a cylinder), the value of 𝐶shape will be discontinuous at α = 1 for 
cylinders.  So, this is not an exact model for cylinders, but it has shown reasonable accuracy in 
experiments involving disks and rods (Haider and Levenspiel 1989; Pettyjohn and Christiansen 
1948). 
Using a dimensional-collapse approach, (Ganser 1993) defines a normalized drag coefficient and a 
normalized Reynolds number: 
 𝐶D
∗ =
𝐶D
𝐶shape
 (A.21) 
 
 𝑅𝑒p
∗ =
𝐶shape𝑅𝑒p
𝑓shape
 (A.22) 
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These two parameters, 𝐶D
∗  and 𝑅𝑒p
∗, encompass shape variation in the Newton-drag regime (as 
quantified by 𝐶shape) and shape variation in the Stokes-drag regime (as quantified by 𝑓shape). 
By substituting these quantities into Equation (A.3), we achieve this expression: 
 
𝐶D
∗ = [
24
𝑅𝑒p∗
(1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒p
∗0.687)] +
0.42
1 +
42,500
𝑅𝑒p∗
1.16
 
(A.23) 
 
We now have a motley collection of normalized and non-normalized parameters, all of which are 
non-dimensional and some of which depend on particle orientation (but not all).  As a refresher for 
the reader, we qualitatively summarize these parameters in Table A4. 
𝑪𝐃 Particle drag coefficient; unknown. 
𝐶shape Newton-drag correction factor, based entirely on particle sphericity 𝐴surf
∗  (which is a function of particle 
aspect ratio α).  This is a property of particle geometry only, and does not vary with orientation. 
𝑓shape Stokes-drag correction factor, based entirely on particle aspect ratio α.  This is a property of geometry, 
but it varies with particle orientation.  When there is no preferential particle orientation (e.g. Brownian 
motion, turbulence), an averaged version 〈𝑓〉 may be used. 
𝑅𝑒p Particle Reynolds number based on the particle’s velocity, the particle’s diameter, and the density and 
viscosity of the surrounding fluid. 
𝑅𝑒p
∗ Normalized particle Reynolds number, which depends on 𝐶shape, 𝑓shape, and 𝑅𝑒p. 
𝐶D
∗  Normalized particle drag coefficient for the intermediate Reynolds-number regime, found via equation 
XX. 
𝐴surf
∗  The surface area of the particle divided by the surface area of a sphere of equivalent volume, also called 
sphericity.  This is a property of particle geometry only, and does not vary with orientation. 
𝐴proj
∗  The projected area of the particle divided by the projected area of a sphere of equivalent volume.  This is 
a property of geometry, but it varies with particle orientation.  When there is no preferential particle 
orientation (e.g. Brownian motion, turbulence), an averaged version 〈𝐴proj
∗ 〉 may be used. 
Table A4: Parameters involved in the calculation of drag on non-spherical particles in the intermediate 
Reynolds number regime. It is the particle drag coefficient, CD, which must be found in order to calculate the 
true drag on the particle and therefore the still-water settling velocity for various shapes. 
 
A5. Solving for the particle drag: iterative approach 
We return to Equation (A.2), the drag on a particle: 
 𝐅
 
𝐃 = −
1
2
𝜌𝑓𝐴𝐶𝐷|?⃑⃑? |?⃑⃑?  
 
(A.24) 
This expression holds for both the Newtonian and Stokesian drag regimes; it is only the drag 
coefficient  𝐶𝐷 that must be changed.  If we substitute 𝐶𝐷 = 24/𝑅𝑒𝑝, we recover the familiar 
expression for a sphere in creeping flow: 𝐅 𝐃 = 6𝜋𝜇𝑅?⃑⃑? .  For our problem—nonspherical particles 
at intermediate Reynolds number—the drag coefficient is nonlinearly dependent on the particle 
Reynolds number.  Specifically, we seek to discover the still-water settling velocity of our particles, 
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when the buoyant force is equal to the drag force.  In equilibrium, the particle settling velocity is 
governed by the following equation: 
 𝐅 𝐁 = 
1
2
𝜌𝑓𝐴𝐶𝐷|?⃑⃑? |?⃑⃑?  (A.25) 
 
The buoyant force  𝐅 𝐁 is dependent only on particle volume, particle density, and fluid density—not 
particle velocity.  We can therefore take an iterative approach, using the following steps: 
1. Guess a value for the particle velocity w. 
2. Determine the resulting particle Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒p. 
3. Using 𝐶shape and 𝑓shape , which are properties of geometry alone (Equations (A.5)(A.6) and 
(A.19)(A.20)), calculate the normalized particle Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒p
∗ (Equation (A.22)). 
4. Using 𝑅𝑒p
∗ and Equation (A.23), determine the normalized drag coefficient 𝐶D
∗ . 
5. Using 𝐶D
∗  and 𝐶shape, determine the actual particle drag coefficient  𝐶𝐷. 
6. Solve for w using Equation (A.25) and the known value of 𝐅 𝐁, which is a property of 
geometry alone.  Compare this value with the initial guess from Step 1.   
7. If the difference between the two values of w is too large, begin again at Step 1, this time 
using the value obtained in step 6.  
The particle’s fall orientation is taken into account in both step 3 and step 6, via 𝑓shape and A (the 
particle’s cross-sectional area).   
With this approach, we can determine the expected still-water settling velocity of prolate and oblate 
cylinders.  For our size range (𝑟eq = 4.6 mm), the results are plotted in Figure A1.  The settling 
velocity rises to a peak at α = 1, which is to be expected as this aspect ratio has the lowest projected 
surface area.  We also note the small discontinuity at α =1.  This discontinuity arises from two 
parameters: first, the difference between the definition of 𝐶shape for prolate and oblate particles; 
second,  the difference between the preferred fall orientations (and therefore the projected cross-
sectional areas) of oblate vs. prolate particles.  Our observations indicate that cylinders with α = 1 
fall with their symmetry axis vertical, whereas cylinders with α=2 fall with their symmetry axis 
parallel to the ground (“broadside”).  We have no observational data for 1 < α < 2; we have 
therefore left the discontinuity as-is.  The discontinuity does not appear for spheroids, as both 𝐴proj
∗  
and 𝐶shape are continuous for this case. 
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Figure A1: Still-water settling velocities of prolate and oblate cylinders with 𝒓𝐞𝐪 = 𝟒. 𝟔 𝐦𝐦 for varying particle 
specific gravity.  The discontinuity at α=1 arises because of the model’s abrupt shift in preferential settling 
orientation. 
 
A6. A note on still-water settling velocity vs. turbulent slip velocity 
Though we may predict the still-water settling velocity using a combination of analytical and 
empirical methods as described above, the turbulent slip velocity is altogether a different animal.  An 
iterative approach which assumes equilibrium between buoyancy and drag is not applicable.  In this 
situation, there are many other forces on the particle such as the acceleration reaction force and the 
history force (as described earlier in this chapter).  Additionally, particles are not in equilibrium, but 
are continuously accelerating and decelerating. 
Despite these limitations, it is illustrative to consider the effects of preferential orientation on 
particle drag.  We can use the same model and iterative approach as used in section A5, but remove 
the effects of preferential orientation in Steps 3 and 6. We use an averaged shape factor 〈𝑓〉 as 
defined by equations (A.8) and (A.9), and instead of using a preferential cross-sectional area, we can 
use the average projected area 〈𝐴proj
∗ 〉.   The results for both cylinders and spheroids are shown in 
Figure A2, for particles with 𝑟eq = 4.6 mm and γ = 1.01.  The discontinuity at α = 1 is still present, 
due to the definition of 𝐶shape.  It is interesting that the discontinuity is actually somewhat larger in 
the random case, showing that perhaps a more continuous model of 𝐶shape is needed for cylinders.  
Outside this small contested area, however, we see that in general, randomly-oriented-particle fall 
velocity is increased with respect to the preferred-orientation case.  This is logical—in the preferred-
orientation case, cylinders always appear in a drag-maximizing orientation due to the pressure 
distribution and recirculation in the particle wake.  This scenario is what we empirically observe. 
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This observation gives us further confidence that the sharply reduced settling velocity we observe in 
turbulent flow is most likely due to complex interactions with turbulent vortex structures, and 
cannot be explained by the erasure of preferential orientation.  In fact, if particles have no preferred 
orientation, the opposite is seen—settling velocity should increase.  Since this is not what we 
observe, we may conclude that the settling velocity reduction may be attributed to 
phenomenological effects related to turbulence. 
 
Figure A2: : Settling velocity vs. aspect ratio for cylinders (red) and spheroids (blue) falling at a preferred 
orientation (broadside for α > 1, vertical for α ≤ 1), shown as solid lines, and at random orientations, shown as 
dotted lines.  Data are for particles with 𝒓𝐞𝐪 = 𝟒. 𝟔 𝐦𝐦  and γ = 1.01.  Discontinuity at α = 1 for cylinders arises 
from differences in the definition of 𝑪𝐬𝐡𝐚𝐩𝐞 and 𝑨𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐣. 
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Appendix B: Finding 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 
We define the turbulent slip velocity as ?⃑? 𝑠 ≡ 〈?⃑? 𝑝〉 − 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉, where 〈?⃑? 𝑝〉 is the average particle 
velocity and 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 is the average fluid velocity in an annulus around the particle.  In this annulus, we 
would like to exclude the fluid which is immediately adjacent to the particle and include all the fluid 
that is likely to influence the particle.  We set the inner bound of the annulus at approximately 2.5 
mm from the particle border, which is the start of the “outer layer” of the logarithmic boundary 
layer in wall turbulence.  We set the outer bound of the annulus at approximately 9.2mm from the 
particle border, which is equal to the diameter of the sphere of equivalent volume to the cylindrical 
particles we examine.  However, it is worthwhile to shift the boundaries and examine the impact on 
our results. Since changing the bounds on the fluid annulus does not change 〈?⃑? 𝑝〉, we can look at 
the effects on 〈?⃑⃑? 𝑓〉 and the subsequent effects on ?⃑? 𝑠. 
As stated previously, we choose 2.5mm as our inner bound.  If we set the inner bound to be smaller 
than 2.5mm (which in our resolution corresponds to 2·dx), the value of 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 will grow closer to the 
value of 〈?⃑? 𝑝〉 due to the no-slip boundary condition at the particle surface. This will have the effect 
of decreasing the magnitude of ?⃑? 𝑠.  If we set the inner bound to be larger than 2.5mm, we will 
include less of the fluid being dragged along with the particle, and 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 will take on values that are 
(presumably) not similar to 〈?⃑? 𝑝〉.  This will increase the magnitude of ?⃑? 𝑠.  This is borne out in 
Figure B1; as the inner bound varies from dx to 4dx, the slip velocity increases. 
For our outer bound, we choose the diameter of the sphere of equivalent volume to the cylinders, 
which is 9.2mm.  A larger outer bound, including more of the surrounding fluid, should bias 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 
toward zero due to the very low mean flow of the tank—if enough of the image area is averaged, 
〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 will approach the tank-scale mean flow.  A lower 〈?⃑? 𝑓〉 will result in a higher magnitude of ?⃑? 𝑠, 
which we see in Figure B2. 
For both cases, drastic changes of the annulus bounds result in only small changes to the calculated 
slip velocity.  We are therefore comfortable in our choice to set the annulus bounds of 2.5mm 
(approximately 2dx) and 9.2mm (approximately 7dx). 
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Figure B1: Effects of changing the inner bound of the fluid-averaging annulus on vs, ws, and |?⃑⃑? 𝒔|.  In these 
plots, the outer bound is held fixed at deq = 9.2 mm while the inner bound varies from dx=1.3mm to 
4dx=5.2mm. These data are from cylinders at γ = 1.003, α = 0.5, 1, 2, and 4.  Bolded line represents the bounds 
that were used for all calculations in Chapter 3. 
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Figure B2: Effects of changing the outer bound of the fluid-averaging annulus on vs, ws, and |?⃑⃑? 𝒔|.  In these 
plots, the inner bound is held fixed at  3 mm while the inner bound varies from 6dx=7.8mm to 10dx=13mm. 
These data are from cylinders at γ = 1.003, α = 0.5, 1, 2, and 4.  Bolded line represents the bounds that were 
used for all calculations in Chapter 3. 
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Appendix C: Small-particle simulation 
Infinitesimally-small, neutrally-buoyant, nonspherical particles are suspended in numerically-
simulated turbulence (Li et al. 2008) at a Reynolds number of 𝑅𝑒𝜆=433.  The particles are initialized 
at random positions ?⃑?  and orientations ?̂?, and advected exactly with the fluid such that 
𝐷?⃑? 𝐷𝑡 = ?⃑? 𝑝(?⃑? , 𝑡) = ?⃑? 𝑓(?⃑? , 𝑡)⁄ .  Particles rotate according to Jeffery’s approximations (Equations 
(4.6)and (4.7)).  From the turbulence data, downloaded from the Johns Hopkins University 
turbulence database, we obtain both the fluid velocity ?⃑? 𝑓(?⃑? , 𝑡) and the fluid-velocity-gradient tensor 
𝔸(?⃑? , 𝑡), from which we may compute the strain-rate tensor 𝕊 = (𝔸 + 𝔸T) 2⁄ .  As the particles’ 
positions and orientations evolve over time, we may follow them along their trajectory.    Particle 
shape factor, Λ (defined in Equation (4.5)), is continuously varied from Λ = −1 to Λ = 1 to explore 
the effects of particle shape on rotation and its components (Figure 4.2).  We may also investigate 
the interaction of the particle and its orientation vector, ?̂?, with the surrounding fluid. 
In particular, we are interested in the alignment between the particle’s axis of symmetry ?̂?, particle 
rotation (here denoted as 𝝎), fluid rotation rate (equal to half the fluid vorticity, here denoted as 𝛀), 
and the eigenvalues of the strain-rate tensor 𝕊 (here denoted as 𝒆𝑖)
1. To explore the effects of shape 
on alignment with the surrounding flow, we consider particles with a shape factor of either Λ = 1  
(an infinitely-thin rod, shown as red circles in the figures below) or Λ = −1  (an infinitely-thin disk, 
shown as blue squares in the figures below).  Three simulated trajectories are shown in Figure C1, 
Figure C2, and Figure C3. 
The first panel of each figure shows the magnitude of the total rotation experienced by both the 
fluid (Ω2) and the rod and disk (𝜔2), normalized by the Kolmogorov timescale 𝜏𝐾
2.  We see that in 
general, the magnitude of the rotation experienced by the rod is basically equivalent to the fluid 
rotation, while the disk exhibits large fluctuations.  This is clarified in the second panel of each 
figure, which shows the alignment of the particles’ principal axis ?̂? with the fluid vorticity.  We see 
that the rod is generally well-aligned with the vorticity, with a normalized alignment coefficient close 
to one throughout the trajectory.  By contrast, the disk is not well-aligned with the vorticity vector: 
in fact, the disk tends to align in such a way that its symmetry axis ?̂? is perpendicular to the fluid 
vorticity (with a normalized alignment coefficient close to zero).  It is this misalignment which 
causes the rapid fluctuations seen in the first panel of each figure.  The alignment of ?̂?disk in the 
plane perpendicular to ?⃑⃑?  leads the disk to have a weak spinning rate and a strong tumbling rate 
(Figure 4.2). 
Because ?⃑⃑?  tends to align with 𝒆2 in regions of high vorticity, the intermediate eigenvalue of the 
strain-rate tensor 𝕊, we expect ?̂?disk to fall into the plane spanned by 𝒆1 and 𝒆3, the other two 
                                                 
1 We caution that this notation differs somewhat from the notation used throughout the rest of the thesis. We also note 
that the cross-product, which tends to be denoted as 𝑎 × ?⃑?  in engineering, is denoted as 𝑎 ∧ ?⃑?  in physics. 
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eigenvalues of 𝕊.  This may be observed in the fourth panel of each figure: during large rotation 
events (high vorticity), ?̂?disk oscillates rapidly between alignment with 𝒆1 and alignment with 𝒆3. 
Recall that the rotation rates of these tiny particles are determined by both the fluid rotation and the 
fluid strain (see Equations (4.6) and (4.7)). Because ?̂?disk does not tend to be aligned with ?⃑⃑? , the 
strain-contribution term ?̂? × 𝕊?̂? is larger than the same term for a rod.  Since ?̂?disk tends to lie 
within the plane spanned by 𝒆1 and 𝒆3, the strain contribution term ?̂? × 𝕊?̂? is likely to be parallel to 
𝒆2, but rapidly changing signs. Therefore, the strain contribution is alternately enhancing and 
opposing the rotation of ?̂?disk about the fluid vorticity vector.  This is shown in the third panel of 
each figure, which shows the alignment between ?⃑⃑?  and ?̂? × 𝕊?̂? for both a rod and a disk.  Note that 
for the disk, the value alternates rapidly between approximately negative one (opposing the rotation 
of ?̂?disk about ?⃑⃑? )  and approximately one (enhancing the rotation of ?̂?disk about ?⃑⃑? ).  For rods, the 
strain contribution is nearly always perpendicular to ?⃑⃑? . 
 
Figure C1: A simulated infinitely thin rod (red circles) and an infinitely thin disk (blue squares) following the 
same trajectory, reprinted directly from (Byron et al. 2015) with permission.  Panel (a) shows the magnitude of 
the fluid rotation (green triangles), along with the magnitude of the rotation of the rod and the disk.  Panel (b) 
shows the alignment of the rod and the disk orientation (which is also the direction of the “spinning” rate) 
with the fluid vorticity.  Panel (c) shows the alignment of the rod and disk “tumbling” rate with the vorticity.  
Panel (d) shows data only for disks, and shows the alignment of the disk’s principal axes with the two extreme 
eigenvalues of the strain-rate tensor 𝕊, denoted as 𝒆𝟏 (green point-down triangles) and 𝒆𝟑 (purple point-up 
triangles).  Note the region of intense vorticity at 𝟑𝟓𝝉𝑲 < 𝒕 < 𝟒𝟎𝝉𝑲. 
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Figure C2: A simulated infinitely thin rod (red circles) and an infinitely thin disk (blue squares) following the 
same trajectory, reprinted directly from (Byron et al. 2015) with permission.  Panel (a) shows the magnitude of 
the fluid rotation (green triangles), along with the magnitude of the rotation of the rod and the disk.  Panel (b) 
shows the alignment of the rod and the disk orientation (which is also the direction of the “spinning” rate) 
with the fluid vorticity.  Panel (c) shows the alignment of the rod and disk “tumbling” rate with the vorticity.  
Panel (d) shows data only for disks, and shows the alignment of the disk’s principal axes with the two extreme 
eigenvalues of the strain-rate tensor 𝕊, denoted as 𝒆𝟏 (green point-down triangles) and 𝒆𝟑 (purple point-up 
triangles). The high-frequency components of the data are due to numerical artifacts.  
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Figure C3: A simulated infinitely thin rod (red circles) and an infinitely thin disk (blue squares) following the 
same trajectory, reprinted directly from (Byron et al. 2015) with permission.  Panel (a) shows the magnitude of 
the fluid rotation (green triangles), along with the magnitude of the rotation of the rod and the disk.  Panel (b) 
shows the alignment of the rod and the disk orientation (which is also the direction of the “spinning” rate) 
with the fluid vorticity.  Panel (c) shows the alignment of the rod and disk “tumbling” rate with the vorticity.  
Panel (d) shows data only for disks, and shows the alignment of the disk’s principal axes with the two extreme 
eigenvalues of the strain-rate tensor 𝕊, denoted as 𝒆𝟏 (green point-down triangles) and 𝒆𝟑 (purple point-up 
triangles). The high-frequency components of the data are due to numerical artifacts. 
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